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INTRODUCTION

This conference had its inception some eighteen months
ago at a meeting of the American Society of Limnology and Ocean-
ography, where it was learned through Dr. Sprugel that the

National Science Foundation was interested in encouraging meet-
ings of limited groups of people to discuss specialized subjects,
especially those which cut across the boundaries which conven-
tionally separate the several scientific disciplines. It seemed
to some of us that the study of salt marshes was an admirable
subject for such a conference.

The study of salt marshes is clearly an interdisciplinary

subject which has been pursued by geologists, hydrographers,
botanists and zoologists, each working frequently without full

awareness of what the other might contribute . The problem pre-
sented by salt marshes is analogous to that of coral reefs, and
to mymind is just about as interesting. In both cases distinctive

land forms have been produced by a combination of geological
processes and biological activities working under the control of

changing sea levels. There are, I suppose, a dozen books and
monographs about coral reefs. To the best of my knowledge Dr.
Chapman's forthcoming book on the salt marshes of the world
will be the first monographic treatment of our subject.

I think that what we may hope to accomplish at this meeting
is to advance the recognition of salt marshes as a coherent sub-
ject for general scientific study, and to make it clear to one an-
other what each discipline can contribute to an understanding of

the phenomena as a whole.

We are here as the result of the generous support of the

National Science Foundation and are indebted to the staff of the

Marine Institute of the University of Georgia for arranging the

details of the meeting. Our thanks are due to the Marine Insti-

tute and to Mr. Richard J. Reynolds, Jr., for the pleasant hos-
pitality we enjoy.

Alfred C. Redfield
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PART I

SALT MARSHES AS LAND FORMS.

Discussion leader: J. A. Steers

Contributors: L. M. J.U. van Straaten

R. A. Ragotzkie

R. J. Russell

J. P. Morgan
A. C. Redfield

R. E. Stevenson

J. M. Zeigler



THE PHYSIOGRAPHY OF SALT MARSHES

by

J. A. Steers

University of Cambridge

The physiographer can consider salt marshes from at least two points of

view:- (1) the marshland of a given coast in its entirety, and (Z) the detailed

features of any salt marsh. This distinction applies not only to the ordinary

salt marshes of temperate climates, but also to tropical mangrove swamps.

There can be few better places to study those problems than the eastern

coast of the United States. The marshes in the Bay of Fundy, New England,

the Atlantic Coastal Plain (using D. W. Johnson's divisions), and the tropical

swamps of Southern Florida present an unrivalled series.

These marshes add a fringe to the land, and so form a feature of some
magnitude. The deep red mud and often bare marshes of Fundy contrast with

the predominantly grass marshes farther south, which in their turn are divis-

ible into those formed nnainly of mud and silt and those made of salt peat with

variable amounts of silt. This difference is related to the geology of the areas

in which they occur. New England is a heavily glaciated district of resistant

rock. Streams gather less load from such a surface, and much of it is depos-

ited in lakes and swamps. In the coastal plain marshes to the south, on the

other hand, there is a greater amount of sediment, much of which is derived

from rivers which flow over an area of relatively weak rock. Because of the

lesser number of lakes and swamps through which they pass, the rivers do not

lose their load as they do in New England, but retain it until they reach the

ocean. The abundant mud in the Fundy marshes, although the region was heavily

glaciated, is derived from the soft red sandstones and shales, and is reworked

and pushed higher up the bays and estuaries by marine agencies.

The relation of salt marshes to vertical movement of the shoreline is

complicated. In studying the vertical movement in marshlands, allowance must

be made for the full tidal range, and possibly a little more, so as to include the

effects of storms. If, in any marsh, the thickness of deposit does not exceed

that of the extreme tidal range, submergence cannot be assumed. If the thick-

ness is appreciably greater, then submergence is probable. But compression

of marsh deposits by the overrolling of a shingle bar commonly occurs and may
cause a fictitious appearance of submergence, which can also be simulated in

other ways. A rapid submergence may give a "drowned" appearance to a marsh.

The effects of both submergence and emergence on the vegetation of the marsh -

solid-land boundary must be fully considered. Submergence and the ecological

history of the marshland are also closely related. If a bore or cut in a marsh

shows, for example, brackish water or high-marsh plant remains underlying

those peculiar to low- or mid-marsh levels, submergence must be assumed,

except for a quite local occurrence which might possibly be explained by com-



pression.

The rate at which marsh deposits accumulate has been measured in sev-

eral places. Marshes with a close vegetation and which are frequently covered

by the tide, rise in level most rapidly. The higher a marsh becomes, the less

the number of flooding tides that cover it, and the rate of sedimentation con-

sequently falls off. At low levels the rate of accumulation is variable: in

sheltered places it may be rapid, but in more exposed places the effect of the

tides and waves may bring about deposition one week and erosion the next.

Thus, upward growth will be spasmodic until a fairly dense spread of plants

has been established.

The overall physiognomy of a marsh depends upon a variety of factors,

including the nature of the deposits, whether mainly silt, silty sand, or peat;

the vegetation; the height of the surface; and the local effects of wind and

wave. There is a striking difference between the mud marshes, with their con-

siderable variety of plants, in Norfolk, and the rather sandy marshes of Cardi-

gan Bay (Wales). Both of these stand in contrast to the Spartina marshes of

parts of the Channel coast of England.

Marshes are characterized by an intricate drainage pattern of tidal creeks.

The vegetation spreads from sheltered spots and patches which first formed on

the original unvegetated surface. Their upward and lateral growth in the course

of a long period of years, concentrates the flow of water into definite channels,

the bottoms of which mark approximately the level of the original surface.

Creeks formed in this way may sometimes lengthen by a process of head-

ward erosion as a result of tidal water draining into them at the ebb. This is

beautifully demonstrated in certain Norfolk marshes where only the lower parts

of an original sand flat carry a mud and plant cover which is still spreading in-

wards, but has not yet covered all the higher parts of a flat. Consequently, on

the ebb of big tides, when the water falls in level, some of that on the upper flat,

which cannot get away until the lower levels are drained, falls into the heads of

creeks and so cuts them backwards. The rate of this recession has been mea-
sured in some creeks.

Dams often form in creeks and cause permanent blocks, so that the part

above the dam may become an elongated lake or pan. Oftentimes several dams
are made, partly by undercutting as a result of erosion, partly perhaps by man
or animals causing part of a creek bank to slide in. Thus, a series of pans are

formed, elongate in form. Other pans are sometimes more or less circular,

but, in fact, of any shape. They owe their origin to the irregular spread of

plants on the original flat. The plants begin their growth in favourable places,

irregularly scattered, so that it often happens that patches completely devoid

of plants are enclosed, and form pans. They may occur on the main marsh
surface or on what is sometimes called secondary marsh produced partly by

the erosion of the main marsh by wave action. This process usually gives an

irregular surface in front of the main marsh. Plants may colonize it and pans

form on it. The erosion of the main marsh leads to the formation of a small



cliff. In estuaries and other suitable places, primary and secondary marsh
may develop side by side.

Mangrove swamps are a special kind of salt marsh. The mangroves may
be accompanied by other plants or grasses. Their intricate root systems bring

about the deposition of quantities of silt and this is also aided by the other plants.

In places the decay of the mangrove roots leads to the formation of a dense peat.

The zoning of mangroves may be as clearly marked as that of plants on a salt

marsh in temperate climates. The close interrelation of mangroves, mud
deposition, and shingle ridges or coral reefs and similar habitats is well illus-

trated in the island-reefs of the Queensland coast and in the cays and shingle

islands around Jamaica.

There is yet another reason why salt marshes are so interesting from the

physical point of view; the rates of growth and change are usually much quicker

in them than in most other natural features. Even in a few years, extensive

alterations can be mapped, since the marshes are rising steadily and spreading

outwards, although at the same time parts of them may be cut back by erosion,

and secondary marsh may develop in front of a small erosion cliff. Growth
and erosion are, however, intimately associated with the plants that thrive on

the marshes, so that it is virtually impossible to separate ecological from
physiographical processes in the study of marsh evolution. Moreover, most
marsh areas are adjacent to dunes and shingle ridges. Wind-blown sand and

wave -moved shingle may be spread over a marsh, and there are few, if any,

better localities in which to study the way in which sediment of all degrees of

coarseness may be mixed.

DISCUSSION

Redfield: I would like to make two comments that came to my mind. One,

as you talked, 1 was very much impressed by how different your

English marshes are from our New England marshes and these

marshes here (Georgia). Superficially your marshes look much
more like our marshes on the West Coast. 1 think that is for

botanical reasons. I get the impression that everything is hap-

pening on a much shorter time schedule. On the other hand the

principles that you brought out are perfectly identical. For ex-

ample the growth of the creeks: your conclusion is exactly the

same as 1 have arrived at. Naively, from looking at our own
New England marshes there is just one other point that I would

like to make. You commented on the geographical influence, the

character of the hinterland and that sort of thing, and also the

temperature of the climate. I would like to raise a question as

to whether also the moisture characteristics of the climate and

the details of the tidal regime are not extremely important.

Obviously the range of tides, the mean range, is very evident,

but my impression, on looking at the West Coast marshes a

year ago was that these were marshes the surface of which dries



Steers:

Redfield:

Steers:

out for longer periods of time. There you have an irregular

tidal regime, the mixed tides or the diurnal tides, so that there

would be longer periods when the marsh surface was not flooded.

I wondered whether that was not correlated with the dominance
of Salicornia, for example, which covers those western marshes
and which with us is not very common, and which I have the im-
pression grows highly dispersed on dry sandy spits. Desiccation

as well as salinity is the dominant limiting factor.

By desiccation you mean tidal desiccation?

Yes.

Salicornia in East Anglia grows mainly on sandy places covered
by almost all high waters, that is, at neap tides and at spring

tides.

Redfield: Well, that's all our eastern Salicornias will stand down at half

tide level in dense Spartina, but you will also find them on new
sand spits where there is no other vegetation or very little

vegetation just up at the highest levels. They can stand the salt

and can also stand the long desiccation.

Chapmian: There are a number of points I would like to add to the ones made
by Professor Steers because the situation in New Zealand is

slightly different from the picture that has been outlined for

England and the United States. One of the first things that struck
me in New Zealand was the fact that there was a remarkable ab-
sence of salt pans. You have got enormous expanses of marsh
without any salt pans and besides that you don't get the elaborate
creek systems that are such a feature of the marshes around
here (Georgia). I have seen them before in Massachusetts and
all along this coast, and you get them in all parts of Europe, but

in New Zealand you haven't got this elaborate system of creeks
or salt pans.

La.ck of creeks and the lack of salt pans and the development of

these New Zealand marshes are particularly interesting because
in Auckland the mangrove swamp meets the salt marsh. We are
just at the southern boundary of the only species of mangrove
that we have in New Zealand, and the two intermingle. The man-
grove species is the first colonist and then behind that you get

the biggest extent of salt marsh.

Now there is another feature that we have in one particular salt

marsh. Underlying that salt marsh at quite a shallow depth there

is a peat deposit. It is a fresh water peat deposit and the actual

plant remains can be identified. In some places the peat deposit

is only three inches below the surface; in other places the depth



is substantially greater. For a long time that was a puzzle, but

I think we have now worked out the answer. It is a problem that

perhaps is peculiar to New Zealand but maybe happens in other

parts of the world. I think it might conceivably be of interest to

workers along this coast because I think it is now generally ac-
cepted that here the salt marsh is developing on a subsiding

coast line. Now the Auckland coast is a highly mobile coast if

1 can call it that. In other words, that coast has come up and
down quite frequently and quite substantially in the last 150, 000

years. I have come to the conclusion that what we have there

is two salt marshes. The oldest portion,which shows erosion
very much like the type of erosion indicated by Professor
Steers, represents an old salt marsh, a great part of which I

think was possibly removed as a result of erosion when the land

sank. The existing salt marsh is the second salt marsh that has
developed on that area. There is such a shallow depth over the

peat deposits because this is a relatively young salt marsh but

there are relics of the older one which goes back something like

say 1200 years. This present one I think started somewhere
around 500 years ago. This ties in with the data supplied to me
by my colleagues, the geologists, who have studied coastal move-
ment up and down in the Auckland harbor, and in addition have

also carried out some accretion measurements in the same man-
ner that Professor Steers used in Norfolk.

The other thing that I would say is that when we work out the

rate of formation of the salt marshes in New Zealand we find

that the time scale, based upon rates of accretion, is then com-
parable to the time scale that I have worked out in collaboration

with Professor Steers for the salt marshes in Great Britain. It

also ties in with the time scale that has been worked out on the

island of Skalling in Denmark where some work has also been
done. There is another phenomenon that Professor Steers didn't

mention which I think is worth drawing your attention to. You
can very often see three successive terraces on the salt marsh.
The salt marshes of Solway Firth I think are developing on a

rising coast line rather than on a subsiding coast line, and I

believe that the terraces there are associated with the continued

elevation of the coast line, which in turn is associated with

changes that have taken place in the main channel running out of

Solway Firth. The channel has caused erosion, and a bank re-

sults where the channel has migrated away again and a new
marsh is formed. With repetition a further terrace can be form-
ed. Of course most of you are familiar with salt marshes devel-

oping on subsiding coast lines all along this coast so that you

haven't got that phenomenon, but it is something that I think is

worth looking for where you have got salt marshes fornaing on a

rising coast line. Now I would like to add one further comment
on the point raised by Dr. Redfield because I am familiar with



the salt marshes on the Pacific coast of the United States. I

think the point he has made is quite a good one, namely, that

where you do get the long period of tidal exposure the salinity

rises to very considerable heights particularly in the summer
months, and under those conditions Salicornia is about the only

species that will tolerate the high salinity. On the other hand
we find in East Anglia that now that Spartina townsendii has been
introduced into the northern coast I have a suspicion that the

part formerly played by Salicornia as a primary colonist is go-
ing to disappear, and that the Spartina townsendii which comes
in at a slightly lower level than Salicornia will extend to such an
extent that the Salicornia stage will be almost if not wholly elim-
inated. In fact I suspect that possibly on those marshes you may
even get the elimination of the Aster stage as well.



ORIGIN OF RECENT DUTCH TIDAL FLAT FORMATIONS

by

L. M. J. U. van Straaten

University of Groningen, Netherlands

In the Dutch Wadden Sea ((the tidal flat area south of the Frisian (barrier)

Islands)), as well as in the estuaries in the southwestern part of the Netherlands,

three main environments can be distinguished (Fig. 1):

1) Above mean high tide level: salt marshes, thickly covered by vegetation

and dissected by numerous meandering creeks. They form more or less

narrow strips along the inner shores or dykes of the barrier islands and

along the mainland shore. One small marsh island is present in the

central part of the Wadden Sea. It is a remnant of extensive salt marshes
which have been removed by erosion since the Middle Ages. The salt

marsh sediments are composed of clayey sands, sandy clays and clays.

2) Between the lines of mean high and mean low tide: tidal flats . With the

exception of the highest parts bordering the salt marshes they are nor-

mally devoid of vegetation other than algae. Tidal flats occupy the main
part of the Wadden Sea area. They are dissected by tidal channels and

by small, tributary gullies. The central and higher parts of the flats are

usually very sandy, except along parts of the southern (leeward) shores

and in deep embayments where they are more protected from wave action.

The material of the lower parts of the flats, along the channels, ranges

in composition from pure sand to (sandy) mud. A muddy composition is

especially found where the channel banks are rich in gullies.

3) Below the low tide level: channel floor environment. Sandy deposits pre-

dominate on the channel floors, but in the interior parts of the Wadden
Sea there may be much clayey material.

The sedimentary structures in these environments are discussed in

detail in other papers by the author.

Sediments with the same characteristics as the estuary and Wadden Sea

deposits are found in the low-lying, dyked areas along most of the Dutch coast.

The greater part of them has been formed in earlier Holocene (Atlantic and

Subboreal) stages. Most sections through the deposits of both these older and

the recent tidal flat environments show a sequence of a thick series of channel

floor material, covered by thinner series of tidal flat and salt marsh sediments.

These sequences are formed in successive channel systems, the more recent

ones cutting through the older ones (Fig. 2).

The sediment of the recent Dutch Wadden Sea has been supplied by the

flood currents out of the North Sea environment. This is proven among other



things by mineralogical analysis of sands, silts and clays.

The direct source of the sand is the coastal barrier (notably its submerged

parts). This barrier has been built up during the Holocene, by wave action

transverse to the coast as well as by lateral beach drifting. The sand has there-

fore probably two original sources: a) Pleistocene sediments in the southern

North Sea basin, deposited by the Scandinavian glaciers, by meltwater streams

and by normal rivers, b) the Rhine (and Meuse) which brought sand to the coast

during (earlier stages of) the Holocene. The sand is transported into the Wadden

Sea area mainly by bottom traction.

The clayey material of the Wadden Sea deposits is chiefly supplied out of

the stock of suspended material present in the North Sea waters, especially the

near-shore waters. This stock is presumably maintained a) by erosion of older

sediments cropping out on the sea floor, notably those on the submerged slope of

the coastal barrier, and b) by supply from rivers debouching into the North Sea;

the Rhine, the Meuse, the Scheldt, English rivers , in the first place the Thamesj

may also contribute, since a residual current exists in the North Sea which flows

counter-clockwise through its southern part. The nnechanism of concentration

of fine-grained material in the Wadden Sea area has been described elsewhere.

The most important condition for the accumulation of the tidal flat deposits

is probably the presence of the coastal barrier, sheltering the area behind it

from the erosive effect of large sea waves. Cross sections at right angles to

the coast show that the top of the (terrestrial) Pleistocene sediments (or of the

thin early Atlantic peat or lagoonal deposits) which form the base of the tidal

flat sediments, slopes gently coastward. It seems to grade, beyond the coastal

barrier, into the present North Sea floor (Fig. 3). It therefore follows that

sedimentation in the Holocene was chiefly restricted to the area behind the

coastal barrier . As a matter of fact, Pleistocene and early Holocene deposits

crop out at several places on the North Sea floor.

Geological information and carbon-14 datings show that tidal flat conditions

existed already in the Atlanticum. The evolution of the whole complex of coastal

sediments is thought to have been as indicated in Fig. 4. So long as the sea was
rapidly rising (during the Atlanticum) the coastal barrier could never become
very broad. Broadening of the barrier complex by addition of new beach ridges,

etc. could take place, however, during the subsequent stage, the Subboreal,

when the relative rise ' of the sea decreased considerably. Since the Roman
period the relative rise has probably increased again with resulting erosion of

the coastal barrier. The comparatively high sand dunes of the Dutch coast date

from this last period.

The fact that the greater part of the present Wadden Sea is formed by tidal

flats, lying below the mean high tide level (Fig. 5) implies a certain lag of the

sediment supply by the flood currents. This supply is insufficient to raise the

1) = absolute rise + subsidence of the land
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average surface of the deposits above the rising high tide level. A situation

with a stronger relief, composed of many salt marsh islands, narrow tidal

flats and deep channels is not possible because of the levelling effect of the

waves i.i the Wadden Sea.

No such lag of sediment supply existed during the Subboreal. At that

time 'arge areas of the tidal flat belt became silted up to salt marsh level or

were even transformed into peat bogs.
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Figure 2.

Contact of two series of deposits formed in tidal flat environment (s.l. ).

Vertical sections in SW, W, NW and NE parts of excavation at Velsen

(Northwest of Amsterdam). All depths in meters below Dutch Ordnance
Datum. The absolute ages (in years, determined by radiocarbon method) in

this diagram refer partly to average values.

SW-section - up to 15.57 m. Pleistocene sands; 15.57-15.45 m. Lower Peat;

15.45-14. 07 m, Hydrobia clay; 14.07-3.25 m. channel floor and tidal flat

deposits of older series; 3.25-2.55 m. salt marsh clays of older series;

2.55-1.65 m. beach barrier sands; 1.65-0.25 m. lacustrine deposits.

W-section - up to 15. 29 m. Pleistocene sands; 15. 29-15. 17 m. Lower Peat;

15. 17-13. 90 m. Hydrobia clay; 13.90-13.00 m. channel floor deposits of

younger series.

NW-section - up to 16. 10 m. Pleistocene sands; 16. 10-14. 75 m. Hydrobia

clay; 14,75-3. 10 m. channel floor and tidal flat deposits of younger series;

3.10-1.20 m. lacustrine deposits.

NE-section - up to 16.20 m. Pleistocene sands; 16.20-16.00 m. Lower Peat;

16.00-14.75 m. Hydrobia clay; 14.75-3.00 m. channel floor and tidal flat

deposits of younger series; 3.00-1.00 m. lacustrine deposits.
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B

Simplified diagram of supposed stages of Holocene coastal evolution in the

Netherlands. A,B: Atlantic stages; C,D: Subboreal stages; E: Post-Roman
stage.

Legend: 1) Pleistocene deposits; 2) Lower Peat, Hydrobia clay (lagoonal

deposit?), etc., lying at base of sediments formed in tidal environments ;

3) Open sea and beach barrier sands; 4) Tidal flat formation; 5) Dune sands;

6) Sea level; 7) Height of present sea level; 8) Salt marshes, reed swamps,
etc. N.B. Peat layers intercalated locally in the tidal flat formation and

Subboreal peat deposits are not shown in the diagram.
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DISCUSSION

Discussion during van Straaten's paper

Portion of text of van Straaten's paper leading into discussion:

"We have originally a deposition of material in the form of laminae, but

they are disturbed by bottom animals. They are not disturbed on salt

marshes because there are no bottom animals up there. There are no

salt water animals which can live there because they are inundated too

infrequently and there are no land animals, land worms, because it is

still too salty. "

Zeigler:

van Straaten:

Are those laminations then intertidal and does each tide give

you a lamination ?

Yes, but with the exception that on the salt marshes whatever

laminations you find are only deposited during the exceptionally

high tides. The higher you get in the marshes, the rarer these

inundations become, so it is not each tidecibut each very high

tide in the marshes that deposits a lamination.

Chronic: At about what level do you get this lamination known as the

average tide ?

van Straaten: The marsh lamination is formed just about at the mean high

tide level.

Chapman: Do you get any removal of what has been deposited by the tide -

I mean when you get a series of deposits and then suddenly two

or three inches are removed?

van Straaten: Yes, that quite often happens, especially in creeks but not

usually working over whole surfaces, at least not in tidal

marshes

.

Oppenheimer: Then you might get a sort of scouring action in a sandy flooded

area ?

van Straaten: Yes, I think that is also the reason, one of the reasons, that

the upper parts of the tidal flats which are quite bare and open

for erosion and are not protected by plants, have a sandy com-
position because the clay is winnowed out continuously.

Zeigler: With each of these double lanninae in one tide has anyone tried

to work bac kwards and see how many tides it took to deposit

that three inches ?

van Straaten: It depends upon what height you are above mean tide level, of
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course, and so the uppermost parts of the marshes are formed
over a very long time and the lower parts of the marshes in a

shorter time. It hasn't yet been worked out in much detail.

Oppenheimer: Do you think that in the course of the water passing over a

channel that the velocity would pick the sand grains up, move
them along, and would have scoured that fine-grained mud away
before ?

van Straaten: Yes, it is quite possible at many places, especially at meanders.
The back stretch of meanders has a tendency to receive the cur-
rent all the time, and at slack tides, a layer of mud is left. The
next ebb current or flood current that passes there takes away
the greater part of that mud layer, and the ebb current itself

brings new sand which covers what is left of the mud.

Discussion at end of van Straaten's paper

Zeigler: I have a "Little Goliath" proposal to make. This came from a
devastating attack last night upon some of my earlier ideas

about the formation of barrier islands by Professor Steers. I

wish to implicate Dr. Bradley and Dr. Teal so that they cannot
wiggle out of this. We were discussing the origin of these barrier
islands such as you have along the coast of Texas and the coast
of Virginia. The point was raised that perhaps to begin with an
offshore barrier is cheating, that you must explain it before
you begin with it, and we were in no mood to accept the hypotheses
of Professors Johnson and Davis, although they may be correct.

So we came up with a new one and I have christened this the

"Little Goliath". We start with an original profile and this is

at a point in time when sea level was much lower (Fig. 6a).

A beach gets shoved forward as the sea rises, so maybe about
4000 years ago at the time of the Climatic Optimum this roll

of sand would be up here (Fig. 6c). Now, following the Optimum,
1 would like to see the sea dropped just a little bit leaving this

nice little ridge of sand behind with the sea backed down for a
while. Meantime you get vegetation here and you get wind action
and you get high dunes on it, and you have built part of a barrier
island. In this case, you do have a low spot behind it, and if

rivers drained into there (i.e., behind the barrier), they would
aid in making this depression more pronounced, both by scour-
ing and by filling in a little bit of marsh. Now we will let the

sea begin to rise again. As it reaches its old shore and floods
in behind it, you begin to get marshes behind an offshore barrier.
If this is so, it might explain why you have so many world-wide
occurrences of these great long barrier islands which extend for

hundreds of miles. At least, beginning on the Gulf coast and
going right around Mexico and on our own Atlantic coast froin

18
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Virginia, ending down in North Carolina, these are rather strik-

ing features. These are the ones I am familiar with. I am sure

there must be lots more.

van Straaten: Your hypothesis might apply to other cases, but it is unlikely

for the Dutch coast, because the coastal barrier in this area
probably antedates the Climatic Optimum, A coastal barrier

with tidal flat environments on its landward side has existed for

at least more than 4000 years (data of Holocene stratigraphy,

supported by radiocarbon age determinations). At depths of 14

to 17 meters below the present sea level a widespread brackish
water formation is found in the western part of the Netherlands
which was dated by the carbon-14 method at 7000 to 8000 years.
It is most probable that the environment in which the latter was
formed was separated from the open sea by a coastal barrier.

Zeigler: (note added in manuscript)
ref . : Flint, R. F. 1947. Glacial Geology and the Pleistocene

Epoch. John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 589 pp.

p. 487. "The evidence of the fossil plants and, in addition,

several entirely independent lines of evidence establish beyond
doubt that the climate (with some fluctuation) reached a maxi-
mum of warmth between 6000 and 4000 years ago; since then
(again with minor fluctuations) it has become cooler and moist
down to the present time." "The warm, relatively dry
interval of 2000 years duration has been called the Climatic
Optimum. "

Odum: Just how do you visualize the sand moving in from the open water
with the waves toward the beach? Your translation is more at

the surface, and you do have a reverse translation at the bottom,
don't you, which would give you the net transport of sand with

the waves breaking inward toward shore with rip tides carrying
it out. You can postulate longshore currents moving at great
distance laterally, but how do you move it from the open water
inward ?

van Straaten: Much of the water piled up along the coast by waves approaching
the shore is carried back seaward by localized rip currents,
flowing at least for a considerable part along the water surface.

The remaining undertow, flowing seaward along the bottom, is

probably not strong enough to transport much sand, so that the

net result would be a shoreward movement of sand. Meanwhile,
the mechanisms involved are very complicated and still require
much detailed study.

Steers: Do you find shingle there ?
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van Straaten: No shingle.

Steers: Isn't that true over on your east coast here (U. S. ) ?

Zeigler: There is no shingle on the southern coast that I know of. There
is shingle in parts of Massachusetts.

Steers: That is the point I am always trying to make. You get the same
principles going on but different conditions, perhaps due to dif-

ferences in shore, and you cannot make exact comparisons.

Redfield: This is really a biological problem. Dr. Turner at Woods Hole
has found that when small clams set along the lower part of the

beach and as they grow, the waves, presumably it is the waves,
tend to carry them up the beach presumably just as small and
large stones.

van Straaten: Now that you mention this 1 may add an observation which I made
while studying the Rhone delta in southern France. There is a

small mollusc, called Corbulomya mediterranea, which lives in

great numbers in the barrier sands at depths between roughly
and 10 meters. While its shells are abundantly found on the

beaches, they were never encountered in water deeper than

about 10 meters, not even juvenile specimens with lengths of

as little as 1 millimeter. On the other hand, dead shells of

molluscs living in deeper water are rather commonly found in

the shallow zone of to 10 meters. It therefore seems tha.t,

in the Rhone delta area, there is hardly any seaward transport

of coarse material along the bottom in front of barrier coasts,

or at least no such transport passing the 10 meter depth contour.
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DRAINAGE PATTERNS IN SALT MARSHES ^)

by

Robert A. Ragotzkie
University of Georgia

Introduction

Drainage pattern development is determined by the interaction of morpho-
logic and dynamic factors. In salt marshes the dynamic factors are probably
the more important. Drainages in salt marshes develop simultaneously with

the structure of the marsh. The process is easily visualized by assuming a

level surface slightly below sea level which is being uniformly sedimented.
As the surface rises above the level of low tide it drains completely during each
tidal cycle. Friction between the water and the substrata delays the draining

process and permits hydraulic slopes to be built up resulting in a more rapid

movement of water during the ebbing tide than during the flooding tide. We see

elaborate drainage systems in the region of the Georgia sea islands on mud
flats which have not yet risen high enough to support the growth of Spartina or

other vegetation. Later when Spartina invades the area, the drainage channels

are somewhat stabilized in location by the root development of the plants. Even
then, however, erosion and differential sedimentation cause migration of creek
channels and continued development of the drainage pattern itself.

B. Description

In the salt marshes of the coast of Georgia and South Carolina a general-
ized drainage pattern appears repeatedly (Fig. 7). In the most headward part

of the drainage system there is an elaborate anastomosing pattern or network
of small creeks and channels. The drainage texture in this region is extremely
fine. Proceeding downstream a higher level of organization is apparent with
certain streams becoming master streams fed only by very small tributaries.

Texture is less fine and pattern is more stable.

Adjacent to large creeks and rivers in the downstream regions are found
well developed levees. Progressing away from the larger water courses the

levees are less well developed and the level of the marsh itself somewhat
lower. That the headward regions are in an earlier stage of vertical develop-
ment than the downstream areas is apparent from the nature of the drainage
pattern itself. Elongation, elaboration and headward development are charac-
teristic of the headward region while integration and master creek dominance
are found in the downstream areas indicating a more mature stage of vertical
development. As the downstream marshes build up they are flooded less often

and hence have a smaller potential supply of sediment. The rate of growth
slows as their level approaches that of high water. Meanwhile the suspended
load is being conducted upstream to areas where flooding is occurring at a
lower tide stage and continued rapid growth is possible.
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Figure 7.

Aerial photograph of a drainage pattern in a salt marsh near Sapelo Island.
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C. Analysis

The following parameters have proved useful in describing drainage pat-

terns in salt marshes: drainage density, mean length of overland flow, and

directional orientation of the drainage pattern.

Drainage density, D^j, is defined as the total length of streams divided

by the area of the drainage (Horton 1945). The mean length of overland flow,

I

- —r~ . is the mean maximum distance water must flow to reach a

creek (Horton 1945).

In order to evaluate the first parameter, drainage density, the total

length of creek in a given area must be obtained. Because of the complexity

of marsh drainages an indirect method of analysis is needed. The method de-

vised assumes that (1) the creeks may be divided into an infinite number of

straight segments and (Z) the directions of these segments are randomly dis-

tributed. A transparent overlay on which are drawn a series of equally spaced

parallel lines is placed over an aerial photograph of the area to be analyzed.

The total length of creeks in the area being analyzed is then given by

L = 1.57 N X a

where N - number of intersections of creeks and
parallel lines on grid

a - spacing of grid.

Table 1,

Analyses of salt marshes adjacent to the Duplin River,

Sapelo Island.

Percent "edge"
marsh

Drainage



Results of analyzing several areas of marsh are given in Table 1. Note
that drainage density in most cases is more than 10 kilometers per square
kilometer and ranges up to 50 or more. This maybe compared to so-called
fine -textured terrestrial drainages which have densities of around one kilometer
per square kilometer.

,

Along the edges of creeks, marsh grass is more lush than in the level

areas away from the creeks. This '.'edge marsh" extends from the creekside
edge of the marsh grass to the top of the levee and has an average width of

8.6 meters. In the headward portions about 70 percent of the vegetated area
is "edge marsh" while the downstream portions are composed of about 15 per-
cent "edge marsh". Taken as a whole it is estimated that the entire drainage
systems are composed of about 50 percent "edge marsh".

When the directions of the segments of the creeks in a drainage system-

are not randomly distributed but are systematically oriented in a particular

direction, this method yields biased results. However, by rotating a grid and
taking the mean number of intersections for various angles of the grid this

effect is eliminated. In addition, by plotting the number of intersections ob-
tained against the angle of the grid, the mean direction of the orientation of the

drainage system can be accurately determined. The number of intersections

is minimal when the grid is parallel to the mean direction of orientation.

Analyses of salt marsh drainages have shown that most of them lack

directional orientation. This is in line with the idea that there is little or no

structural control involved and that dynamic factors are dominant in develop-

ment of these drainages.

D, - Future development

Eventually, if sea level remained constant and coastal subsidence did not

occur, one would expect the region of mature vertical development of the marsh
to progress headward until the entire marsh is at or near the level of high water.

As this occurred the drainage would be automatically deprived of its runoff and
would be gradually destroyed by sedimentation. It follows, then, that these

elaborate and fast growing drainages are characteristic of an immature marsh
which is being maintained in the growing stage either by rising sea level or

subsidence of the land or both.

Reference s

Horton, R. E, 1945

Erosional development of streams and their drainage basins; hydrophysical

approach to quantitative morphology.
Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., 56^: 275-370.

1) Aided by grant from National Science Foundation.
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DISCUSSION

Chronic: I am speaking entirely as a novice here, but at the outset it

seems to me that perhaps drainage patterns in marshes are

not quite as typical as other drainage patterns as I was led to

believe because they are caused by a different sort of physical

circulation in and out. The drainage patterns that we see on

land are all caused by drainage down. These may very w^ell

have an upward influence which makes them a little bit different

in the formation than the common drainage patterns that we see

on land.

Ragotzkie: It is a two-way system, but on the flood tide the water flowing

up these drayiage patterns is moving at a lower velocity than it

is on the ebb because there is less hydraulic gradient behind it.

The maximum current velocities are developed on ebb. In other

words, ebb dominates the form, although in the headward areas
we have flooding across divides, and I do not think it is clear

up there whether these are ebb dominated or not.

Bradley: I would like to go back to your first point where you made your
theoretical determination of the relation between the ebb and
flood tide because a few years ago we measured the tidal veloc-
ities at a level of about one -tenth of a foot above the flat on a

large tidal flat on the Maine coast. We found consistently that

the flood current was between 15 and 20 % higher, reached higher

peaks, than the ebb current. This is away from channels.

Redfield: I think this raises a very interesting question with regard to the

tidal regime in shallow water areas which bother the tidal

theoreticians very much because there are no longer simple '

sine waves. In a shallow area the tide goes this way: The
elevation tends to rise abruptly and there is a much prolonged
ebb. Very frequently in such bays as we have along this coast

of the shallows it will divide up about five and seven hours and,

of course, the velocities then would be higher on the flood and

lower on the ebb; so this is quite the reverse of what Dr. Ragot-
zkie has seen here. It's quite obvious that we've got to consider

the shape of the basin and the elevations of the marshes very
much. In other words, we have a rather special tidal problem
which certainly would deserve'a great deal of further investi-

gation.

The other point is with regard to the evidence of the pattern re-
lated to whether the marsh is sedimenting rapidly or not. One
gets the impression that these marshes are sedimenting very
much more rapidly than the New England marshes where we do

not have any soil to produce sediment. It will be extremely in-

teresting to make a quantitative comparison of a New England
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marsh where, in my opinion, the major creek systems are stable

and very, very ancient and established very early in the growth

of the thing, and peat is so tough and has such properties that I

do not think there's much migration, and the marshes of Georgia

and South Carolina. F.or example, oxbow loops cut off in these

(southeast United States) marshes very frequently. I have made
a tracing of a whole set of airplane photographs and tried to

construct a map of Barnstable marsh, and I was only able to

find one oxbow loop in the whole thing. The one oxbow loop

which I found, 1 decided, was the result of a tributary working

backward and finally cutting the loop by accident. I do not think

it was a typical oxbow loop.

Burbanck: In the light of what Dr. Chronic said, is there any possibility

of making a comparison of some inland marsh like the Great

Kankakee with your marine marsh where it is all one way
using your grid method in making comparisons. It might be

possible to find some areas that were at least comparable. In

this way you would have an all one way sort of thing, in the

other one you would have both.

In my squishing through the mud a couple of years ago here

(Sapelo Island), I noticed it was quite different from the Cape

(Cape Cod) around which I have been collecting. I was im-
pressed that there seems to be a very small amount of runoff,

whereas around Cape Cod, in practically all cases, there is a

large runoff from the land. As Dr. Redfield says, this seems

to be a permanently established sort of thing. I am always im-

pressed that this runoff has much greater force than the incom-

ing tide where it just seems to sort of slowly come up and up.

But the other runoff is a very fast, powerful thing, and this

picture of erosion that I have seen a little earlier on the slides

is something I am finding, particularly this spring, with the

very heavy rains that we have been getting. I am actually find-

ing erosion up in the heads. I have only worked a little in Maine

but the runoff up there seems to be much, much greater than

down here too.

Ragotzkie: I might just add that rainfall is another factor. Erosion of the

marsh itself by the slumping of the dykes seem^s to occur more
under the influence of heavy rains than under the influence of

spring tides. Apparently it is the solution effect on the soil

matrix. This would be another effect controlling the morphology

of the marsh because at some times of year slumping is general

along all of the creeks while at other times relatively little

slumping will occur.

Steers: That again is a question of place and climate.
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Ragotzkie: Yes.

Chapman: I have been most interested in this. When I was looking in the

English salt marshes, and particularly at Edinburgh, it seemed
to me that there were three types of creek systems that one
could find in the marshes. First of all there was this thing that

Dr. Ragotzkie has called the dendritic system. It looked like a

knocked down oak tree. Then in some other marshes you would
get a kind of candelabra system with one main stream and a

whole lot of parallel ones running into it, and then there was
also the case in which we got practically no creek systems at

all. Now it seemed to me that these three types of creek
systems are tied up with the nature of the geography of the

marsh, in other words, with the relative proportions of sand
and silt that you have got, and also, I agree with Dr. Redfield,

whether you are getting a peat formation because once you have
got peat formation I do think that your creek systems remain
remarkably stable. But I do think that you get a different type
of creek system on a very sandy marsh compared to a muddy
marsh.

I think the plants themselves may also determine the creek
system, particularly when you have got a plant like Spartina
which, once it is established, is going to determine where your
creeks are going to go. It is probably pretty difficult to erode
a clump of Spartina once it has got hold in the mud.
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ALLUVIAL MORPHOLOGY OF LOUISIANA SALT MARSHES

by

Richard J. Russell

Louisiana State University

Salt marshes are coastal alluvial flats that develop at levels related to

the existing "stillstand" of the seas which was established some 5-6000 years

ago. Many occupy the basins that occur between river -deposited natural

levees. In most cases they grade inland into brackish- or fresh-water marshes,
or even into tree -covered swamps.

Natural levees ordinarily rise somewhat above the basins in which Lou-
isiana marshes occur. Natural levee patterns depend on many factors, impor-
tant among which are river diversions that commonly originate well inland.

Their distal bifurcations are likely to have submarine origins. Typical marsh
basins are V-shaped, with acute angles pointing inland. Initially the V's may
contain bays open to the sea, such as now lie between the "passes" of the bird-

foot delta of the Lower Mississippi River. The largest and most irregular

basins, however, lie between successive river courses, between distributaries

of a river, or between adjacent rivers.

Along coasts with more relief, salt marshes may be confined to estuar-

ine mouths of river valleys. On low coasts not so dominated by a single river

as the coast of eastern Louisiana, marshes may lie in pockets or embayments
which relate to the structural irregularities of the terrain. In western Louis-
iana, they occupy local downwarps in a gently inclined terrace deposit of late

Pleistocene age.

If salt marshes were developed during the latest stage of widespread
continental ice cover, they were located over 400 feet below the present stand

of the seas. During possibly 130 centuries, seas rose rather rapidly, so that

little chance existed for extensive development of salt marshes; even the last

50 or 60 centuries is an interval too short for growth of salt marshes compar-
able to those which must have existed during much of geologic time.

Wave action and near -shore current drift not only account for filling of

many old river troughs that crossed continental shelves but also for the devel-

opment of linear beaches that flank the seaward sides of many salt marshes.
In Louisiana, several marsh basins contain large and irregular systems of

lakes and waterways that result either from inability of the process of basin

filling to keep pace with rising sea level or that result from local or regional

subsidence of the land. Over extensive areas, vegetation has grown with suf-

ficient luxuriance to form "flotant, " or mats that more or less permanently

overlie water, incipient peat, or saturated ooze.

Organic processes are likely to dominate the filling of marsh basins.
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Vegetation commonly advances in centripetal belts which spread from essen-

tially inorganic natural levee or other "rock" surfaces that flank the basins.

But there is considerable inorganic sediment contributed by crevasse over-

flows, through streams, and basin scour. Where local subsidence is domin-

ant, however, the water surface expands at the expense of marsh, and the

progress of vegetational belts is reversed, for the reason that increasing

salinities drive plant associations back toward higher ground.

There are many complications in salt marsh development. Regional or

local subsidence opposes basin filling. Compaction of underlying sediment

has a similar effect. Tidal channel systems develop and become increasingly

complex as marsh area grows. Lakes and ponds originate and grow in area,

developing beaches which complicate or even subdivide basins. The worst

complications of all, however, are man-made; canals, spoil banks, and other

"improvements" that upset salinities, interfere with drainage, and change

depositional patterns and environmental conditions generally.

As a marsh widens, typical belts of vegetation normally migrate seaward,

with fresh , brackish , and salt marsh zones pushing ahead in the wake of an

advancing beach. Where tidal range is large the various contrasting belts of

vegetation may be identified readily in the field or on aerial photographs. But

in Louisiana, where the tidal range is quite insignificant, plant associations

may be so complexly distributed that for the identification of marsh zones it

is helpful to use other criteria, such as animal life or the chemistry of water-

ways. The ratio of total dissolved solids to chlorinity, for example, drops

abruptly in the salt marsh. As a rule, the notable increase in marsh firmness

in proximity to the shore appears to be related to flocculation of colloids.

Marshes exhibit interesting hydrographic features. Straight waterways,

if inactive, are likely to shoal to insignificant depths. These are ordinarily

the remnants of river courses or of distributaries between marsh basins.

Winding tidal channels, on the other hand, are typically deeper and may be

increasing in section, for the reason that they are functional and must be able

to meet the demands of a discharge that increases as marsh area broadens.

Lakes and ponds tend to develop ovate outlines and deepen as diameters in-

crease, in response to more effective wave erosion.

Marsh may grow along the seaward front of the outer beach, provided a

surplus of sediment accumulates there as a result of nearshore drift. Pioneer

salt -tolerant plants, such as some Spartinas and Salic or nias , are followed, in

succession, by assemblages of sedges and grasses characteristic of the salt

marsh.

Alternations between nnarsh advance and removal have occurred several

times along the comparatively smooth coast of western Louisiana, where the

supply of sediment has varied appreciably from time to time during the last

5-6000 years. When the supply was deficient, wave erosion removed marsh
and drove the beach landward at a rapid rate. But such periods have alter-

nated with times when sediment was so abundant that marsh grew Gulfward,
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out from the latest beach, converting the latter into a marsh bar, or "chenier. "

The cause of variations in supply of sediment was shifting of positions of the

Lower Mississippi River outlets, along the coast to the east. Here, as in

several other parts of the world, a "chenier plain" has developed, in which
more or less parallel strips of marsh alternate with tree -covered, higher

strips of abandoned beach.

DISCUSSION

Redfield: I would like to call your attention to the marshes which were
just discussed (marshes occurring behind beach ridges). I

think this afternoon we are going across the island to the out-

er beach. You will be impressed there, I think, by the fact

that there are several ridges perhaps analagous to this form-
ation with marshes in between. When we go to Blackbeard
Island I think you will see a series of beach ridges in parallel

with no marshes between them; they are too high.
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COASTAL MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES RESULTING
FROM HURRICANE "AUDREY"

by

James P. Morgan
Louisiana State University

Tropical hurricane "Audrey" crossed the Louisiana -Texas coastline

during the morning of June 27, 1957. The storm had winds in excess of 100

m.p.h. and raised tides of 12 feet in some areas. More than 500 people lost

their lives and property damage exceeded 150 million dollars. It was a major

hurricane by any standard. Considerable field work has been done in the

storm area by Coastal Studies Institute personnel over the past several years.

The Geography Branch, Office of Naval Research, sponsoring the field pro-

gram cooperated further by obtaining strip aerial photographs of the storm-

affected coastal region on July 15, 1957.

Detailed comparison of before -and -after aerial photographs has made
possible an evaluation of hurricane induced morphological changes in this low

coastal region. More specific data have come from a series of nineteen sur-

vey stations located along the shoreline within the storm area. Beach profiles

made at these stations before the storm have been duplicated one or more times

since "Audrey's" passage.

Morphological changes resulting from the storm are due both to effects

of wind and water but the latter is by far the most important agent. During

the height of the storm, Gulf waters inundated over 3000 square miles of salt

to brackish marshlands including the higher standing abandoned beaches of

the Chenier Plain of western Louisiana. Most morphological changes resulted

from wave action during the height of storm inundation. Shell -sand beach

ridges were eroded and flattened. Their sediments were reworked and re-

deposited in a low, flat band upon the marsh some distance inland. Average

figures are difficult to determine but a landward movement of the beach crest

amounting to 200-300 feet was not abnormal. Wave action was extremely

effective in reworking the shell-sand beach deposits, but not nearly so effect-

ive in eroding the finer-grained tidal marsh deposits underlying the beach
ridges. After the stornn a strip of re -exhumed marsh was left seaward from
the beach ridge. Immediate post-hurricane surveys indicated beach profiles

out of equilibrium with normal wave action. Resurveys at intervals of several

months establish that wave activity is causing gradual erosion of the re -exhumed
marsh deposits. As wave erosion continues, the shoreline retreats toward the

shell-sand beach material redeposited by the storm. The ultimate result, bar-
ring additional major storms, will be re -establishment of an equilibrium pro-
file between the shell-sand beach deposits, the underlying tidal nnarsh and

normal wave conditions. When such equilibrium is attained the shoreline in

the hurricane affected area will have retreated some 200-400 feet.
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Another geomorphic change resulting directly from "Audrey" was the

deposition of large colloidal clay masses along certain portions of the shore-
line. This fine-grained material has in recent years been gradually blanket-

ing the coast westward from the Atchafalaya River mouth as that distributary

has received more and more discharge from the Mississippi. During the

hurricane two large masses of this gelatinous clay were transported and
stranded as arcuate deposits across the beach and marsh at the shoreline.

Both were about two miles in length, up to a quarter mile wide and three to

four feet in thickness where measured. They were apparently deposited as

units for they have sharply defined limits. The arcuate clay masses are con-
cave landward and were breached in their central portions by runoff waters
following the hurricane. Since the storm these deposits have solidified and
compacted and will ultimately become an integral part of the Recent marsh-
land stratigraphy.

A third type of geomorphic change resulting from the hurricane was
caused by runoff waters escaping the inundated area. This process gradually

abated over a period of time but caused breaching of the shell-sand beaches
in numerous places. A detailed comparison of before -and -after aerial photos

indicates that the majority of these breaches were apparently formed by earl-

ier hurricanes and simply reopened by "Audrey". Since the storm, normal
littoral drift has resulted in the closure of most runoff channels.

DISCUSSION

Steers: Many of you may remember that in 1953 - Dr. van Straaten

will certainly - there was a very severe storm in the North
Sea. The coincidence of a tidal surge and a severe storm
raised the level of the water in the North Sea about eight feet

above any previous known level. About the Scotch coast I

will say nothing, but on our own coast I saw results which
were very similar in many ways to what you just said. It

wasn't a hurricane in your sense of the word but there was
for a short time very strong wave action at an unusually high

level. Dunes were cut away, low beaches were flooded, on

the true marshes nothing extraordinary occurred, although

the water was for a time eight or ten feet deep when normally

the deepest would be a foot or so. On the Lincolnshire coast

which is not a marshland coast in the true sense of the word,
but is very flat and sandy, the beach was locally completely

swept away and a good deal of sand and gravel pushed inland.

Repeated measurements have subsequently been made of a

certain number of profiles between Mablethorpe and Skegness.

Even in the summer of 1958 in three cases they had not return-

ed to normal.

One other fact is relevant: in the midst of the storm certain

cliffs were cut back very rapidly. Along the Suffolk shore
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the cliffs were made of fairly soft material: sand and gravel.

At a place called Covehithe the cliffs rise in level from two or

three feet up to about 30 feet. Along a short stretch they

were cut back about 80 feet. At Dunwich where the cliffs are

equally soft they were not cut back an inch in the north part,

but farther south, about two miles, they were cut back about

a foot. The rapid variation in the amount of cliff erosion was
noticeable also in other places. It just bears on the curious

effect of severe storms on a partictilar coast.

Morgan: I would like to make one more coinment that I should have
made in closing, and that is that two days before I came down
here 1 made a point of flying over this area again to see what
it looked like so I could report on its present appearance.
After the storm, about nine months ago, the effects of the

damage are almost gone, indicating that all of this low coastal

area is more or less in equilibrium with hurricane conditions.

The only permanent damage was to the poor people who tried

to live there. Their houses are all destroyed. Trees were
blown over but as far as the general morphology is concerned
it is hard to find evidence of the hurricane unless you knew
that it had occurred and you could put your finger on a place

to look.

Chronic: That is certainly a big mass of clay to be so thin. Don't you
suppose that through the years it will gradually wash away and
be gone before it is covered?

Morgan: No, it is strongly solidified in a very coherent mass. It is so
fine-grained that wave action woiild have a hard time cutting

back into that portion which overlaps beach and marsh.

Raup: Do you have any previous records ?

Morgan: We have hurricanes about every year. I have gone through two
of them in North Carolina, two of them in New England, and
four in Louisiana. This is the first one I have any actual data

on.

Raup: We have evidence of four in our part of New England in the past
5 00 years -- that is, evidence on the ground. I think perhaps
in New England you can see the effects more clearly.

Steers: Dr. Raup, could you expand a little more ? I know you have
done interesting work on this.

Raup: We have been studying the effects of windthrow in our forest,

and we have found that the evidence of windthrow is quite clear

for dating these great blows. The one in 1938 was the major
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one in recent years. There was another in 1815 which is ac-
curately documented. There was one in the first half of the

17th century, probably in the I630's. We are not sure of the

exact date but it was in that fifty-year period. There was
another one at the end of the 15th century or the beginning of

the I6th. The evidence for these is in materials of various

kinds on the forest floor. We have been walking over this for

years without knowing what we were seeing. You all know what
cradle knolls are. You have walked through old woods and

found yourself going over irregularities on the forest floor.

These are blowdown mounds. We have now inspected literally

hundreds of them and we can find evidence of the early blow-
downs in them.

We have one very good case of the 1815 hurricane. It is a

great black birch tree which is about 143 years old. The base

of the trunk of the tree is about chest high from the surface of

the ground, and everything below this is a great root system.
Locked in this root mass are boulders and mineral soil. The
whole is now resting on a mound of earth which is perhaps 10

or 15 feet long by 5 or 6 feet wide and oval in shape. By dig-

ging around in this mound of earth we can find pieces of old

pine wood which are still identifiable as the wood of a stump.

Looking at the hurricane blowdowns that were formed in 1938

we can see black birches germinating on tops of masses of

earth that were turned up on the flat root masses of trees.

They germinate up there, and if they can get their roots down
through the masses before the latter fall away they can keep on

growing. These things are quite common. I have seen young
trees at least 4 feet high with the base of the trunk at least 8

feet above the ground.

The dating of the earlier hurricanes, those prior to 1815, has

been done by other methods. For the one in the first half of

the 17th century there is wood in the form of old root systems

and the remains of stumps, which by its position and minimum
age can be used for making estimates. The date of the still

earlier blowdown has been estimated by comparison of maps
of the areas of disturbance caused by the blowdowns of various

age classes. Most of the work that I am reporting here was
done by a graduate student we had recently. Dr. E. P. Stephens,

and is as yet unpublished.

Chapman: When you've got a hurricane of this sort, or when you get a

break-through of the type that Professor Steers has mentioned,

and you get a very big volume of a considerable depth of water

on your marsh, very much more than normally, the weight of

that water must be very considerable. I just wondered whether

the actual level of the marsh is changed in relation to the normal
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level because with the weight that you might get it would be

possible that you could, 1 imagine, get some compression of

your soils and you would then lower the level of that marsh.
After you have lowered the level of that marsh and water in-

undation continues, one might anticipate it would go back to

an earlier stage of salt marsh vegetation. I don't think you

woiild because the hurricane itself would not have removed the

original cover of vegetation and therefore any new plants com-
ing in would have difficulty in invading a mat that was already

there.

Now this raises a rather different question - Dr. van Straaten

may have some comment to make - because in the War certain

areas in Holland were flooded deliberately. Now when that

happens of course the flooding took place for some days. What
happened was the sea water went inland for a length of time.

In other words the former vegetation became killed because of

the influx of the salt. Then you have a lag period when that

salt must be removed before the mesophyllic vegetation will

come back again.

1 would like to ask Dr. Morgan whether at the backward edge

of the flooded area where presumably the salt water lay for a

considerable time, whether the vegetation was killed, and if

so whether there was any indication of the distinct vegetation

coming back or whether there was, as normally occurs in

Europe, an intervening stage when you do get parasitic plants

coming in and occupying the ground temporarily for a short

period of time.

Morgan: I believe there are two questions. The first pertaining to the

lowering of the level in the marshes as a result of the weight.

I might simply comment there that you do not know our LiOuis-

iana marshes. All you have to do is walk on them to compress
them, so I am sure that there is plenty of compression as a

result of the weight, but it would not be measurable. Secondly,

the plant changes will be severe probably because there is still

impounded salt water back in what was formerly a brackish

fresh water marsh, and there will be a gradual change of that.

We hope that Dr. Chamberlain is going to work with us next

summer on the area to try to decipher some of these plant

changes that may have occurred. Dr. Chamberlain worked in

this area before the storm. We hope he can pinpoint the changes

that are occurring. Unfortunately, as Dr. Russell said, this

a rea is full of oil below the surface and oil is more valuable

than science in this sort of discussion, so consequently the

marsh is changing so rapidly from canals and so forth, that I

am afraid plant changes can't keep up with man made changes,

no matter how hard they try.
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THE BARNSTABLE MARSH

by

Alfred C. Redfield

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

The Barnstable Marsh is a favorable place to examine the formation and

development of the New England type of salt marsh. Two -thirds of the enclos-

ure protected by the sand spit is occupied by mature high marsh. The surface

is at high water level and is vegetated with Spartina patens , the dwarf form of

S. alterniflora, and Distichlis maritima, which form a firm turf punctuated

with characteristic pond holes. The deepest peat has an age greater than

5,000 years. In contrast, near the terminus of the sand spit early stages in

the colonization of recently formed foreshore may be observed. The open

waters of the harbor are occupied by sand flats on which S. alterniflora grows,

forming nnarshy islands in various stages of development, where even the elev-

ation is sufficient. See Figure 8.

The development of the marsh may be interpreted by a combination of

ideas originally suggested by Shaler (1886) and Mudge (1858), namely by the

interaction of the accumulation of sediment and a rising sea level.* These to-

gether determine the depth of water on the foreshore and thus whether the

marsh plants can grow. The high marsh vegetation is limited to a range close

to mean high water. S. alterniflora, however, can grow over the upper 2/3 of

of the intertidal zone or at Barnstable to 5 or 6 feet below the high marsh level.

If sediments accumulate more rapidly than sea level rises, S. alterniflora

will be able to grow out over greater areas as the water over the sand flats be-

comes more shallow. The advancing front will mark the contour at which the

substratum of sand is at the lower level of Spartina growth. Behind this front,

peat will be found at increasing depths, having been formed at a lower stage of

sea levels. Thus, the depth of the peat layer will vary with the age of the de-

posits, as scaled by the chronology of rising sea levels. See Figure 9.

Locally and from time to time the relations of sedimentation to sea levels

may change, either by the shifting of channels in the sand flats, or by the cutting

off of the sources of sediment. This may check the advance of the marsh, lead

to its erosion, and cause masses of "dead" peat to become exposed at depths too

great for the growth of Spartina.

*Dr. V. J. Chapman has informed the author that he has developed a

similar combination of the Shaler and Mudge theories of salt marsh forma-

tion which is set forth in his book on the salt marshes of the world, pres-

ently in press

.
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Evidence for a rising sea level in the region is provided by:

(1) The existence of peat at depths up to 28 feet below MHW.
(2) A cliff cut by the sea in the moraine anchoring the base of the sand

spit which descends 19 feet below the high marsh level.

(3) An island, rising from the marsh, formed by a sand hill submerged

to a depth of 15 feet in marsh peat.

(4) Deposits of fresh water peat and cedar stumps overlain by as much
as 6 feet of salt peat.

(5) Recent tide gauge records (Marmer 1948).

The marsh appears to have formed first along the southern margin border

-

ing the high land, where a band of peat more than 20 feet in thickness is found.

A similar band extends along the northern margin close to the sand spit. This

band decreases in thickness from 19 feet at the base of the sand spit to 7 feet at

the eastern terminus of the high marsh. At increasing distances from these

marginal bands the thickness of peat decreases and is least bordering the larger

creeks. See Figure 10.

These observations suggest that, after the development of bands of marsh
fringing the shore at a lower stage of sea level, the marsh grew outward over

the sand as it accumulated in the open water. The existing creeks represent the

last areas to remain open. During the same period the sand spit grew eastward,

followed by the development of the fringe of marsh along its shore.

Estimates based on the rate of growth of the sand spit during the last 100

years, and on the decreasing depth of the peat along its margin (assuming a rise

of sea level of 0. 5 foot per century based on carbon dating) agree in indicating

that about 3,000 years was required for the growth of the sand spit and for the

development of the high marsh which it encloses.

The initial stages of development of marsh on recently formed sand spit

are found at its eastern extremity, where lenticular patches of S. alter niflora

occur. Further westward the coverage becomes continuous, the plants growing

on gravel and sand without having produced a turf. Salic or nia , and later S.

patens occur at high tide level in this region without contacting the S. alterniflora

cover. Still further west the foreshore is covered by a broad band of S^. alterni -

flora growing in 18-30 inches of peat. At the high water level narrow bands of

Salicornia and S. patens fringe the sand hills. This condition terminates abrupt-

ly at a small creek, beyond which typical high marsh of apparently much greater

age is found. The surface is flat, contains many pond holes, and terminates sea-

ward in an eroded bank. The peat exposed is brown and fibrous to a depth of two

feet, below which it is gray due to a higher clay content. See Figure 11.

The development of new marsh on the intertidal sand flats follows a dif-

ferent course. Wherever the elevation of the sand becomes sufficient, small

islets of S. alterniflora appear, first as scattered plants, later continuous

patches some yards in diameter. The latter catch drifting sand and build up a

sheet of sandy turf rising above the surrounding sand flat. As the islands grow,
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larger levees of sand accumulate at the margin. The sediment within is finer

and is poorly drained, while the grass is less vigorous and may die off in the

least drained areas. The thickness of peat is greatest in the central area and
extends below the level where the Spartina grows at the margin.

With increasing size and elevation, a concentric drainage system is form-
ed by small creeks which converge to form a central trunk which emerges at

some point in the marginal levee. Coarse sand is found drifting into these creeks
from the surrounding flats. Along the margins of these creeks levees are found

on which Spartina grows vigorously. The enclosed areas are muddy and fre -

quently bare, in spite of being well above the low^er limit of growth on the sur-
rounding margins of the island. The peat in the central areas may descent 30

inches below this present limit. See Figure 12.

No transition has been found between this type of marsh structure and the

high marsh. In no case do the marsh islands rise to within 30 inches of the

level of high marsh. It seems possible that the higher islands represent an
equilibrium condition beyond which development cannot proceed under present
conditions

.

The features described above are interpreted as steps in a progressive
development of the marsh. There is also evidence that destructive processes
have taken place on a large scale. The entire high marsh, fronting the open
harbor and extending into the larger creeks, terminates in "banks" which are
unquestionably the result of erosion. In exposed situations the peat rises ver-
tically for a height of seven feet above the low water line and large masses of

peat recently broken off are in evidence.

Wherever examined the peat in these banks is found to be stratified: two
or three feet of brown fibrous material overlaying a gray clay -like substratum.
Some widespread phenomenon must account for this stratification. A section of

an unusually good exposure of the marsh structure is shown in Figure 9 , super-
imposed on the diagram in such a way as to suggest that the upper layer is an
exposure of high marsh peat and the lower of intertidal (S. alterniflora peat)

which had grown out over the accumulating sand. This suggestion requires more
detailed examination.

It is certain that large areas of high marsh have been removed from its

margin and that this process is still going on. It would be most interesting to

understand what changes in the controlling influences have produced this rever-
sal in the process of marsh development.
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Figure 8.

The Barnstable Marsh - semi -diagrammatic . Shaded areas are
intertidal S. alterniflora marshes.
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Figure 9.

Development of marsh with rising sea level and continued sedimentation

hypothetical.

Figure 10.

Section across marsh at widest part. Soundings by Patrick Butler.

Figure 11.

Stages in development of marsh at extremity of sand spit. Stage 4 is

hypothetical.

Figure 12.

Stages in development of intertidal islands of marsh on sand flats.

5 is diagram of drainage pattern at stage 4.

In figures 9-12 vertical scale exaggerated some hundred fold.
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THE SEDIMENTARY ENVIRONMENT AT NEWPORT BAY, CALIFORNIA

by

Robert E. Stevenson
Allan Hancock Foundation

University of Southern California

Newport Bay, Calitornia can be considered a relic estuary. The river

which carved the steep-cliffed channel in times past has not flowed into the

area for many decades, so that the present marsh deposits are strictly of

marine origin. Even when the combined flows of the Santa Ana River and
Santiago Creek entered the bay it is likely that the tidal currents were the

more important carriers of detrital material. This is because the climate of

southern California has been one of semi -aridity for many centuries and even
major streams flow only intermittently --following intense or prolonged rains.

Although Newport Bay has the physiographic features of an estuary, it is

probable that sedimentation throughout most of its history has been by marine
activity.

The vertical and horizontal distribution of the marsh sediments graphic-

ally portray the depositional history of the bay. Surface samples are pre-
dominantly silt and clay with an average median diameter of 0.032 millimeter.

An increase in depth shows an increase in grain size until at 4 feet, 95 percent
is sand and the median diameter is 0.75 millimeter. This is the upper part

of the sand platform upon which the marsh deposits were lain. Today the dom-
inant material being deposited is of clay-size. Because no river enters the

area and it is well -protected from wind action by the high bluffs and wave ac-

tion by the spit and lagoon, erosion and deposition is primarily by tidal cur-

rents. The source of inaterial is mainly the marshes themselves, A slow

redistribution of the marshes is, therefore, taking place and the material

being deposited on the marshes at the points of tidal overflow is in the clay-

size range. The development of this depositional environment has resulted in

unusually well-sorted sediments in the clay-size fraction.

The pH of the marsh sediments is low (4.6 ) and accounts for the minor
amounts of calcium carbonate and the fragile, crumbly nature of any shells in

the muds. In general, the pH decreases with distance from the marsh creeks,

with increase in organic content of the sediments, and with decrease in grain

size.

Six floral communities are established on the marshes. The most exten-

sive is the Sueadetum which covers the flat surfaces of all the large marshes.
The Zosteretum and Distichlidetum are the narrowest and least extensive com-
munities as both are confined to the extremes of the marsh environment; the

former in the shallow channels and the latter where the upper marshes abut

the cliffs. The Spartinetum is extensive on portions of the lower marshes that

slope gently, but it may be narrow or even absent where the marsh slope is
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steep or clitfed. The Salicornietum lies between the Spartinetum and the

Sueadetum, and the Monanthochloetum occurs in low undrained areas on the

marsh surface.

The marsh deposits, one to three feet thick, are laid upon a platform of

exceptionally well-sorted fine sand, the latter representing a period when cur-
rent and wave forces were stronger than now. Such was the case prior to 1861

when the mouth of the bay was in open communication with the sea. During
that year a great storm brought tremendous amounts of detritus to the coast
through the Santa Ana River channel, thus forming the sand spit of Newport
Beach and diverting the river into the lagoon behind the newly formed barrier.

It must be from this time that the birth of the present marsh deposits are
reckoned. The marshes are now physiographically young, with simple creek
systems, definitive floral communities and embryonic marshes on bordering
tidal flats

.

The marshes at Newport Bay are typical of this intertidal environment in

southern California. In this part of the United States such deposits are usually
confined to narrow channels which have been cut through coastal terraces and
hills by the intermittent streams. In some areas, such as Mission Bay near
San Diego, lagoons one to three miles wide support rather extensive marshes
on their borders. Normally, however, marshes more than a few hundred feet

across are uncommon.
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COMMENTS ON THE GEOLOGIC fflSTORY OF THE SEA
ISLANDS OF THE SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES 1)

by

John M. Zeigler

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Sea islands off Georgia and South Carolina are of several kinds:

1. Marsh islands - formed by upgrowth of marsh.
2. Beach ridge islands - formed when rising sea level

floods low places around groups
of beach ridges.

3. Compound islands - which are composed both of beach
ridges, and marshes surrounding

a central core of bedded sediments
more related to the mainland than

to marine built features.

Cores of the compound islands represent fragments of mainland divides

which extended seaward between rivers. They became isolated when streams
cut a valley parallel to the coast across the divides during lowered sea level

ol the Wisconsin glacial epoch. It is a hypothesis that this valley was local-

ized by erosion of a less -resistant, probably limey, member of coastal plain

sediments

.

1) published in Geographical Review, 1959. (accompanied by time lapse film

of Atlantic Coast of U. S.)
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RELATIONSHIPS OF SALT MARSH VEGETATION

by

V. J. Chapman
University of Auckland

A. General Distribution.

The Maritime salt marshes of the world fall into a series of groups based
primarily on floristic composition, though, in some cases, type of substrate

miay also be involved. In considering these groups it must be remembered that

salt marsh vegetation is essentially dynamic, and providing suitable physio-
graphic circumstances prevail, there is a transition to fresh water swamp and
climax forest. If these conditions do not prevail there is commonly a grass or

rush sere -climax. Within each group, successions (seres) can be recognized
which show affinities to each other. The following groups can be recognized:

Group I. Arctic seres.

These are fragmentary with simple succession.

Group U. North European seres.
(a) Scandinavian seres.

Characterized by a sandy soil and dominance of grasses, es-

pecially Puccinellia maritima.
(b) North Sea seres.

Characterized by a muddy soil and dominance of nongramina-
ceous herbs in certain communities.

(c) Baltic seres.

Differ slightly floristically and in frequence of Scirpus as a

primary colonist.

(d) English Channel seres.

Characterized by dominance of Spartina townsendii.

Group III. Mediterranean seres.

These change floristically from W. to E. and could be regarded

as comprising two subdivisions.

Group IV. West Atlantic seres.

(a) Bay of Pundy seres.

Formed of mud with soft rock upland.

(b) New England seres.

Formed of miud and peat with hard rock upland.

(c) Coastal Plain seres.

Formed of mud with soft rock upland.

Group V. Pacific American seres.
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Group VI. Australasian seres.

(a) Australian seres.

(b) New Zealand seres.

Group VII. Sino-Japanese seres.

Group VIII, South American seres.

B. Biographical Relationships.

I. Based on elements.
For comparative purposes the following elements are most

useful:- Cosmopolitan, N. Hemisphere, S. Hemisphere, Tropical,

Mediterranean, S. E. Eurasia, Pan-American, Local Regional.

The application of this analysis to certain areas is shown in Table 1,

Table 1.

Region Cosm. ^- ^- Trop. Med. S.E. Pan- ^ocal
Hem. Hem. Euras . Amer,

European maritime
marshes. ^) 25% 33% -- -- 7% 1% -- 34%

Inland German
salt areas. 1) 3 2 32 -- -- 4 8 -- 24

Hungarian salt

areas. 1) 16 21 -- -- 2 31 -- 30

Inland Roumanian
salt areas. 1) 14 22 -- -- 6 34 -- 24

East. U.S.A.
salt marshes.^) 10 35 -- -- -- -- 33 22

West U.S.A.
salt marshes

.

{Los Angeles) 3) 13 10.5 2 8.5 -- -- 27 39

Argentine inland

salt areas. 4) 5 -- 5 -- -- -- 21 69

New Zealand
salt marshes. ^^ 18 18 38 3 3

20

1) Wendelberger (1950).

2) Johnson and York (1915).

3) Purer (1942).

4) Ragonese (1951).

5) Chapman (unpub. ) for Auckland area.
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It can be noted that there is a similarity in the proportion of Local Region-
al species. It is also interesting to compare the eastern and western marshes
of the U.S.A., and also the inland salt marshes of Europe. The Northern Hemi-
sphere component of the New Zealand marshes to a large extent consists of

aliens.

II. Degree of Affinity.

This can be arrived at in various ways and different coefficients

have been proposed. For reasons of convenience the Absolute
Affinity used by Raabe (1952) has been employed. On this basis a

value of over 50 percent indicates a degree of affinity which in-

creases as it approaches 100 percent. Three schemes are present-
ed showing the absolute affinities of the Puccinellietum maritimae,
the Juncetum gerardii, and the Artemisietum maritimi.

N.

W.
North
Holland

(Puce . -Aster

communities)

29.5

Central Europe

S.

Absolute affinities for the Puccinellietum maritimae.
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N.

S. Norway,

W.

Sweden

North
Holland

Central Europe

Absolute affinities for the Juncetum gerardii

W.— North
Holland

'Central Europe

S.

S. W. Sweden

50.7

Absolute affinities for the Artemisietum maritimi

The same technique has been used to compare salt marsh communities
occupying similar ecological niches from different parts of the world where
there are several species of common genera. In such cases the species of

these common genera have been equated. Some results are as follows:

A Asteretum tripolii (S. Sweden)
Aster tenuifolius - Puccinellia salinaria (Central Europe

B Aster tenuifolius -P. salinaria (Central Europe^

Aster tripolium -P. maritima (Norway
)

C Aster tripolium -P. maritima (S. W. Sweden )

Aster tenuifolius -P. salinaria (Central Europe )

)

) 3 3.8%

40%

52%
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D Spartinetum alterniflorae (New England)

Spartinetum montevidensis (Argentine )

C. Life Form Relationships.

42%

These are determined on a percentage basis only and no allowance

is made for frequency.

(a) Spectra

Table 2.

Region

Nanno-
Phanero- Chamae - Hemi- Geo-
phytes. phytes. phytes. phytes.

Hydro
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(b) Serai communities

,

Region Community

Table 3.

Ch. H. G. H.H. Th.

Southern California

Spartinetum foliosae

Salic or nietum
General Salt Marsh

Salinas Grande (Argentine) '

Allenrolfea-Heterostachys

Distichlis spicata

Salic or nia -Se suvium
Spartinetum montevidensis

Fano (Denmark) '

Salic or nietum
Puccinellio -Salic or nia

Puc c ine llio -A s te r

Puccinellio -Plantago maritima
Juncetum gerardi

Artemisietum maritimi

Sweden (Oresund) '

Salic or nietum
Scirpetum maritimi
General Salt Marsh
Plantaginetum
Juncetum gerardi

Artemisietum maritimi
Suadetum maritimi

Middle Europe '

Scirpetum maritimi
Salic or nie tum
Puce ine llio -Aster
Puccinellio -LiCpidium

cartilagineum

Camphor OSme tum
Juncetum gerardi

Static e to -Artemisietum
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(c) Similar communities,

Table 4.

Comparison of life form spectra of similar communities from different areas.

Region Community Ch. H. G. H. H. Th.
Calitornia

Salinas Grande
California

Fano
Sweden
Middle Europe

II

Fano
Sweden

II

Fano
Sweden
Middle Europe

II

Fano
Sweden
Middle Europe'
Sweden
Middle Europe

Spartinetum foliosae

Spartinetum montevidensis
Salicornietum ambiguae
Salicornietum herbaceae

11 II

II M

Puccinellio-Plantaginetum
Plantaginetum
Artimisietum maritimi

II II

Static e to -Artemisietum
Juncetum gerardi

II II

II II

Scirpetum maritimi
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no fresh water coming in at all. If there is a fresh water table

it is lying in the dunes. Now what happens is you get your

Juncus maritimus zone lying up against the dunes. There is

no possibility of that Juncus maritimus zone going into any-

thing else at all. It represents the final climax on the marshes
simply because physiographically there is no fresh water and

it cannot go any further. For that reason I call it a physio-

graphic climax or a sere climax. It is not the true climax

because if you get on to the mainland where there is fresh

water coming in you know it is going to go somewhere else.

I think if you use Weaver and Clements terminology it would
become the free climax if you want to use that. I think, for

convenience' sake, I would simply call it the sere climax.

Odum: Is there evidence indicating which of these associations go

toward increasing organic matter or increasing soil and up

into something else other than marsh where the sea level is

constant? Is it certain, for example, that there is always a

succession in some kinds of these types as opposed to others,

succession away from marsh into something of a more ter-

restrial type ?

Chapman: Well I think if sea level is constant and no fresh water is com-
ing down, all that happens is that the community is going to

lie adjacent to an entirely different community, a sand dune

community if you like, or it is going to lie adjacent to a

meadow.

Odum: It does not accumulate then?

Chapman: No, it does not because unless there is a change of sea level

there is no possible means of its accumulating.

Redfield: Suppose you have an accumulation of silt so that the surface

built up and you got shorter tidal exposure.

Chapman: I see what you mean Dr. Redfield. I think the only thing is

what Dr. Odum has mentioned. Now you would have to get an

accumulation of peat. In other words your final plant would
have to be a peat former to get any further innovation because

the only way in which you can get the accumulation of organic

matter would be by decay of the actual plant remains, because
if your tide does not come over the area you cannot get any
further accretion of silt simply by a tidal phenomenon. Sim-
ilarly unless you have fresh water coming down you could not

get any accumulation of silt from the fresh water source, so

the accumulation of peat would be the only way that you could

get anywhere. In a case like that you would have the picture

that you find at the head of the Bay of Fundy marshes where
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Odum:

you go into peat bogs.

There is then no accepted notion of what a salt marsh succeeds
into, or doesn't succeed into. Is it unknown ?

Chapman: Well, my experience Dr. Odum would be this. In those parts

of the world with which I am familiar, a succession, if there

is one beyond the salt marsh at all, does tend to go into a

fresh water swamp rather than into anything else.

Odum: Is this really established or is this on the assumption that

there is some kind of a sea level movement?

Chapman:

Odum:

Chronic:

Chapman:

Odum:

It is all very well to say "is this established". You know as

well as I do that establishing a succession is largely a matter
of interpretation of the field observations and you can really

only say there is a definite succession when you can go back
2 or 30 years and show that there is a movement of plants in

a particular area.

You cannot even do it then because you do not know if the sea

level has been moving.

What you are doing really is to prove that this is happening,

that the sea level is going down by means of the succession.

Well, you must tie the thing in with any movements of sea

sea level that the oceanographers can produce at the same
time. I grant you that, but we have been specifically stating

that the sea level was remaining constant. Now you are intro-

ducing a further complication.

Has it ever been done where the sea level is precisely enough

known that that strand line is not changing and that the marsh
does do such and such?

Chapman:

Moul:

It has not been done for the simple reason that nobody has

produced subsequent maps of the salt marsh vegetation in

such an area. All one can do is say it looks as though this is

the sequence that is going to take place which, after all, is

what one does in a great deal of ecological work.

I was just going to state that Heuser did some work in the

Hackensack meadows outside of Newark, N. J. Originally

Torrey had explored the area and there was a cedar swamp.
With the deepening of the Hackensack and Passaic rivers the

salt water came in there and there was a succession to

Phragmites. If you use the New Jersey Turnpike you can still

see the old dead cedars sticking above the Phragmites but it
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(salt water) has moved in over the area. I did quite a bit of

boring and found the typical bog peat now being covered with

peat that is of the Phragmites type. This is a succession

going in the other direction.

Chapman: I was going to say this is a succession going in the other di-

rection as a direct result of the relative rate of the subsidence

of the land in relation to the rate of accretion, and you can get

it, I agree, on this coast particularly. I can give you ex-

amples of it from Massachusetts southward, of salt marsh
overlying fresh water peats or even forest swamps.

Redfield: Well now, if you had a salt marsh, as I have frequently seen
them, where a flood or some accidental cause has spread a

thin layer of sand over the surface, killing the existing veg-
e tation, then would there not be a succession? There w^ould

be certain plants which would arrive first. I would suspect
Salicornia in our marshes and then later the grasses would
get in very much as in an old field. There is a succession of

forms which gradually penetrate and it turns into a forest.

Chapman: Well that, of course, is a different situation altogether because
there, as a result of the flooding and the breaking of the dikes,

you are killing an existing mesophytic vegetation and starting

over again. Where you start, I think, depends on the level of

your existing mesophytic vegetation in relation to the sea level

at the time when the dikes are broken. Again there are num-
erous examples of that throughout the world. This secondary
succession developing in killed mesophytic areas.

Burbanck: Is the case a special one on the Cape where again and again
I find that Typha is spread all around over the Spartina ?

Many of the Spartinas grade into Typha but then they break
off during the fall and winter and there are great accretions,

great piles of the Typha spread all over the tops of the

Spartina and as the Spartina germinate they come up through
them. This adds a substantial amount of material to the

marsh.

Chapman: Well, I think that is part and parcel of the transition to the

fresh water marsh stage because that accumulation of organic
material is going to raise the level of the plant in relation to

the underlying water table obviously and mesophytic plants

will be able to come in under those circumstances and Typha
is another one of the reed swamp species which does take

part in the transition. I have certainly seen Typha -mangrove
in Jamaica giving way to Typha domingensis (Pers) swamp
and 1 believe that there is the transition to the fresh water
swamp that you have in the mangrove there, but I agree that
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the accumulation helps.

Steers: You showed slides of New Zealand in which the pans were
rather indistinct. Why is that? Why is it that certain marshes
have well-developed pans and others do not?

Chapman: Well, I think the reason there is apparently the Salicornia is

able to colonize rather rapidly so that you do not get any of

what you may call primary pans where the area was left bare
in the original colonization, and then secondly the creeks are
remarkably infrequent in the New Zealand marshes as 1

pointed out yesterday and therefore you do not get the ends of

the creeks being cut off.

Steers: Well then why are creeks so rare ? That is what I am trying
to get at.

Chapman: Well, that, 1 think, is something that the physiographers should
a nswer rather than the poor botanist. It is probably tied up
with the geology of the area, but as a matter of observation I

do know that the creeks are remarkably sparse, and it is pe-
culiar because it has upset the whole drainage relationships of

the area and it has affected the growth certainly around Auck-
land of the mangrove species. There are some quite spectac-

ular differences between mangroves growing along the creek
e dge and away from the creek. The water movements are

quite spectacularly different away from the creek than they

are adjacent, even more spectacular than they are in the

British salt marshes where it is being investigated, and on the

American salt marshes around Boston where it is being inves-

tigated.
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ECOLOGICAL OBSERVATION OF POOLS
IN THE SALT MARSHES OF NEW JERSEY

by

Edwin T. Moul
Rutgers University

During the summer of 1950, studies were made of a series of 1 pools

on the salt marsh at Edge Cove, Tuckerton, New Jersey. The pools varied

in size from 3 to 30 feet in diameter and in depth from 0. 5 to 2 feet. Some of

the pools were covered wholly or partially with a mat of algae composed prin-
cipally of Cladophora expansa and a number of blue -greens; others were com-
pletely open. The temperature of the water of these pools remained high from
June 13th to August 16th. Salinity over the same period rose constantly to a

high of 56°/00 in one pool. (See tables 1 and Z). During this period there was
a record of only 4 inches of rain in the rain gauge at the New Jersey Shellfish

Houseboat Laboratory, moored in an adjacent creek. These pools were iso-

lated during this period from any tidal influx, as the tide gauge at the labora-
tory did not show the tidal rise of 2 feet required to flood the marshes at this

point, between June 13th and August 21st.

Each pool showed a slightly different combination of species of plants

and animals, and many of these persisted through the period of rapid temper-
ature and salinity change, thus showing a wide range of tolerance to tempera-
ture and salinity. The general trend in dominance was from Cladophora and
other green algae in June to blue -greens, such as Oscillatoria, Rivularia,

Lyngbya and Calothrix in August. The microflora showed a trend from diatom
doininance in number of individuals and species in June to a dominance of

dinoflagellate species and individuals in August. Pink sulfur bacteria were
present in some pools and frequently streaks of "red tide", caused by aggre-
gated dinoflagellates, were visible. Ciliates, rotifers and nematodes were
present in the plankton of these pools throughout the period of observation.

Egg reproduction in the rotifer population was greatest in August. Table 3

gives a composite list of the organisms present and their abundance in these

pools during the period of observation.

This exploratory study of the organisms of the pools in the salt marsh
has lead to the isolation of some of the algae and the nutritional studies report-
ed below by Mr. Stanley Scher.

Table 1 .

Pool #1 Located at Edge Cove, 100 feet from marsh front on Little Egg Harbor
- depth 1. 5 feet. Temperatures in degrees Centigrade; salinities in °/00.

Date 6/13 6/21 7/19 8/16 10/6 10/15

Temp, (mid-day) 35 29 35 31(mat) 18 14

Salinity 30.6 34.1 43.5 dry -- 26.6

Surface covered covered 0. 1 open mat white covered
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Table 2.

Pool #7 Located about 1/4 mile from marsh edge of Thompson Creek - 1 . 5 to

2 feet of water in June. Temperatures in degrees Centigrade; salinities in

°/00.

Date 6/13 6/21 7/19 8/16
Temp, (mid -day)



Table 3. . . continued

Organism



Oppetiheimer

:

Moul:

Oppenheimer;

and surprise them, the Fundulus will stir up the mud from the

bottom, but ordinarily they are quite clear.

Did you study any of the sediments of the bottom and when you
made your collections were they always in exactly the same
place with respect to the environment of the bottom?

They were all made at the stake that 1 put in and usually samples
of the water itself and the bottom were taken.

1 was thinking of the bottom primarily, whether the bottom sed-
iment changed throughout the period. We find this in the shallow
bays to be very true. If the populations which exist in the sedi-

ment are directly related to the type of sedimentary material
that is there, was it an aerobic or anaerobic state ?

Moul: Some of the bottoms of these pools are anaerobic, I am pretty

sure, because by the end of the season they had a tremendous
bloom of pink bacteria in the bottom of them.

Oppenheimer: How did you recognize pink bacteria by the way?

Moul:

Chronic:

Moul:

Vallentyne:

Moul:

I am not familiar with the forms. I just name them pink bacteria,

I do not know what they are, or what species. I might say this

with respect to the bottom mud, the second paper I am going to

read has a little bit about the content of that mud in respect to

assay.

I am kind of interested in your method of determining the rel-

ative abundance, X, XX, and XXX.

This was just a preliminary sort of thing and I have never been
able to go back, because the houseboat has never gone back to

this area. You have to have a laboratory right there. The de-

terminations of abundance are made on the basis of the number
of times that I have seen organisms as I moved the slides across

the microscope. In other words, if I see a think in every field

you will find 3 crosses there. It I find it in an average of every

two or three fields, 2 crosses, and if I find it in about every

five fields, one cross. 1 think that is about the way this is -

just a rough estimate of abundance. Now there are many or-

ganisms that are on this list that just occurred now and then.

I wonder if you would care to comment on whether the species

in these genera are primarily marine or fresh water?

I have the species on many of these. As far as the blue-green

algae are concerned, they are practically all what we would

term marine. The Cladophora is marine. Enteromorpha , as
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you know, goes into fresh water in many places; these are

Enteromorpha intestinalis and Enteromorpha clathrata.

Rhizoclonium riparium and Rhizoclonium tortuosum are quite

characteristic of the edge of the salt marsh and are considered
brackish water forms. Ulothrix is the marine Ulothrix. The
Chrysophyte flagellate I do not know, and I do not know whether
anybody else does. The cryptomonads and rhodomonads are

usually associated with brackish water. All of these dinoflag-

ellates are more or less brackish water forms and are described
by Martin in an earlier paper on the dinoflagellates of Barnegat
Bay and the area around New Jersey. All of the diatoms are

typically marine or brackish water forms. Striatella and
Melosira are found out in our estuaries in great abundance.
Aghardiella is a red algae which is marine. Ectocarpus is a

brown which is marine. The Euglena, I think, is eutreptia, but

I am not sure. There are a numiber of euglenas showing up.

We used to say that all euglenas were fresh water. I think that

we have got to revise that. 1 have found euglenas in the mud
from the bottom of Buzzard's Bay. I do not know whether this

was a contamination or not. I still have a question mark back
of it. Peranema is a euglenophyte that is heterotrophic, and

it was found only once. As far as the protozoans are concerned

I am afraid I cannot help you out.

Steers: You mention that the bottom of these pools sometimes is soft.

Can you tell us why?

Moul: I am afraid not. Some of them are just like quicksand and

others seem to have peat in the bottom and maybe have not

eroded as deeply as the others.

Anderson: Were the temperatures in these pools taken at comparable times

of day ?

Moul: They were all taken at 12 noon or as near there as possible.

That is one of the things 1 thought of at the time. If I had this

to do over there are a lot of things 1 would do that I did not do,

but I did try to take the temperatures at noon.

Oppenheimer: (To Dr. Chapman) On your paper, when you were studying the

sediments, did you ever notice that the plants that were growing

in the marshes had any physical ability to separate out into

various types of particle sizes during sedimentation? In other

words, would one class of plants be able to separate out the

smaller particles by immobilizing the water as compared with

another community?

Chapmian: No, 1 had not noticed that. It is a question that was raised yes-
terday, actually, and it is an interesting point which I shall have
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a look at in the future. It is something I have not paid attention

to. I cannot give you any help on that one at all.

Oppenheimer: Dr. Moul, I wondered if you had thought anything about the con-
sistency of your sediments with respect to uniformity -- with

respect to changes of water above it. For example, 1 find that

many of these organisms that are in the water are also present
in the sediments at appreciable depths both in aerobic and an-
aerobic sediments, so therefore you have a rather uniform
stratum below the mud-water interface which is not going to

change as rapidly as the water above.

Moul: I can answer that by saying that last summer 1 got interested in

the mud of Barnstable Harbor, and we took six-inch cores. We
took these cores and sliced them, and what you say is correct.

The greatest number of diatoms were on the surface and living

diatoms were down as far as six centimeters. What 1 learned
last summer in this preliminary study of the mud of Barnstable
Harbor is that these living diatoms are down there, and also

Merismopedia, a blue -green alga, occurred on the surface and
down about 2 centimeters.

Oppenheimer: Then you have a reservoir, a biological reservoir, in the mud
with a rather constant environment.

Moul: That's right.

Chapman: I agree with Dr. Moul that Euglena can occur on maritime muds
but in the cases I am familiar with, it is invariably associated
with an outfall of sewage. For example, it has been described
on the mud flats of the river Avon in Great Britain outside

Bristol, and it also occurs on the mud flats in the other river

Avon outside Christ Church in New Zealand, but in both cases

it is associated with sewage outfall. It is an organism that quite

frequently develops under such circumstances. I would be very
interested to know of any further cases of that sort because I

think the Euglena is then acting almost as a final purifier, puri-

fication element, that is, in the sewage. 1 would like to know
whether that is the case there. The other question, before you
answer, concerns the advent of what one regards as normally
open sea algal species such as Polysiphonia and Aghardiella in

the pannes or pools of the salt marsh. Now in Great Britain

you can find - also in New England salt marshes - species of

Polysiphonia, Ectocarpus and others growing actually attached

to the roots of the phanerogams where there is an undercut and

an overhang on the pools. I think those are growing there quite

naturally and will subsist so long as the pools remain full of

water for the greater portion of the year. In the higher pools I

agree with you they are casual, thrown in and probably not
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attached and do not live. A study of those algae which are living

permanently attached, and I think there are some, would be of

considerable interest.

Moul: In answer to your first question Euglena did not occur in great
numbers and I am sure there is no pollution out there, but on
the mud of Barnstable Harbor Euglena limosa is quite common.

Redfield: I would not consider those waters polluted.

Moul: 1 have seen the thing that you are talking about in fresh water
Euglena where drainage from a house has come down into a

gutter and the gutter is just green. When you take this back you
have an almost pure culture of Euglena, but we have found limosa
on mud ot Barnstable Harbor quite abundantly in June. Mud that

came out of Buzzard's Bay at 60 feet (Howard Sanders provided
me with this) had Euglena in it, but I was just atraid that there

was a pipette lying around somewhere that was contaminated.
The second question - Polysiphonia subtilissima is found quite

frequently in these pools growing just as you said, right on the

stems of the grasses, but 1 think Aghardiella and Gracilaria
have come in from the cove but Ectocarpus there was mostly
sterile so I do not know the species. Confervoides and another
one I cannot think of now are also there, and during June Grinellia

is attached. Now whether it grows there or not I have not deter-
mined.

Burbanck: I would like to ask about what part you might find Zostera play-
ing in its return. Some of the older papers reported this as a

pioneer. I was thinking that Ruppia followed right next to the

Zostera in transition between the shallow water and on up into

the Salicornia. Now that the Zostera is coming back in quite a

few places on the Cape, I have seen quite a few, I was just won-
dering if this is going to play again a pioneer role in building up

marshes. It seems to have played an important role before, and
people have mentioned it, but practically no mention has been
made of Zostera at all in any of these papers.

Chapman: Well, I would anticipate that Zostera is going to play the role

that it formerly did before it disappeared, and it certainly seems
to be doing that. It has come back on the marshes in Norfolk in

quite substantial quantity although I do not think it is as abundant

there yet as it was in say, 193Z-33, but 1 think it will come back
and play the same part that it used to unless you get another deci-

mation by this bacterial disease.

Burbanck: As far as the actual gain by accretion, we were very much aware
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of this as we left because of the blow. All of our beaches were
piled up high with it and this was also true in the marshes. The
beaches will be pretty much scoured off later, but in the marshes
it stays and has really added quite a lot.

Chapman: Yes, that is true.

Redfield: I remember the Cape Cod marshes particularly at Barnstable
for 20 years before the Zostera climax and it is my impression
that there is probably at least a foot between the highest eleva-
tion of the Zostera and the lowest to which the Spartina will grow.
In other words undoubtedly the Zostera would help the accumula-
tion of mud in low areas.

Chapman: There is an intervening period when you've got to wait for the mud
to accumulate.

Redfield: Yes, that is the point. That's geology and not biology.

Chapman: But the Zostera will give you the first initial buildup anyhow.

Vallentyne: In those cases where you have found some of the algae buried to

depths in the sediments, are those buried by the accumulation
of the sediment or is it conceivable that they could have been
worked down in by the action of currents that might move through
the sediments ?

Moul: I talked to Dr. Turner about the movement of material on the

Barnstable mud flats and he seemed to think that when the tide

came in there was a certain amount of movement of the mater-
ial on the surface, but then there is also a paper by Faure-
Fremiet on the migration of Hantzschia in Barnstable mud in

which it comes up at low tide and goes down as the tide comes
back. If you get to the Barnstable mud flats just as the tide is

coming off, the mud flat is one color. The longer you stay you
begin to see brown stains. Ji you take a sample of this stain it

turns out to be diatoms. I have found very few Hantzschia but

have found species of Navicula. I think that this movement is

more or less protective. Dr. Pomeroy and 1 were talking about

it yesterday, conjecturing about it. If they go down in the sand

when the tide comes on they are less liable to be washed away
from the particular locality. This seems teleological, I suppose,

but I think that this is a movement of the diatoms themselves. I

collected diatoms on the mud of Delaware Bay. Dr. Nelson was
very much interested in these long masses of gelatinous coatings

on the mud of Delaware Bay. To determine what they were 1

collected a jar full of them, and of course by the time I got back
to New Brunswick everything was mixed up in the jar. Letting

the jar stand on the windowsill for a few hours all of the diatoms
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worked their way up to the top, and you had a coating again, and
and you can skim them off and identify them. Now some of them
move up and down with the tide and others just seem to remain
there. So I think it is a matter of more study of the individual

diatoms by somebody who sits right there and watches.

Pomeroy: I have two comments. One is on this migration matter. There
is another paper by Callame and Debyser in Vie et Milieu in

which they have found that the diatoms migrate upward to the

surface during the low tide period on mud flats and then they be-
gin to migrate down about an hour before the tide gets back to

them and you can take a core of mud, take it to the laboratory,

and time it, and the diatoms will go down at the appropriate time
whether they are in the laboratory or out on the mud flats.

Sprugel: Is this an effect of light intensity?

Pomeroy: My own observations here are that you can make them go down
by cutting the light off at any time and they will go down with a

speed more or less proportional to the amount of light you cut

off. If you partly cut it off they will go down slowly. If you put

them in the dark they pop right down. Now, with regard to

Euglena, we have Euglena here in the sediments. In the summer-
time we have beautiful bright green patches - Euglena blooms -

and I think there is no question of pollution here. These migrate
with amazing rapidity. In a matter of five minutes a patch will

flare up green and then go right out again, for reasons that no-
body seems to know.

Chronic: I am interested in the quantitative amount of organic material in

the mud. Do you have any ideas about that? Have you made any

measurements ?

Moul:

Chronic:

No. Scher is very much interested in this thing. 1 have finally

gotten a physiologist interested in this sort of thing and as 1 have

indicated in his paper that I have read, he is taking the muds
back to the laboratory and has started assaying them. I was hes-
itant about giving this paper because I had no biochemical or

chemical data at all except that these indicator organisms seem
to indicate that there are these vitamins present or at least these

pseudo B-lZ's. Apparently when the salinity goes up these re-

quire additional amino acids, purines and pyrimidines indicating

that these compounds would probably be present in the mud. If

the organisms are going to exist at these high temperatures,

these things are there.

Would you say in Barnstable mud for instance that the mud is

made of 20 percent organic material?
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Moul: I don't know. I refer you to Dr. Redfield or Dr. Jenner.

Redfield: Well, I object to the term "Barnstable mud". There is very
little mud there. It ranges from sand to fine silty sand. It

isn't the kind of stiiff that sticks to your boots and you don't

sink into it. It is pretty firm stuff.

Bradley: I believe I can throw some light on the quantity of organic mat-
ter. I sampled a tidal flat not very dissimilar to the Barnstable
flat, with sandy mud, but in the upper reaches of it quite muddy
(1 am speaking very qualitatively now). 1 expected a great deal

of organic matter in that mud. Actually there was about 2 per-
cent of organic matter and in the sandy part ol the flat, which
was reeking with hydrogen sulphide and black a centimeter or

so below the surface. I expected quite a bit there. Actually
there is about 0.2 percent organic matter.

Chronic: The rest clay particles?

Bradley: No. Very few clay particles.

Jenner: There is a piece of zoological information that belongs right here,

I think, in talking about Barnstable flats, and that is that there is

an animal (Nassa obsoleta) out there on those flats that undoubted-
ly has an enormous role in what is going on. We are just begin-

ning to suspect what an interesting problem this is. These are
called mud snails and in the sense that they are there on the

Barnstable flats, this is a mud flat, although it is a mud -sand

area. Literature describes these animals as being carnivorous.

Any ecologist could recognize the foolishness of this statement

because of the enormous numbers in which they are present.

They are actually very specialized bottom feeders. They are

getting their food from the organic content of the mud and out of

the plants and animals and bacteria that are there; also detritus

1 am sure. They are so specialized in their feeding that they in-

gest enormous quantities of mud, so specialized in fact that they

can load up and discharge their gut twice in every tidal cycle,

and so, whatever the organic content of that sand is, these things

are undoubtedly modifying it tremendously through their feeding

activities. This has never been measured and it is only recently

that we have realized that they are playing this role in the ecology

of the mud flats.

Stevenson: I have been champing at the bit here. We have some salt marshes
in southern California too. A lot of these questions that have

come up, we have studied, particularly about this organic busi-

ness. We made a tremendous number of quantitative evaluations

of organic material in the salt marshes and it varies of course

due to a great number of conditions: the abundance of plant life.
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the grain size and what have you. In our studies we used several
methods. The standard organic carbon test in dichromate titra-

tion, combustion, and also a rather simple method using hydro-
gen peroxide and digesting the material. We found variations

from zero in the sand, which is rather obvious, to as high as

33 percent in the marsh where Distichlis is quite heavy. It

would grade all the way through there with an average of perhaps
about 14 percent organic material. Sediments on the marsh
were mainly silts, that is, greater than 50 percent silt and ac-
tually mainly silt and clay with fine sand mixed in. They are

firm. From what Dr. Redfield says I would guess that they are

similar to the Barnstable silts.

Redfield: This is Newport ?

Stevenson: Newport and other marshes in the same area. They are firm
and have little peat-like qualities such as you find sometimes in

New England where the organic material is very high.

Oppenheimer: I would like to say that when you are working with marine sedi-

ments you have to be very cautious about generalizations because
within a matter of one or two feet you will find environments
changing almost abruptly from perhaps a sand and shell mixture
to clay. The organic content and the amount of available space

for the organisms that may live in the sediment will vary pro-
portionately to that environment. So if you go out in the field

and make a survey over a pond or an area, and you take random
samples, this is by no means a good distribution of the organ-
isms which might exist. I have taken samples within three

inches of each other that varied in population by over 100 per-
cent and one may have only one species of microorganism,
namely bacteria, in the clay. The next adjacent spot, which
may be sand, will have flagellates, ciliates, amoebas, and dia-

toms just within a matter of a couple of inches. Again sand is

a rather confusing term. It is supposed to be nonproductive.

Very few people have really looked at it with the thought in mind
that sand is porous and therefore it may have a steady state or-

ganic production which is higher than clay, but purely by turbid-

ity currents which might be going through the sand you will find

that the organic material is washed away, while the organic mat-
erial in the clay remains. So, productive -wise you might find

that the sands are far more productive of organic material than

the clays although it does not appear that way in nature.
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NUTRITIONAL FACTORS IN SALINITY AND TEMPERATURE
TOLERANCE OF SOME PHYTQFLAGELLATEsT^

by

Stanley Scher
Haskins Laboratories

and

Edwin T. Moul
Rutgers University

Apparent tolerance to extreme ecological conditions in tidal -marsh pools

probably reflects observable physiological adaptations. To study the biochem-
ical requisites of euryhalinity and thermotolerance, phytoflagellates were
isolated from pannes where temperature rose to 35 - 36° C. and salinity to

56 - 57°/00 during summer months. The development of artificial media for

marine algae has permitted an attack on nutritional problems of ecological

significance via bacteria -free cultures under controlled laboratory conditions.

That chlamydomonads grow over a much wider range of salinities when
minimal media is supplemented with a balanced mixture of amino acids, sug-

gests a relationship between euryhalinity and heterotrophy in these photosyn-

thetic forms.

When fresh water euglenids and other algal flagellates are cultivated

above 35° C. , they have augmented requirements for vitamins B]^2 ^^'^

thiamine. This raises the issue of whether these growth factors ever limit

the thermal tolerance of such auxotrophs in nature. Parallel assays of tidal

marsh mud extracts with Euglena and Ochromonas indicate the presence of

physiological concentrations of pseudo-Bi 7 but very low true cobalamin. Does
the B]^2 specificity pattern of some phytoflagellates restrict their distribution

in natural waters? The absence of true B]^2 ^"^ these pannes provides a rare

opportunity to predict the ecological consequences of a nutritional factor being

limiting: that organisms requiring this vitamin will be absent. That chryso-

monads are indeed scarce or missing from the tidal-pool microflora reflects

a certain nutritional poverty of this niche, and exemplifies the use of sensitive

phytoflagellates as indicator species for growth-limiting vitamins in nature;

an extension here of Clement's early ideas on plant indicators.

1) Aided by grant B-4043 from National Science Foundation
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SOME MICROBIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MARINE
PRODUCTIVITY IN SHALLOW WATERS

by

Paul R. Burkholder
Brooklyn Botanic Garden

Salt marshes of the eastern coast of North America and the Caribbean
vary greatly in kind of substrate and floristic composition. Dominant plants

with submerged roots and rhizomes and aerial shoots frequently occur in the

tidal areas of these marshes. Spartina is abundant in the temperate regions,

and species of mangrove are characteristic of tropical areas. Submerged
plants such as eel grass, manatee grass and turtle grass are abundant primary
producers in their respective areas. Oftentimes associated with shallow water
communities of mangrove and turtle grass, such as occur in Puerto Rico, are

the coral reefs, which are unique associations of symbiotic coelenterates and
photosynthetic dinoflagellates (Mc Laughlin and Zahl, Proc. Soc . Exp, Biol.

Med., 95, 115, 1957). The mud surface in different latitudes appears gener-
ally to support growth of diatoms, blue-green algae and other primary produc-
ers. In all of these areas periodic blooms of planktonic diatoms and dino-

flagellates are at various times important to the total productivity. Studies on

the crops and residues of typical communities indicate that microbial decom-
position plays an important role in the turnover of the primary organic matter
for consumption by herbivores and carnivores. Bacteria constitute an active

group of small plant converters which aid in formation of detritus, much of

which then is available for the micro- and macro -fauna of marshes and nearby

marine areas

.

The amount of standing crop of plankton or of flowering plants may pro-
vide a rough indication of the productivity. Thus, suspended dry materials in

blooms, measured by millipore filter technique, in Long Island Sound, at

Sapelo, Ga. , and in the Bahia Fosforescente , Puerto Rico, have given the fol-

lowing values in milligrams per liter: 16.8, 22 to 159, and 14.4. Great

variations occur, and this approach only indicates what is present at any given

time, not the overall production. Other methods, e.g., measurements of

carbon fixation with C-14, oxygen production in dark and light bottles, etc. ,

provide better indices to primary productivity. Our raw data on productivity

of marshes, using these methods, are not ready for presentation.

The decomposition of plankton by marine bacteria, now under considera-

tion in Long Island Sound, appears to occur rapidly in laboratory experiments.
Extracts of both zooplankton and phytoplankton support growth of bacteria in

sea water media. Growth is proportional to concentration of extracts over the

range of soluble matter derived from 1 milligram to 16 milligrams of plankton

per milliliter of sea water. It appears that scarcity of organic material in

solution limits the population of marine bacteria in Long Island Sound and else-

where.
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The dry weights of standing crops of turtle grass (whole plants of

Thalassia ), measured in February, 1958, in shallow waters of Puerto Rico,
range in tons per acre, from 3. 1 to 3Z.9. Production of Spartina at Sapelo
Island, Ga. , has been stated by E. Odum to go as high as 9 tons per acre. In

Puerto Rican waters, the green alga, Halimeda, showed values up to 43.3 tons

per acre; much of this weight is CaCO> An influence of substrate on the root-
rhizome to leaf ratio in Thalassia appears to be significant. The RR/L ratio

was 7.3 in coarse Halimeda sand, 4.7 in mud and sand, and 3.0 in fine mud.
The nutritive content of Spartina has been found to be about like that of Coastal
Bermuda grass (Burkholder, Bull. Torrey Bot. Club, 83, 3Z7, 1956). Spartina
obviously provides carbohydrates, amino acids, vitamins, etc., for the marsh
and adjacent waters. Studies on decomposition of Spartina in wooden crates
showed 90 percent loss of dry matter by bacterial and mechanical means in the

course of a year (Burkholder and Bornside, Bull. Torrey Bot. Club, 84,366,
1957). In laboratory experiments, it was found that about 20 percent of ex-
tracted solubles from Spartina could be rapidly converted to bacterial dry mat-
ter. This means that about 11 percent of the annual crop of soluble materials
in the leaves may go into bacterial matter. The numerous bacteria living in

the marsh mud at Sapelo generally respond to addition of N-Z case or Spartina
extracts. This may be explained by the special amino acid requirements of the

marine bacteria, which we have found to respond well to a mixture of alanine,

glutamic and aspartic acids.

Studies on the use of Thalassia by marine microbes indicate a similar
behaviour of bacteria present in shallow waters of Puerto Rico. Studies on
quantitative distribution of marine bacteria at different stations, in an area
covered by Thalassia near Isla Magueyes, showed the following numbers of

organisms per milliliter: blue surface water outside the grass bed, 627; water
in agitated Thalassia bed, 192,000; mud in Thalassia bed, 3,700,000; Thalassia
leaves ground in mortar, 15, 104, 000 per gram of grass . Out of 35 cultures of

bacteria tested, 10 grew very well, and 18 fairly well, on extracts of Thalassia
in sea water. Conversion of organic solubles from Thalassia to bacterial dry
matter ranged from 13.0 to 22.5 percent. As was the case with bacteria in the

Sapelo marshes, growth of bacteria isolated fromi Puerto Rican waters was
greatly stimulated by N-Z case or by Thalassia extracts, and to some extent

by dextrose, but not by additions of mud extract, or phosphate and ammonium
nitrate. In our recent laboratory experiments, bacteria growing on turtle

grass always gave rise to large populations of ciliated protozoa. Although there
is some direct consumption of turtle grass by certain animals, it appears that

a general scheme for the use of Thalassia in shallow tropical waters would be
something like the following:

bacteria

Thalassia » and >ciliates—>microfauna—>macrofauna.
detritus

In view of the need for B vitamins by certain green flagellates, diatoms
and photosynthetic marine bacteria, it is important to learn more about the

distribution of these compounds in the sea. Studies on vitamin Bl2 in muds
and suspended matter of the Sapelo region have been published (Burkholder
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and Burkholder, Limnology and Oceanography, _1, 202, 1956; Starr, Ecology,
37, 658, 1956).

More recent studies on B vitamins in Bahia Fosforescente, Puerto Rico,
show values as follows in mulgra. of dried mud: ^\2t 280; biotin, 7; and

Bi, 73, or a ratio of about 40:1:10. Calculated ratios for half maximum growth
of vitamin-requiring microorganisms would be about 1:1:800, expressed in

weight of Bj2' biotin: Bi. Vitamin B12 appears to be present in relative ex-
cess, while thiamine may be a limiting factor for growth of some benthic pop-
ulations. Data obtained for ten segments of a mud core taken from the Bahia
suggest that these B vitamins may decrease steadily with increasing depth and
age of the sediments. Of the total 3^2 activity in muds, assayed with a mutant
strain of E. coli, from 7 to 29 percent appeared to be cyanocobalamine, as in-
dicated by Ochromonas determinations. The ratio of Bio in suspended solids

to B|2 i"^ solution was found to be about 2. 5 in the waters of Bahia Fosforescente,
Assays showed that B]^2 ^^ contributed from land drainage and also is produced
in shallow marine waters at significant physiological levels.

The ecological relationships among organisms is oftentimes regulated by
chemical factors. One of the new aspects of this general problem is the role

of antibiotics in nature (Brian, Symposium on Microbial Ecology, Soc. Gen.
Microbiol., Cambridge U. Press, 1957). Our recent studies on antibiotic

substances in marine organisms have revealed interesting antimicrobial prop-
erties of gorgonian corals collected from reefs located off the southern coast
of Puerto Rico. Sea whips, sea fans and plexaurid corals were inhibitory to

many bacteria. The sea whip, Antillogorgia turgida, was especially striking

in its action against numerous marine bacteria. Micrococcus aureus, Clostrid-
ium feseri , and others. The active principle appears not to be located in the

brown core of horny corals, but is present in the outer cortex. Little or no
antimicrobial activity could be detected in species of stony corals that were
tested. These data suggest that antibiotics may have importance, and deserve
further consideration, in marine ecology.

DISCUSSION

Davis: I would like to make a few comments about soft coral and
Thalassia and ask the speaker some questions about it. The
Florida coast has shallow waters and probably amounts to 500
miles of coral reef tract. There is 187 miles above Tortugas.
I would imagine that you might have to modify some of that be-
cause the Thalassia colonies are fewer down in your part of the

country but as you progress northward you get Cymodocea and
other things. I would question making that a separate type

although from a plant ecological point of view that may be safer.

Burkholder: Have you ever seen them down there in the islands ?

Davis: Yes. I have been on Andros too. Thalassia covers the whole
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business. I have seen it in Jamaica and other places. I think

between the temperate Spartina and the tropical Thalassia, you

would have to incorporate the manatee grass. The manatee
grass (Cymodocea) is very abundant. If you have been along the

Florida beaches, you can see that at certain times of the year

that is much more important than Thalassia. You go out in

about 6 feet of water and get to about 20 feet of water and you

have still got a mixture of the two. So if you want to describe

these marshes you might include those and then you have two

or three other species.

Burkholder: Yes, that is right.

Davis: So you end up with a submarine, or if you wish to call it benthic

marsh, or submarine type vegetation which begins with Thalassia

and changes gradually to Spartina as you go north, but I think your

word "marsh" is entirely correct. When you get to marsh man-
groves 1 go with Dr. Chapman on that; you must buy the propo-
sition that mangrove peat itself can form without Thalassia. It

can do it right on top of other mangrove peat, Thalassia will

seek soft mud. Cymodocea will seek hard sand. There is

quite a bit of difference in the bottom elements, but you can re-

place them all with mangrove.

Oppenheimer: I would like to make a few comments on Dr. Burkholder's work
with Thalassia because I have been working in Thalassia beds

too in our shallow bays down in Texas. It is rather unique in

that we have a rather strong onshore wind most of the year and

our Thalassia beds grow in a sort of mucky material which is a

fine silt with diatoms, algae and bacteria, but during the times

that the wind blows these sediments all go up into suspension.

We have been able to find differences in Thalassia beds which

we think may be due either to chemical precipitation by some-
thing put out by the Thalassia beds or due to the filter action of

certain organisms, mainly shelled organisms which are in the

beds. So, therefore, in one bed the water will remain cloudy

for a good long period of time, the material settling out from
the water onto the Thalassia leaves. The material builds up

on the leaves. Then it sloughs off and falls down onto the

bottom, but in the other beds the water becomes clear within a

very short time after the storm and we think that this is due to

one of these two processes (we don't know whicn one). We think

that it is filter feeding organisms that are picking all the bac-

teria, the diatoms, the algae, and the silt with other organic

material adsorbed on it as a nutrient source.

Burkholder: Are ciliates in your Thalassia beds ?

Oppenheimer: Yes, very abundant. There are ciliates and just about every-
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thing you can imagine, and incidentally, if you take the Thalassia
leaves and strip them off you will find a symbiotic effect here
with one species of diatom of which we have not determined the

name. This one species of diatom lives in crevices on the sur-
face of the Thalassia . When you strip off the outer membrane
and look at it under a phase microscope you will see that almost
the entire surface is covered with this diatom. It is hard to

know what special relationships you have here. Are the diatoms
between the bacteria and the water, or bacteria between the dia-
toms and the water, and which is feeding on which? It is a tre-
mendous problem in ecology in which I think we should have more
interest.

Davis; We found 20 different species of algae on Thalassia. Sometimes
six of them on top of each other. One of my students found 20
piled on top of each other.

Burkholder: Is this a food chain or just mechanical?

Davis: It is mechanical - epiphytic. All these underwater plants have
algae all over them. The plankton is nothing more than what is

swept off of them. The number of species in Florida springs
is sometimes between 20 and 30 epiphytic on one plant.

Pomeroy: When you mention the production of the Thalassia beds of course
you are lumping in a production of aufwuchs,
is a significant part?

Do you think that

Burkholder: Oh, it is a very large part of the total production of the Thalassia
beds. There are so many green things there.

Vallentyne: I take it, from what you have said, that perhaps there has been
something done recently on the role of vitamins in this relation-

ship between the zooxanthellae and corals. Is that so?

Burkholder:

Vallentyne:

Burkholder:

Vitamins are put into the solution in which zooxanthellae are
cultivated in the laboratory now. They have to be put in appar-
ently. I do not know where they come from in nature.

Do the corals themselves produce it (B,-,)?

I would not think so. I think they pick it up from bacteria in the

water. We have made quite a study of the origin of vitamin B22
in water and it comes from two places: bacteria in the mud and
the actinomycetes and bacteria in the water. I don't know of any
animal that produces Bj2» ^^ 7°^ want to call coral an animal.
The animal part of the coral complex I should think would not be

expected to make B]^2> ^o the bacteria must be filtered out by
the polyps. Perhaps this complex situation gets the vitamins
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Odum:

Burkholder:

Stevenson:

Burkholder:

from marine bacteria growing externally and there is enough
for the polyp and the dinoflagellates . It is a very complex sym-
biosis there.

Did you get around to plating out the bacteria in the coral?

Yes, the bacteria are in the stony part of the coral, down inside

You know a lot of people have come to Southern California to live

and these people have come in such great numbers that the ocean
is changing rather significantly, much to the distress of the fish

people. We find that in the giant sewage fields offshore, where
you have great numbers of bacteria of human origin, (coliform

types, of course) one of the significant increases in the plankton
are great numbers of ciliates. Normally in the oceans ciliates

are relatively minor. So we can detect without any other para-
meter a sample of sewage water or contaminated water by the

great number of ciliates. At the same time we find that in these

sewage fields phytoplankton increased perhaps two or three or

even four orders of magnitude. We are not sure to what we at-

tribute this except to nutrients maybe several hundred times
greater than normal in these areas. One question then that this

all leads to: would we expect to find vitamin Bio a^s a trigger

mechanism for plankton blooms in a sewage field?

Yes. I do not agree with some of this recent literature that Bj2
is not ever a limiting factor in the ocean. I am sure it is, be-
cause there are plenty of places where we can't find it. I could

present you evidence for the ratio between the Bj^^ ^^ *^^ sus-

pended particulate matter and that dissolved in the sea water,

and there is a kind of ratio there that seems to excess. Often-

times there is not as much in solution - not available. It is al-

ready taken up by particulate plankton and adsorbed on the col-

loids and so on, so anything that stimulates the production of

synthesizers of Bio would be of significance in the subsequent

development of planktonic blooms and other organisms requiring

Bi2» ^o^ how would they grow as blooms if there were no B^^''*
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CIRCULATION OF HEAT, SALT AND WATER
IN SALT MARSH SOIL

by

Alfred C. Redfield

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

The annual cycle of temperature in salt marsli peat has been measured
to determine whether water moves through the soil fast enough to disturb the

predictable relations expected if the water is stagnant.

The distribution of temperature in a solid of uniform composition, when
subject to a sinusoidal change in temperature at the surface is given by (Joos

1934):

6/ = e''^'^^^^''' cos co(t--^==^)

where Q = difference between recorded and average temperature

= maximum value of ©at the surface

t = time since _,a occurred

X - depth below surface

CO = angular frequency (2 fT/period)

m - thermal diffusivity

The predicted relations are shown in Figures 13 and 14 which indicate con-
venient methods of deriving the diffusivity, m, from experimental data. When
plotted as in Figure 14 the attenuation of the thermal wave is given by the en-
velope of maximum or minimum temperatures and is described by the expo-
nential term. When plotted as in Figurel3 the line describing the change in

depth with time of the average temperature { Q — O ) has a slope equal to the

wave velocity «r = Jztntt). Thus either term may be used independently to de-
termine the diffusivity of the material.

Measurements made in the marsh at Barnstable 100 yards from the high
land where 4.5 meters of relatively homogeneous peat occurred conformed
approximately to the predicted pattern shown in Figures 13andl4. Prelimin-
ary estimates of the value of v and m are given in Table 1 together with their

accepted values for water. Determination of the density, specific heat, and
water content of the peat indicate that the interstitial water in the marsh if

stagnant would yield values about ZO percent less than that of pure water.
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It is concluded that the rate of penetration of heat into the marsh peat is

of the order of magnitude to be expected if the interstitial water is stagnant.

The distribution of chloride in the interstitial water at the same site is

given in Figure 15. The distribution suggests a steady state due to a balance

between a downward movement of salt water by some form of eddy diffusion

and an upward movement of ground water. If such movements occur they

must be reconciled in magnitude with the conclusions from the temperature

observations

,

The minimal vertical movement which might be considered is that re-

quired to balance the molecular diffusivity of salt. This would result in a

steady state distribution of chloride described by the equation:

V5

w^here a is the velocity of advection upward
^ is the molecular diffusivity of salt

3/5 is the ratio of chloride at the depth, x, to that at the surface.

This equation yields curves which are concave downward but the fit is not good.

An approximate fit as shown in Figure 15 is obtained taking -^ z 0.25 cm. /sec.

If A is given the value of 10"-*, the diffusivity of NaCl,then a becomes
2.5 X 10" cm, /sec. which is only 1 percent of the velocity of the thermal
wave.

If molecular diffusivity is the mechanism responsible for salt transport,

the associated advection will have an insignificant effect on the thermal diffus-

ivity.

Arons and Stommel (1951) have developed an equation to describe the

steady-state distribution of salt in an ideal estuary. Fresh water is assumed
to enter a channel of uniform cross section at one end with a constant velocity,

Q,, while salt water enters the other end from a source of constant salinity,

S , and is mixed with the outflowing fresh water by an eddy diffusivity,^
,

ascribed to tidal motion, which diminishes in value with distance from the sea.

The steady-state concentration of salt along the channel is given by

Vso = s (1)

in which F is a dimensionless parameter defined by

A. - ^Ik
o- - F (2)

where L is the total length of the channel, X is the distance from the source

of fresh water, and \ ^ X .

"^ - T
Equation (1) describes the chloride distribution in the marsh peat closely
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Table 1.

Water 0°

20°

cm/sec

2.2 X 10-5

2.4x10 -4

Peat - from

Wave Velocity - warming 3.3 x 10"^

- cooling 2.4 x 10"

Attenuation

V I Wave velocity

k z Thermal diffusivity of water
m I Thermal diffusivity of peat

cm /sec

1.2x10

-31.4 x 10

m

2.8 X 10-3

1.4 X 10-

1.3 X 10 -3

Table 2.

Depth X A/a A/k

cms.

135

270

405

1.0

0.7

0.4

0.1

214

105

34

2.1

6.4 X 10"^



if L is taken as its thickness, 450 centimeters, and X is the distance measured
upward from the till underlying the peat. F is determined to be 2. 14 x 10 A
by equation (2).

It is not unlikely that the peat acts as a wick, conducting water upward
at about the rate at which it evaporates from the surface. Assuming this to

be the rate at which sea water evaporates at 40° N. , a - 3 x 10 cm. /sec.
,

which is only one tenth the velocity of the thermal wave, and consequently

would not greatly influence its determined value.

Substituting this value in equation (2) the values of the requisite associ-

ated eddy diffusivity. A, may be estimated as it varies with depth, -t- as shown
in Table 2, Except close to the surface eddy diffusivity becomes sufficiently

small, relative to the thermal diffusivity to have little effect on the observed

values for the latter.

The preceding considerations do not lead to unique solutions for the

water motions. They indicate however that on reasonable assumptions the

distribution of chloride may be reconciled with the observed thermal cycle on

the assumptions that:

1. The interstitial water is very nearly stagnant.

2. There is a movement of ground water upward at a rate not greater

than that of evaporation.

3. The interstitial water is being mixed by weak eddy motions which
decrease in intensity with depth below the surface.
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DISCUSSION

Chapman: I am most interested in the contribution that Dr. Redfield has

given. It raises a number of important points I think. The
first question I would like to ask him is the distance that these

observations were made from a creek, because one of the im-
portant things that we have found out, not only on the New Eng-
land marshes but also on the New Zealand and British marshes,
is that the up and down movement of water varies with the dis-

tance from the creek, and results that you have obtained here

might hold well for a certain distance from a creek. The ques-

tion is, would they then hold for a greater proximity to a creek?
The second point I would like to ask Dr. Redfield is whether he

has any views on this: there are two effects on the water table
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of the marsh as I understand it, the first is the diurnal one
which Dr. Redfield has mentioned, concerned with the ebb and
flow of each tide, and that movement is more pronounced the

nearer you are to a creek and it also, I think, depends upon the

height of the tide that is involved. That is, if you are dealing

with a spring tide I think the movement is likely to be greater
than if you are dealing with a neap tide. There is, in addition

to that, what I call the spring tidal cycle movement of the water
table as well, and the diurnal movement if superimposed upon
this spring tidal cycle movement so that during the neap tide

period the water table will be lower in the marsh initially than

it is at the height of the spring tidal cycle movement. 1 do not

know whether that is going to add a further complication to the

picture that Dr. Redfield has outlined, and 1 would rather like

to have some views on that. Personally the thing that interests

me most is Dr. Redfield's statement that there is no substantial

movement. His data indicate no substantial movement of the

water table. I would have thought that there comes a point when
you approach a creek where quite clearly there is a substantial

movement of the water table. Whether using this technique you
could find that point 1 do not know.

Redfield: Well, I take no exception to any of the things you have suggested.

This was a job which was going to require a long time. I did not

understand it at the beginning. I did not know very well what to

expect. 1 selected a point which was as accessible as possible

so that 1 could drive out onto the marsh on a road which was
available. 1 was 100 yards from the foreshore, which was about
halfway between the foreshore and the large creek which came
in, and there were drainage ditches of course - the small mos-
quito ditches, not very deep. 1 could find a more remote spot.

I didn't think that was very important at this stage. The point

is, if this is reasonable, you have an extremely convenient
method of quantitating things from relatively few movements and
obviously my next task is to go as far out in the middle of the

marsh as I can and repeat at least some of these determinations.

Just where the water table is, I think, is very hard to say. This

is an asymptotic curve. Several feet in the marsh there is no

detectable chlorinity. There is no sharp boundary line. There
is, however, a place down here where you change very abruptly

into glacial till with gravel, glacial stones and so on. It is in-

teresting to remark that this mean temperature, which is about

10. 5° C. and which is just about the temperature of well water,

is just about the temperature of the bottom of these ponds which
occur in depressions in the moraine - depressions below the

water table - the water at the bottom of those ponds remains at

about this temperature all summer after the thermal stratifica-

tion begins. These ponds begin to stratify only when the surface

temperatures begin to get above 10.5; so we have certainly tied
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Davis:

it very closely here with the ground water. Of course, the

ground water and this value here in the marsh should represent

about the average climatic temperature.

I would like to introduce the idea of an air block. In some peat

deposits you get a layer of air between two water tables. It

may not be apparent all the time but it is particularly true in

the Juncus romerianus tops over Spartina bottoms. Sometimes
the amount of water in many samples I have taken is almost
down to the dry point in the layer between the two types of peat

so that your thermal gradients would not be the same. I just

wanted to mention the air block. It occurs in some peats. I

am quite sure that that is true. I think there are differences

of course in the character of material. There might very well
be this sort of distortion. I have one curve which I made out

in the Puget Sound area which is apparently quite atypical.

One thing which I might mention in closing is that from this

equation, knowing the value of rn which we have determined,
and knowing the period, you can find out how much a diurnal

or weekly or two-weekly variation will penetrate. It works out

that a two -week variation would be compressed to about 1/5
this. In other words the fluctuations associated with the two-
week tidal period would become unmeasurable at about one

meter. Those associated with day and night would not go down
more than about six inches so that you have a method of deter-

mining what these valuations are and furthermore you have a

method of determining what the mean surface regime is without

measuring it every day because if you get down here, your curves

will give you a nice smooth sinusoidal curve, and if you know
your attenuation, you simply calculate back, and very quickly

have a very good picture of the annual trend without worrying

about the short term variations.

Bradley: I have some figures that may be comparable or may not. The
flat in which we measured the thermal conductivities does not

drain out and water is still standing in the ripple troughs

throughout the half tidal cycle. There is no peat over it. In

other words this was a bare shandy mud. We got thermal con-

ductivities of 4.4
to your m.

4. 6 X 10" . I suppose this is comparable

Redfield: Yes, it is the same. It would be then about twice as great.

Bradley: The depth to which the diurnal temperature range went in mid-

summer was almost exactly 60 centimeters.

Odum: What is the depth there approximately on your graph of

chloride ?
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Redfield: It runs down to about 4. 5 meters - 15 feet.

Odum: How deep do the roots on the marsh plants go?

Redfield: Oh, the live ones go down 6 inches to a foot.

Odum: So there is no possibility that your plants are drawing water

from a fresher source ?

Redfield: I wouldn't think so. You have a very firm crust of living roots

and then it is extremely mushy and fragmented.

Chapman: Indications are that the roots of salt marsh plants are in pretty

saline water generally.

Odum: On the coast of Texas as you come around from Houston or

somewhere about halfway down, the marsh drops out. There

are several possible explanations. Two of the most probable

ones are that the tide is low along the whole coast and the inlets

get less and the evaporation goes up. It is conceivable that

where you do not have much marsh it is more sandy. You may
go from a place where there is an underlaying with a fresh

water table to one which is underlain with a more salty table.

Chapman: I have been thinking more about this and I take it that this is a

peat or peaty kind of soil all the way down. Is it?

Redfield: All the way down. Yes.

Chapman: Well, peat has the capacity to retain water. It acts as a sponge.

One of the difficulties which I encountered when I was working

on the Boston marsh was the difficulty of using ordinary record-

ers of the type I had used in England because the spongy nature

of the peat retained the water. It remained saturated so that I

would think that this kind of technique would only operate really

effectively as long as there is uniform material down through

your marsh, and if the marsh geologically is composed of sev-

eral distinct strata which differ in coarseness or fineness of

material, one would undoubtedly get irregularities in the

curve which woxild be related to the marsh structure. For ex-

ample, in the marsh I worked on in New Zealand, particularly

where there is this layer of fresh water peat about a foot beneath

the surface, we found that the movement of the water was almost

entirely restricted to the peat zone and that there was no move-
ment if your recorders were in the mud. As soon as you got

quite a short distance through the peat, there was no movement
in the water at all in the mud zone, but if your recorder went

into the peat zone then there was miovement of the water. If the

soil is entirely a peat and there is a source of water underneath.
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then I think one can see, because of the spongy nature of the peat,

that the water would remain relatively stagnant, and that such

movements as occur would only probably be reasonably adjacent

to the creeks.

Chamberlain: I have two questions. Will you say a little more about the phys-
ical nature of the substratum below your 15 foot marsh deposit?

Redfield: It seems to be glacial till. I have worked in an area; each time

1 go I move 5 feet in sort of a grid pattern so as not to be dis-

turbed by the previous bore hole. I have really sounded out now
a considerable area. There are variations in depth, and every

once in a while I hit a large stone. Every once in a while I can

feel gravel. Sometimes the probe just stops abruptly as though

I have gotten into something pretty hard not obviously too gritty.

I think it is what you might call boulder clay, would you not. Dr.

Bradley?

Chamberlain: The other point. Would you describe the instrument you used to

measure your temperature variations?

Redfield: Yes. The instrument is a thermistor. I use a 1/2 inch steel

rod. At the end 1 have put a little plastic point. I wrap this

with tape pretty well. Then I fasten the thermistor on with tape

so that I leave about an inch of its casing exposed. Then a flex-

ible tube runs up to a micro -ammeter which enables me to read

the thing. The thermistor actually is encased in a strip of 1/2

inch copper tubing such as you use for gas lines and the ends

are pinched down. It is embedded in wax so as to avoid disturb-

ances which might come from mechanical effects.

Chamberlain: Did you have any difficulty getting a thermistor which was appro-

priate for this kind of work?

Redfield: No, I did not. I cannot tell you the properties of it because I

was not interested in finding out, but I could get those from the

man who designed the instrument. The particular recording

system we have used is not a very good one, and I hope to get

one which is better. You see, these determinations depend on

the precise calculation of the mean temperature. I am quite

sure that if I played with my data I could bring them into adjust-

ment. It may be that I am off 0. 2 degree in my estimate of the

mean temperature.

Bradley: Is that decrease in the chlorinity due to underground fresh water

flowing in the till ?

Redfield: That is my thought.
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Bradley: Otherwise you would have no decrease in chloride at all.

Redfield: I suppose so, if this were over a rock bottom. I want very much
to get a series of these out across this marsh and get out a mile
or two in between large creeks, which would give a very good
opportunity for surface water to come up, and see how the whole
thing varies.

Bradley: Wouldn't you get some upward movement of water, perhaps geo-
logically slow, from compaction of the sediments so that there

is always a slight advection?

Redfield: It would be geologically slow.

Bradley: It must be or you would not have compaction.

Redfield: Actually there is not much evidence of compaction in the column
until you get within a foot or two of the bottom and then you get

an increase in the mineral content and a decrease in the water
content.

Rubin: Bringing geologic time into the picture, I was interested in

whether or not there would be a lot of movement of humic acids

in a bog and so I investigated one. This was in a kettle in

glacial till in Iowa. I had pictured a churning motion of the

water in a bog taking humic acid from the surface and mixing
it and having it stain the peat at the depths. This then would
give you carbon of different age being introduced as a contam-
inant to the lower section. So I took samples from the bottom
and from different strategic places along the peat bog and sep-

arated the humic acid from the cellulose with sodium hydroxide

separation. After that 1 ran radiocarbon on the two. In the peat

at the bottom the cellulose ran 11,400 years and the humic acid

at that level ran 11,400. The next level was 8,000 years and

the humic acid 8,000. The next level I had was 6,000 and 6,000
and there was no appreciable difference in the two fractions as

far as our error of measurement which at that range was between
100 and 200 years. 1 do not think that you picture a completely
stagnant bog through 11,000 years. It may be that the humic
acid has no way of getting into the structure of the peat, because

it is already saturated, and this stuff is immediately washed off

with the first washing, but at least I must revise my idea of a

churning bog with complete overturning.

Redfield: I think that comes out to something like 5 feet a year. You see

it is a very slow movement. It is all essentially in one direction

so that soluble materials produced down here would tend to be

very generally carried up and swept away. For example, this

material does not impress me as having hydrogen sulphide in it.
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Odum:

Redfield:

Odum:

Redfield:

Haye s

:

Redfield:

Haye s

:

Redfield:

Haye s

:

Redfield:

Haye s

:

Redfield:

Haye s

:

Redfield:

It does not smell strongly the way muddy patches on the shore
smell. It is pretty nice stuff, so I think that hydrogen sulphide
and other things that are produced there are very gradually re-
moved so it is all pretty well washed out. The water that is

coming down is anaerobic, apparently, and it is coming up an-
aerobic. It is a stream of anaerobic water washing away the

products of anaerobic decomposition.

Is it a fertilizer ? Is the fresh water a fertilizer ?

I don't know what nutrients there are.

Ground waters would be rich.

Yes, I suppose there would be a certain amount. 1 am not sure,

however, what that would be on Cape Cod.

Is the diffusion of salt out of the surface waters an appreciable
factor that could enter in. This would be proportionable to the

difference in salt concentration rather than to the difference in

temperature and would drive the salt out of the surface waters
and I suppose down into the depths.

Well, this calculation was based on the idea that the salt was
diffusing down by molecular diffusion, which can be measured.

Is the temperature term appreciable in that?

Oh, I suppose so.

There did not seem to be a temperature term there and I pre-
sume the temperature is warmer at the surface.

Well, half the year it's warmer, the other half it's colder.

You just left that out.

Well I left that out because it is the powers of 10 which will

show you whether there are large or small effects, and when I

have got that straight 1 don't worry too much about this number.

Is it possible to put a tracer like flourescein on the water table

w^ith the rocks underneath and have it move over and up?

Well, I suppose you could do that and come back in three years
and some of it ought to be up to the surface. Yes, that would
be perfectly feasible but, of course, you do not know whether
it is moving this way or whether it is moving that way. I mean
it might not come up in the hole you put it down.
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PRODUCTIVITY OF ALGAE IN SALT MARSHES

by

Lawrence R. Pomeroy
University of Georgia

The surface layers of the sediments in salt marshes contain a diversi-

fied population of algae. Pennate diatoms of many genera and species are

abundant. Dinoflagellates, green, and blue -green algae are also present. Al-

though the algal population of the marshes is inconspicuous, and the standing

crop is small, the rate of growth of the population is rapid, and growth con-

tinues throughout the year. The amount of energy transformed by algal photo-

synthesis is a significant contribution to the total primary production of the

salt-marsh ecosystem.

Photosynthesis of the marsh algae was measured under bell jars filled

with filtered, boiled estuarine water (by change in oxygen content of the water).

When the sediments were exposed to air at low tide, photosynthesis was
measured by pressing transparent plastic boxes into the sediments, passing

air through the boxes continuously, and measuring the change in carbon di-

oxide content of the air with CO2 -absorption columns.

Measurements of photosynthesis were made at various elevations on

the side of a natural levee beside the Duplin River, a tidal drainage creek.

These were taken to represent production in other areas of the marsh having

similar elevation, density of Spartina, and temperature conditions. Under-
water production reaches a peak rate of about 200 milligrams of carbon fixed

per square meter of marsh surface per hour (gross algal production: the

total primary product of photosynthesis) during August and drops to about

50 milligrams in winter. For periods when the marsh is exposed to air a

peak rate of about 150 milligrams is reached in January. Production drops

nearly to zero in March, and gradually rises again through the rest of the

year.

Daily rates of production were estimated from the short-term (1 hour)

production measurements by correcting for day length and the amount of time

various parts of the marsh are exposed to air and flooded with water during a

tidal cycle (Table 1). From the daily production estimates an estimate of

annual production was made which was weighted according to the amount of

marsh in the study area having certain elevations and Spartina density. The

mean annual production for Georgia salt marshes was estimated to be 200

grams of carbon per square meter (gross algal production).

To estimate net algal production (total primary product of photosyn-

thesis less the amount required for respiration by the photosynthetic organ-

isms) it is necessary to separate the amount of respiration of algae from that

of the heterotrophic organisms in the sediments. This can be done, because
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virtually all of the salt-marsh algae are motile and migrate vertically. By
choosing a time and place when the algae have migrated to the surface, they

can be scraped off almost quantitatively. Respiration of the scraped area can
then be compared with an adjacent undisturbed area. When this is done, all

the respiration measured, within the limits of the method, is non-algal.

Therefore the data for gross algal production must also serve as approxima-
tions of net algal production, and the difference between the two is probably
less than ten percent. Respiration of the sediments community amounts to

about 100 grams of carbon per square meter per year. Short-term rates are
13 milligrams of carbon per square meter per hour under water and from
lO(spring) to 50 milligrams (winter) in air.

Table 1,

Weighted mean gross algal production, milligrams of carbon fixed

per square meter per day, for periods of two months.

Month: i-n in -IV v-vi vu-vm IX -X xi-xn

Production: 443 237 435 780 -- 714

Net production of the sediments community {excluding Spartina and
macroorganisms such as snails and crabs) is about 100 grams of carbon per
square meter per year. This is the production by algae less the respiration

of the algae and the heterotrophic organisms in the sediments: bacteria,

nematodes, protozoa, etc.

The amount of solar radiation reaching the sediments proves to be one

factor limiting algal production in salt marshes. Radiation was nneasured
with a Whitney photometer both in air and under water. When the marsh is

exposed to air, light intensity is above the optimum for photosynthesis except

under dense stands of Spartina. This will limit photosynthesis, particularly

in summer. When the marsh is under water, light intensity is within the op-
timal range over much of the marsh. This shows us why production in air is

at a maximum in winter when radiation is at a minimum, while production
under water is at a maximum in summer when radiation is near its maximum.

Photosynthesis varies with temperature when the algae are under water
and light is optimal, but it does not vary with temperature when the algae are

in air, because light is above the optimum. Temperature as well as light in-

tensity may limit photosynthesis under water in winter and enhance it in sum-
mer. This may explain why the maximum rate of photosynthesis under water
is in late summer rather than spring.

There is no evidence that the supply of carbon dioxide is limiting to

underwater photosynthesis, but it may sometimes be limiting to photosynthesis

in air. The pH of the surface of the marsh sediments rises from an early
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morning low of about 7.5 to 9 or even 10 during the day. At pH 9 there is no
free carbon dioxide in the interstitial water of the sediments and at pH 10

there is no bicarbonate either. Under these conditions the only sources of

carbon dioxide for photosynthesis are the respiration of heterotrophic organ-
isms in the immediate vicinity and diffusion from the air or the depths of the

sediments.

Considering only the algal production and ignoring the Spartina, the

primary productivity of the salt marshes is comparable to that of many other
aquatic ecosystems, such as lakes and the oceans. It is lower than many
terrestrial and some flowing aquatic ecosystems.

DISCUSSION

Burbanck:

Pomeroy:

Oppe nheime r

:

McHugh:

Did you notice that the hydrogen sulfide formation in your
marsh seems to be limiting at all?

That is something I have not done a thing with.

Hydrogen sulphide apparently is not, because the algae will

grow right in the hydrogen sulfide layer. It is just as product-
ive as anywhere else.

Just as a matter of curiosity, have you figured out this pro-
ductivity in terms of tons per acre ?

Pomeroy: I cannot give you that offhand.

Odum: Multiply grams per square meter by 10 and you get pounds
per acre.

Pomeroy: Well it is 200 grams per square meter per year.

Odum: So that would be 2,000 pounds per acre.

Chapman: What exactly do you mean by estuarine water ? You said that

you covered it with estuarine water. Is it brackish?

Pomeroy: I took water from the immediate situation so I wouldn't be sub-

jecting these organisms to a sudden change in salinity. I am
sure they are tolerant to it but I didn't want to introduce this

possible variable, so I just collected water from the spot near-

by and took it to the laboratory, filtered it and boiled it, so I

would have no phytoplankton production and a minimum turbid-

ity in the water.

Chapman: You do not know what the salinity was ?
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Pomeroy: It varied.

Chapman: One other question. I am wondering whether your production
underwater in relation to light is really completely valid, be-
cause it is the quality of light rather than the quantity that

matters under water. Your whole spectrum changes with

depths. The usual technique, I think, when one is measuring
algal productivity under water, is to measure it in terms of

energy received rather than in terms of light intensity which
may be entirely misleading. I am just wondering what results

you would get under those circumstances if one measured it in

terms of light energy received.

Pomeroy: I would like to hear some other opinions on that. I wonder if

it is not a rather thin layer of water that we are talking about?

It is a meter or less.

Chapman: Well, I think the spectral composition is supposed to change
rapidly even within a meter. What one really ought to get at

I imagine is an action spectrum for your diatoms at the depth

of water in which you are operating.

Odum: The photometer he has does cover the spectrum of the action

of photosynthesis and judging by what precedent there would
be for diatoms there is no reason to think that there would be

a great difference between the kind of measurement you would
get with a photometer and the kind of action spectrum. One
would be perhaps straighter than the other but your orders of

magnitude ought to be the same.

Moul: Isn't there a piece of work that shows that the other pigments

in diatoms pick up energy from light in the position where
chlorophyll does not and that you would get a plateau of photo-

synthesis from diatoms. The work was done on the Pacific

coast. And you are using clear water - filtered water.

Pomeroy: Yes. Filtered water.

Moul: I do not think this makes much difference.

Pomeroy: I do not really either, but I cannot satisfy the criticism because

I do not have an action spectrum. I do not have an energy value,

just a light value.

Odum: On the subject of light that is one of the main ideas you have

advanced. Let's see if this is right first, that what controls

this is whether they are getting the right foot candles, say

800 or 1,000 foot candles.
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Pomeroy: Within the optimal range.

Odum: And thus both seasonally and vertically and with the tide you
have high photosynthesis when this happens. Now don't these
diatoms move in and out of the mud as you have described them?

Pomeroy: The migration is pronounced on the bare strand at the bottom of

the levees and on the mud banks around the creeks. When you
get up into the Spartina and up into the marsh proper, I cannot
detect any migration up in there; so I think that becomes rela-
tively unimportant when you are talking about the marsh as a

whole

.

Odum: In other words you wouldn't think that the plants would seek
their own light level? They wouldn't have to go very far.

Pomeroy: They do not seem to be. They seem to be doing exactly the

opposite, because they are coming up when the sediments are
exposed. Maybe they are fighting each other and trying to

reach the top, but that does not seem reasonable to me. There
is something else controlling it,

Odum: The mechanism is there but the plants are doing what is not

good for them.

Pomeroy: The mechanism is there and if, while they have migrated to the

surface, you put a box over them, they will go right down. Or-
dinarily they won't go down until an hour to half an hour before

the tide comes back, but cover them up and they will go right

down. You can check this by putting black polyethylene right

on the top. That heats them so rapidly they are killed. Then
you have a control, and you can peel the polyethylene off and
you have a nice brown or green patch as the case may be to

c ompare with.

Moul: At the base of the Spartina do you have here a skin of blue

-

green algae, like we have on the Jersey coast?

Pomeroy: Yes, and during the winter and early spring we get quite a lot

of blue -green algae up on the upper parts of the levee and
back in the marsh.

Moul: That is not subject to this migration?

Pomeroy: As far as I have found, it is not, and 1 think as far as produc-
tion is concerned that they are probably less important than the

diatoms. I have made a few measurements on it and there is

production there during a short time of year when they are very
evident, but it is a short period,
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Oppenheimer: Did you say the change in pH is a limiting factor: In the possi-
ble limiting of COoj might this account for the migration? You
remember that you found the organisms out in the mud flats

right below the surface. It is very possible that right on the

surface CO? is limited so they migrate back down into the sedi-

ment to where CO2 rnight be abundant,

Pomeroy: They are migrating up during the period when they are exposed
to the air, and that is when I am measuring this pH in air.

That is when they are up there, you see.

Oppenheimer: I was thinking of this effect whenever you go out on sediments
you almost invariably find your green coloration about trwo or

three millimeters below the surface.

Pomeroy:

Chapman:

Pomeroy:

Odum:

Pomeroy:

Odum:

Pomeroy:

Odum:

Pomeroy:

Odum:

Pomeroy:

Burkholder:

That is true up in the marsh but it is not true when you get

down near the low tide level.

Could I ask another question? When you had this setup on the

marsh and you have got your water in the bell jar, does the

water in the bell jar fall at all during the course of the experi-

ment or is the mud so compact that the water stays in?

It stays there. I throw it away if I have a hole or anything

underneath which lowers the level at all. I discard about 50

percent of them for that reason.

Is there competition between the winter which is mostly a

transient population and your summer which is mostly a water

population? I take it that is the case.

You are suggesting that this is a different population?

I am just trying to see if there is something else besides light.

There might be a different population. I simply have not gone

into the taxonomy.

Wait a minute, start over. You have a population of algae in

the water.

Not in the water 1 am using for my measurements.

So that's out.

That's out.

How did you get the population out of the water ?
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Pomeroy: I took it to the laboratory, filtered it and boiled it.

Burkholder: And that removes the CO^ so your CO^ supply comes from the

mud then.

Pomeroy: Well, 1 reaerate the water partially. 1 try to keep the gasses

intermediate in there so 1 can get a good change of oxygen
without super saturation, but it is partially reaerated.

Burkholder: Do you think that the CO^ might be limiting and regulated by

the microorganisms in the mud through the different seasons ?

Pomeroy: Well, I do not know, I think that is possible.

Burkholder: There is respiration in the mud here. We tried to measure it.

It is pretty low unless it is refortified from some source and

the photosynthetic products I presume are not diffusing very

rapidly from the algae into the mud, so one wonders about this

complex relationship between the known photosynthetic micro-
organisms mixed in with the photosynthesizer s

.

Pomeroy: That is a very interesting question.

Burkholder: I think there is a problem that deserves attention.

Pomeroy: It certainly does.

Odum: Could the winter decomposition of your grass be considered as

releasing nutrients whereas in the summer the grass is com-
peting with the mud algae ?

Pomeroy: As you know, I have been making some starts on a study of the

phosphorous cycle out there and I find a maximum of both total

phosphorous and phosphate in these marsh creeks in August,

and in the winter it is about a four to one change.

Odum: How about the mud ?

Pomeroy: I haven't measured them in mud yet. I cannot tell you.

Odum: Is your winter respiration that you said was high, unexplainably

so ?

Pomeroy: As far as I am concerned it is unexplainable

.

Odum: Is that a function of a greater number of diatoms in the mud?

Pomeroy: I haven't been making any measurements of population density

that I am satisfied with. I have not tried cell counts, although
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Dr. Moul apparently has a working method for this now. I

have been working with pigment extractions, but there are

complications in the marsh where you get a mixture of chloro-

phylls and chlorophyll degradation products.
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THE GROWTH CYCLE OF SPARTINA AND ITS RELATION

TO THE INSECT POPULATIONS IN THE MARSH ^)

by

Alfred E. Smalley
University of Georgia

Spartina alterniflora Loisel is the dominant spermatophyte of the marshes
around Sapelo Island, Georgia, usually occurring in pure stands of varying
height and density. Clip samples were taken at frequent intervals throughout
the year by R, A. Ragotzkie in streamside marshes, the area of highest pro-
duction, and by the author in the relatively low production areas of high

marshes. Net production was computed from the between-sample increases
in the living standing crops and changes in dead standing crops (the latter pro-
viding a partial estimate of grass which died in the interval between samples).
The estimate of the average annual net production of the entire marsh was
973 grams dry matter per square meter or 4248 kilogram Calories /m'^ based
on estimates of production of each marsh type in proportion to the area occu-
pied by each as determined from aerial photos.

The seasonal pattern of dead grass which remains in the marsh shows
that the marshes of higher altitude contain large amounts of dead standing grass
the year around, while most of the grass growing along tidal creeks either

washes out while still growing or after dying in the winter and fall. Decompo-
sition of the grass on the high marsh takes place largely in situ; that of the

streamside marsh largely in the waters of the creeks and sounds. The weight
ratio, roots and rhizomes /living leaves, is approximately 1.0. Much of the

below -ground material is dead. Below -ground production is not considered
here.

The pattern of Spartina distribution revealed by standing crop measure -

ments suggests that the organisms which depend on the grass as a nutrient

source fall into two categories. The first are those which feed on the living,

growing grass. The second are those which utilize the grass after it has died,

whether it remains in the marsh or is washed out into the surrounding waters.
The latter group must consist largely of microorganisms. The decomposed
and fragmented grass forms part of the detritus of the marsh-estuarine com-
plex and in this form may enter the marsh again when the marsh is flooded by
the surrounding waters.

Observations and collections on the marsh show that the most important
herbivores feeding on living Spartina consist of two species of insects. One
is a grasshopper, Orchelimum fidicinium Rehn and Hebard (Orthoptera: Tetti-

goniidae), occurring from May to September; the other a leafhopper,

1) lam indebted to E. P. Odum and J. M. Teal for help in this research,

which was aided by a grant from the National Science Foundation to E. P. Odum,
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Prokelesia marginata Van Duzee (Homoptera: Fulgoridae), which occurs the

year round, but is most common in winter. The Orchelimum population was

sampled with a sweep net, and density on an area basis estimated by a modi-

fication of the method of G. Beall (Ecol. , 16^:216-225), Prokelesia density

was estimated by cutting off grass in a quadrat of known area and placing the

grass and insects into preservative (this could be done without disturbing the

insects); or by placing a paper bag quickly over some grass and introducing

some paradichlorobenzene into the bag.

In order to equate the organisms which differed widely in size, life history

and rate of metabolism, energy flow was used as a basis for comparison

(Table 1). Energy flow is defined as the total population assimilation rate

which is the sum of the respiration of the standing crop and the production of

new biomass per unit time. Respiration per gram at the temperatures of the

natural environment was calculated from oxygen consumption-temperature

curves of different stages as determined in the laboratory. Respiration was
converted to Calories by the oxycaloric coefficient of V. Ivlev (Biochem.

Ztschr, , 275 ;49-55). Production was calculated for Orchelimum by finding

mortality from a survivorship curve constructed from periodic population

samples. The sum of the caloric content (from bomb calorimetry) of the

grasshoppers dying in each sample period equals the total production, since

none of them survive to overwinter. The production of Prokelesia was found

by assuming a ratio of respiration/assimilation of 75 percent, which is ap-

proximately true for a wide variety of animals (H. T. Odum, Ecol. Monogr.
,

27:55-112, J. M. Teal, ibid. , 27:283-302).

As may be seen from Table 1, the two major herbivores assimilate only

7 percent of the annual net production of grass. In comparison, the "utilization

efficiency" of herbivores is 38 percent (Odum, op. crt. ) in a spring community

and as high as 81 percent in a marine zooplankton-phytoplankton system in the

English Channel (H. Harvey, J. Mar. Biol. Assoc. U. K. , 29:97-137). It is

suggested that a tidal marsh is similar to a forest in its trophic structure at

the herbivore level, since in either case immediate consumption of the primary

photosynthetic product is of less importance than its subsequent utilization and

decomposition by detritus feeders and microorganisms.

Table 1

.

Production and standing crop consumption oi Spartina in KC/m /yr.

~~~
Orchelimum Prokeles ia Spartina

fidicinium marginata alterniflora

Energy Utilization (Respiration) 14 205

Production 11 69 4248 (net)

Assimilation (Energy Flow) 25 274

TT^-T .- TT^ff • i-u^ \ Assimilation of Herbivores _ n 07 ot 7%Utilization Efficiency (En) : :
U.U/ or i /o

Net Spartina production
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DISCUSSION

Odum:

Smalley:

Odum:

Davis:

Smalley:

Davis:

Teal:

Davis

:

Teal:

Smalley:

If you take the slope of the standing crop graph of living Spartina,

not the dead, what would the rate in gms/unit of time look like on

a year's basis? Would you get a net production excess at the

time of appearance of dead material? Try to see from these

graphs whether you can compute the rate of export of organic

matter or not.

I don't think you can say you are exporting organic matter from
the marsh because export is a function of detritus in the water.

I will not say that the Spartina marsh is a system in itself. The
matter of export in the salt marsh-estuarine system is a matter
of sedimentation and export to the sea and I do not know that.

From your graph it appeared that in the spring you had the fast-

est growth - it looked like April. Taking your figure off the

graph it works out to be 13 grams per square meter per day net

growth and that isn't far from the maximum growth of Chlorella

cultures in a steady state that Tamiya has reported in a recent

summary. Thus it looks like marsh growth may be of the same
order of magnitude as the best yields in laboratory photosynthesis.

There is one factor that I have been wanting to mention that has

not been stressed. That is the loss by simple oxidation. Any
substance like peat or any inert substance or organic matter is

going to lose weight. I do not know how you are going to handle

that. In this whole eco-system business, as you get toward the

tropics you do not get any leaf mold at all, because in your trop-

ical A horizon there is no A horizon at all. Another trouble is

comparing underwater productivity with above water because you
won't get oxidation under water and you will above water. So you
take Tom Odum's figures for Silver Springs and your figures for

these Spartina marshes, and you are comparing two entirely dif-

ferent habitats. One is subject to oxidation without any apparent

way of measurement.

This does not inake any difference in the production of the grass.

No, but it makes a difference,

On what happens to it afterwards.

That is right and you use the word "decomposition".

I will talk about that.

We did not use the figure supplied from the graph's data for the

bacterial decomposition.
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Oppenheimer; Whether it is water or air should not make much difference in

the oxidation rates because the dissolved oxygen in the water
certainly should not be a limiting factor. Therefore oxidation

rates would be comparable with respect to the other parameters
such as temperature, salinity, etc.

Chapman: I remember when I was up in Massachusetts we recognized two
different varieties of the Spartina: the tall one which we called

variety glabra and a small one which w^e called variety pilosa.

The small one lived on the higher parts of the marsh and tall

one in the depressions which were the results of what we called

the "rotten spots" and I wondered whether you got those two
varieties down here or whether the taxonomists have merged
them.

Smalley: There are no recognized types of Spartina from the taxonomists'
point of view, and I do not know whether there are any real types

or not, but I rather doubt it. We never transplanted any from one

place to another. That would be the acid test.

Chapman: We have just been playing about with a seaweed and we found that

we could distinguish populations very easily and readily where
you got variations within populations by making use of what is

known as the "discriminant function". This depends upon two
variables that you can measure so that if you have two variables

in a population which you can measure as, for example, height

of plant or length of plant and spike, or something like that, which
seem to vary, you can make use of the "discriminant function"

to separate your plants into distinct populations occurring in dif-

ferent habitats.

Smalley: Now this relates to your first question. You see from our point of

view we do not want to separate these things. 1 have no interest in

trying to get as many different varieties as possible. I would like

as few varieties as possible. The production is what interests us.

Chapman: Yes, but if you really have got different varieties, your production

may be different for different varieties.

Smalley: We would just as soon measure the production first. Why not?

Chapman: _ Well, because you do not know what you are measuring production

of.
*^

Smalley: It does not make any difference. Production is production whether

you are measuring short grass or tall grass. You can measure
these things as you separate them by observation in the field.

Burkholder: Measuring fixed carbon?
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Chapman: Yes, but you want to be certain that your population is uniform.

Smalley: Actually I am saying this^ to a certain extent for argument's

sake; we do try to pay careful attention to the taxonomy of the

organisms that we study, but it would be so much better if we
would try to minimize some of the subtle taxonomic differences

and measure the functional aspects of the thing.

Redfield: I would like to say in regard to Dr. Chapman's remarks, that the

separation of the forms of Spartinais possibly not as clear here

as it is in New England. The high marsh, on which Spartina

appears as a dwarf form, doesn't seem to develop here except

under exceptional conditions. However, at the north end of the

island we saw some Spartina growing very high on some old rem-
nants of peat which resembled closely the type of plant we have

on the high marsh in New England.

Odum: It was very interesting that your dead grass curve was still very

high at the start of the spring and that it decayed all during the

summer so that this accounts, maybe, for the higher phosphate

in Pomeroy's samples which appeared in the summer time. Re-
generation was poor in the winter because of the low temperature

and regeneration came about at the time of the high summer temp-

eratures. It is the same thing in New England. In the North At-

lantic you just have regeneration from the winter mixing, the same
time light increases, and you have a spring bloom.

Smalley: You might remember Dr. Burkholder's discussion yesterday. If

you add the decomposition time of the grass in the water to the

time that it takes the grass to wash out of the miarsh I think you

will find that these tend to equalize the amount of detritus in the

water the year round. There is a considerable time lag in some
of these things we do not show when we put these diagrams on the

board. This all looks like it is happening instantaneously.
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ENERGY FLOW IN THE SALT MARSH ECOSYSTEM

by

John M. Teal

University of Georgia

In order to evaluate the role of the salt marsh in the estuary -mar sh sys-

tem along the Georgia coast and to understand the trophic relationships of the

various organisms living in the marsh, I have, with the admittedly incomplete

data available, constructed an energy flow diagram for the marsh. The diagram

in Figure 16 shows the energy flow in kilocalories per square meter per year and

was constructed in the following manner:

The value for total light energy was taken from Kimball (1929) and divided

equally between the two primary producers on the marsh, Spartina alterniflora ,

and the algae living on the mud surface. The values represented by question

marks have not been measured. Data for Spartina production were taken from
measurements made by Ragotzkie and Smalley of the standing crop of grass in

the Sapelo Island marshes. The data for the algae were taken from the paper by

Pomeroy in this publication. The assimilation and transformation of energy by

insects was taken directly from the paper by Smalley.

The marsh grass that is not eaten by insects is changed into detritus by

the action of bacteria. Data for the calculation of the magnitude of this step

were taken from Burkholder and Bornside (1957). Fifty-six percent of the marsh
grass is composed of material available for bacterial metabolism and of this,

20 percent is built into bacterial substance while 80 percent is respired. This

bacterial action does not all take place in the marsh, but also in the waters flow-

ing in and out of the marsh. A part of the detritus energy is extracted from the

energy flow as far as the marsh animals are concerned by the feeding of aquatic

forms. There are errors in this calculation due to incomplete use of the avail-

able Spartina by the bacteria and to turnover within the bacterial populations.

Bacteria, detritus and algae form the food of the fiddler crabs, snails,

nematodes and mussels. The fiddler crabs' respiration was measured through-
out the year at the temperatures to which the crabs were acclimated. Multiply-
ing population size be respiratory rate showed that an average of 133 KC/m'^/yr
was respired by the crabs. Since crabs grow to adulthood in a out one year,

production was taken to be equal to the maximum standing crop, an average of

Z7 KC/m''/yr. The respiration of the snail population, 72 KC/m''/yr is from
the work of Smalley and the production of 8KC/m^/yr was calculated on the

assumption of a 10 percent growth efficiency arrived at by combining theoret-

ical considerations with Smalley' s measurements of the growth of young snails.

Using the data of Kuenzler for respiration and population size of the mussels and
assunning a complete population turnover in one year, I found the mussels re-
spired 49 KC/m^/yr and had a production of 20 KC/m^/yr. From some prelim-
inary nematode samples, and using data from Nielson (1949) for respiration and
turnover rate, I calculated respiration of 43 KC/m^/yr and a production of
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18 YLCliri^ lyr. These figures are shown added together in the diagram.

2
The author's data provide an estimate for the mud crabs of Zl KC/"^ /yr

for respiration and 5. 3 KC/m^/yr for production. For the Clapper Rail, infor-

mation from a study by Oney (1954) was used to calculate the respiration of

1.4 KC/m^/yr and production of 0.2 KC/m'^/yr. In the absence of data for

racoons, they were assumed to be about as important as the rails and the rail

figures were used. The spiders, wrens and other insect predators were assum-
ed to be as effective as the predators on the crabs, snails, nematodes and

mussels and the ratios of assimilation, respiration and production for the latter

group were used for the former as well.

The activity of mud bacteria was calculated from the figures of Burkholder

for the dry weight of bacteria per gram of mud, assuming the bacterial popula-

tion to be self -liquidating.

The primary producers are fixing an unknown part of the incident solar

radiation, and 0. 5 percent of it shows up as primary production. The primary
consumers as a whole assinnilate 48 percent of the primary production and trans-

form 76 percent of that 48 percent into heat. By groups, the insects assiinilate

7 percent of the standing crop of Spartina and transform 73 percent to heat. The

detritus -algae feeders assimilate 10 percent of the food available to them, i.e.,

the algae, bacteria and Spartina left after the insects and bacteria have taken

their portion, and transform 82 percent of their food energy into heat. Of the

production of primary consumers, the secondary consumers assimilate 40 per-

cent and transform 80 percent of that to heat.

The marsh consumers as a whole transform less than half, 46 percent

of the total primary production of the marsh. This means the salt marsh is

producing and exporting enough energy to support a larger community than that

living on the marsh. (Much of the bacterial action upon Spartina considered a

part of the marsh system actually takes place in the water.) There is plenty

of energy fixed in the salt marsh to support a large population of shrimp, fish

and bottom organisms in the tidal creeks and estuaries occurring in the Georgia

salt marsh region. Data of Ragotzkie show that production of the local estuarine

plankton community as measured by oxygen changes is negative, indicating that

most aquatic organisms must obtain their energy from some outside source, in

the author's opinion the marsh.

It is not suggested that the marsh is adapted to use less than half of the

energy fixed there so that the aquatic organisms will have a source of food.

The aquatic forms, because of the flushing of the marsh surface with every

tide, have a large part of the marsh production brought to them before the

marsh consumers have a chance to eat it. A similar relationship between

marsh and associated waters would not necessarildy be expected in a region

where the great extent of the marsh was not regularly flooded.
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DISCUSSION

Oppenheimer: (comment during paper) I want to point out that detritus eaters

have available to them material from all the other environments
which may put in appreciable error because all the excretory
products are available to detritus eaters because they are ad-
sorbed on the clay and silt

Davis: I thought I would just volunteer a little bit. The Everglades are
the only closed system we have of any great extent, and some of

the marshes in Florida are lakes which are contained systems.
How much entropy you have in these systems I never did know.

Teal: I know nothing about your Florida systems, but for the marsh
nearly 2800 KC/m /yr is the entropy increase.

Davis: Some peat deposits about seven or eight feet thick have been es-
timated to be 5, 000 years old by C-14 dating. Nothing washes
out to sea. You see, you have an essential difference between
a salt marsh and fresh water marshes. Fresh water marshes
are not losing anything except to the air. The rate of oxidation

for peat exposed to air is about an inch a year. You can calcu-

late the B. T.U. 's and convert to calories on the basis of C-14
accumulation of peat in the Everglade marshes or the Poplar
Lake marshes. I have done some of that and cannot account for

that much because carbon peat has an average of 8500 B. T. U. 's

per pound. It is a rather slow rate of accumulation of peat; eight

feet of carbon peat would require 5,000 years. You could figure

it out in a closed system of a fresh water marsh. You have an
advantage over a salt water marsh. You have something to

account for that last figure. That is what I have been worrying

about.

Teal: Yes, that would be interesting to figure out and put in the same
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Odum:

Teal:

Odum:

terms so you could get that last figure.

It seems to me that you have pretty good measurements or are

about to get good measurements on the production and your in-

sect consumption, don't you? You could state a limit of accuracy,

it might be 20 or 30 percent, whereas your bacteria are based on

a bunch of inferences . It might be 100, 000 percent off

.

No, it cannot be 100,000 percent off.

No, but what 1 was going to suggest, w^hy not work it backwards ?

Why don't you concentrate on the export?

Teal: This is Ragotzkie's problem and he is working on it but he has

not got it yet.

Odum: If you could get that, then you would have for the first time bac-

terial activity in a community.

Teal: That is right, it would be nice and it would be nice to work back-
wards. You have these other measurements for the macrocon-
sumers and bacterial activity could be found by difference and

you would have a better estimate of it.

Redfield: How are you going to find out how much Spartina goes out to sea?
There should be a lot of it.

Ragotzkie: I don't know, but physically it is very difficult. The transport

would be tremendous during storm tides. These would move
out a lot of material in perhaps two or three months when there

would be no net consumption.

Teal:

Burkholder:

Redfield:

Of course if you are going to measure this when it goes out to

sea - out of the sound - and then try to figure back to bacterial

activity, to make this a complete system you are going to have

to have data for all of the consumers in the sound and in the

creeks. All these are extracting energy too, and we do not

know anything about these yet.

Isn't a lot of this detritus being sloshed back and forth by the

tides ? It goes off the marsh and back again on the marsh. I

think it is a very complicated business.

Very complicated indeed. A single net wouldn't do it. Perhaps
you could work back and forth with two nets. 1 would suspect it

was a substantial quantity because here, as I see it, this stuff

breaks off. It tends to stay in the creeks, with us it goes right

up over the top of the marsh and deposits along the highland

shore, but I am sure that part of it goes out too.
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Teal: Most of the loss is probably in the form of detritus. That is,

very small particles, 1 don't think we lose much in the way of

big pieces

.

Redfield: Don't you ever find rafts of it floating around?

Ragotzkie: The rafts are primarily stems and the leaves are probably either

decomposed by bacteria or mechanically broken up and take their

place in the detritus which then merely become suspended mat-
erial. It is very impressive to see the rafts. They appear as
far as 10 miles to sea, but the nutrient value of these rafts is

probably quite small because it is mostly cellulose stems.

Redfield: I think it would be more interesting to work on the losses into the

mud. I gather that half of the vegetation is roots and that certain-

ly doesn't wash away very fast but it will accumulate. If you knew
the rate of growth of the marsh, then I would think that the contri-

bution to peat would be a very small proportion of the free living

plant.

Andrews: In Virginia we seem to get cycles of four good seasons for oysters,

that is, for plankton, which is apparently related to a heavy runoff

of water. Is there any mechanism by which the marshes might be

built up in dry years and destroyed by storms ? Do you know any-
thing about the energy changes over a period of years rather than

just a single year ?

Teal: No.

Wagner: Do you find much of a problem with manatee grass or turtle grass
and some of those things washing in and piling in windrows on the

marshes adding, I would think, considerable detritus from an out-

side source ?

Teal: I have never seen it here.

Ragotzkie: I want to ask Al Smalley if he will comment on that annual varia-

tion of production by Spartina. Don't we have some information

on that ?

Smalley: I have some information on the high marsh but I think that by the

time you consider that the production there is low and then you
consider the production over the whole marsh this becomes small.

Ragotzkie: But it does vary.

Smalley: Oh yes, there is variation.

Russell: In your curve between July and October you have an increase in
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the amount of dead material on the high marsh. I think that

some of it has drifted in there, hasn 't it?

Smalley: This is standing dead grass. The green grass is growing and

dying at the same time. The outside leaves die or individual

stems die. That increase in dead grass reflects production and

I entered it into the total.
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PA LEOBOTANICAL STUDIES IN SALT MARSH DEPOSITS
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO RECENT

CHANGES IN SEA LEVEL

by

Elso S. Barghoorn
Harvard University

The discussion in this paper pertains to studies of the plant remains found

in a sedimentary complex exposed in two building excavations in the Back Bay
area of the city of Boston. This study involved the identification and ecological

interpretation of both naturally occurring plant deposits recorded in peat and

marine silt, as well as archeological specimens of wood intruded by human
agency into the sedimentary complex. The deposits also provided unusually

favorable material for histo -chemical study of degradation of plant remains
under relatively well understood environmental conditions of deposition. The

Back Bay sediments provided a basis of correlating vegetational changes in a

complex estuarine environment, featured by a rising sea level, with an absolute

chronology secured more recently by radiocarbon dating. The general sequence
of events is interpreted as follows: 1) deposition of a marine ( ?) blue clay fol-

lowed by sub -aerial erosion of the clay and subsequent intrusion over the eroded
clay of sandy outwash(?) deposits. The age of the blue clay is unknown but is

probably of late glacial age and is featured by ice rafted boulders; the sandy

outwash deposits are probably of periglacial origin. Wind cut pebbles occur at

the base of the sands. 2) development of a fresh water swamp forest featured

by stumps of trees and shrubs (Quercus, Ulmus, Cephalanthus , Ilex, etc.).

The forest was drowned by rising water with development of a fresh water reed
swamp (Phragmites-Corex association). The fresh water reed swamp is dated

as 5700 ^750 yrs. B.P. and is 20 i 2 feet below present mean low water of

Boston Harbor. 3) inundation and termination of the fresh water swamp by
marine waters with development of a short-lived salt marsh featured by Spartina

alterniflora. 4) deposition ot marine silt until the period of development of the

city of Boston by European colonists subsequent to 1630 A. D.

Within the stratigraphic sequence the following radiocarbon dates are re-

corded, with their relation to the encroaching tidal plane: 1) fresh water reed-

swamp peat at 20ir 2 feet below mean low water = 5700i 750 yrs B.P.
2) human activity, represented by numerous stakes and wattles of a presumed
fish weir, at or slightly below 13 feet below mean low water - 4500 i 130 yrs.

B.P. (Human occupation probably occurred over a period of centuries).

3) stream rafted stump deposited at 9-10 feet below mean low water = 38 501
390 yrs. B. P. 4) current tidal datum plane z yrs.

Extrapolation of the radiocarbon dates, in conjunction with paleo -ecologi-

cal interpretation of the plant remains, preserved in the Back Bay sediments

indicates that sea level has risen in the Boston Basin at an average rate of 6.6

inches per century during the past 5-6 thousand years. There is, however, no

definitive evidence that this rise has been at a uniform rate.
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Identification of the plant remains recovered from the basal peat and the

overlying human occupational zones, dated respectively at 5700 ± 700 yrs B.P.

and 4500- 130 yrs B.P., indicates that climatic conditions were essentially

comparable with those of the present. There is some cogent evidence, based

on statistical representation of certain species, that the climate at the time of

human occupation and construction of the Fish Weir was warmer than the present.

An interesting and significant corollary to the sedimentary history and

chronological interpretation of the Boston Back Bay sediments has recently

been secured from studies in the Barnstable Marsh, a large salt marsh on the

northern coast of central Cape Cod, Massachusetts. Extensive unpublished

palynological studies by Patrick Butler, formerly a graduate student in Harvard

University now deceased, showed that the plant remains of the marsh consisted

almost exclusively of Spartina alterniflora and S. patens . A depth of Z9 feet of

salt marsh peat was encountered in the deepest boring. Detailed pollen diagrams

were constructed from several cores. The entire marsh deposition was directly

controlled by the advancing tidal plane. Recently Dr. Meyer Rubin of the U. S.

Geological Survey secured four carbon- 14 dates from Barnstable Marsh sannples

submitted by Dr. A. C. Redfield. There are as follows, respectively with

depth and age, 21 t 6 inches - 400 ± 100 yrs B.P.; 33 inches I 770 ± 100 yrs

B.P. ; Z07 inches z 1880 ± 100 yrs B.P, ; 327 inches z 548O ± 120 yrs B.P.

Since the present surface of the marsh is close to the mean high water tide

range it is apparent that the salt marsh accumulation represents an average

rate of submergence of approximately 6 inches per century, a value remarkably

close to that for the Boston Basin area sixty miles away, as recorded in the

Boylston St. Fish Weir site. The data, although regrettably limited, would

also show that the rate of submergence has not been uniform during the period

of marsh development. From neither the Boston deposits, nor the Barnstable

Marsh deposits is it possible to conclude that submergence has resulted from
crustal downwarping or from eustatic sea level rise.

DISCUSSION

R dfi Id' ^ would like to make just one comment with regard to the sort

of evidence that you get if you plot the ages against the depth

of the peat. We have a core from the marsh at Barnstable

from a depth of 325 inches with an age of about 5, 500 years.

It indicates a rise in sea level at a mean rate of 6 inches per

century. A second core from a depth of 200 inches from the

same boring has an age of about 1,900 years; giving a rise in

sea level at a mean rate of more than 10 inches per century.

One might conclude that this marsh had grown upward slowly

from 325 to the 200 inch horizon, and then more rapidly to the

present level. However, we also have a sample from Center-

ville, on the opposite side of Cape Cod, with an age of about

2,000 years from a depth of only 70 inches, corresponding to

a mean rate of 3. 5 inches per century.

I think the deeper sample from Barnstable gives reliable in-

formation because the peat was from right above the clay
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bottom and there cannot have been any great vertical change in

its position since its formation. Since the peat is soft and of

high water content I think it likely that the sample from ZOO

inches has moved downward by compaction from the weight of

the peat which developed above it, and consequently it gives an

erroneous estimate of the rate of rise of sea level. A second
difficulty arises from the fact that Spartina alter niflora may
form peat at some depth below mean high water. Such peat

would give an exaggerated estimate of the change in sea level.

These difficulties w^ould be overcome if a series of samples were
secured from immediately above the substratum at a place where
the rising sea level had permitted the high marsh to grow inward
and upward over the slope of the upland. 1 hope to do this in the

area from which the aforementioned cores were obtained.

Barghoorn: Well, I wouldn't object to the top 200 inches. I think that the

compression factor would support those dates rather than upset

them.

Redfield: My point is that one sample of peat has sagged, but the other

sample has not. The rate of rise of sea level, and we would

like to know the rate of rise, whether it is continual, gradual,

reversive, or what, could be estimated by making a series of

measurements of this type.

Oppenheimer: Is there any evidence of animal fossil remains at the same
depth as you used?

Barghoorn: Which depth did you mean?

Oppenheimer: In the peat.

Barghoorn: There was an extensive study made of the animal remains of

the Boylston Street site.

Rubin: I would like to comment on the first portion of your talk where
you show the cellulose decreasing tremendously with chemical

decomposition. The lignins, however, stayed the same. In

radiocarbon dating we are interested in migration of the carbon

and so this is quite important. For the last few years, since,

in fact, you showed me one of these slides back at Andover, we
have been using the cellulose fraction, extracting the lignins and

throwing them down the sink, with sodium hydroxide. Now, even

though the cellulose decreases from, as you showed, 60 down to

3, it is still the cellulose that grew in the plant at that time. You
are sure because of the cell wall remaining attached. The lignin,

which stays in the same proportion can, with the rise in pH,

move with the ground water, even though you say that it is
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immobile. The percentage stays the same, so even though the

same percentage of lignins remains it is still safer, you would

say, to date only the cellulose and to throw out the lignins.

Barghoorn: I think so. I think you could even be more safe and say, what

pH could you possibly get in nature. Anything that wouldn't

come out in 2 percent caustic you could assume never did move.

But you see in a salt marsh you have a whole lot of complicating

factors. You have other things in the plant tissues besides

anaerobic degradation products. You have on the surface a

constant biological activity which provides stuff for immediate
transport. A study of peat shows that the bulk of the peat or-

ganic remains are degraded probably within a few years on the

very surface under rapid aerobic processes. It is the stuff that

gets down in underneath that is intriguing. That is what I was
interested in. So much of our coal seams and lignites, etc, are

quite probably deposited under anaerobic conditions. That is

the only reason they are there, because they haven't undergone

rapid aerobic oxidation. It is very complicated.

Rubin: You say that Barnstable had a high alkalinity?

Barghoorn: 1 don't know. (Turning to Redfield) Do you have any pH
measurements ?

Redfield: Not on these.

Burbanck:' 1 was just wondering, since I heard Ed Moul describe the vege-

tation of Cape Cod, and certainly the two sides of the Cape seem
to be quite comparable in their vegetation, whether or not anal-

ysis where we have such a discrepancy in tide in a very small

area with the same plants might help to point up the already ex-

cellent evidence as to how things have been affected, because

on one side there is a 2. 5 foot tide and on the other side, 9.

My other point is in walking down many of these estuaries on the

Cape I come to an area almost devoid of life where, working with

a Hayward dredge I find a jelly-like material. When this gets on

me and dries, it looks like clay. I was wondering whether anal-

ysis of this jelly, apparently anaerobic and full of H^S, might

have some relationship to this clay which keeps cropping up all

the time in all of these studies. In some of the places it seems
to remain in a deep area or perhaps is left stranded by the changes

in meanders. It is quite possible that peat would overgrow this

material, and it would remain there and be consolidated with the

water being squeezed out.

Barghoorn: Is this organic ?
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Burbanck:

Barghoorn:

Burbanck:

Odum:

Barghoorn:

Odum:

Barghoorn:

Odum:

Barghoorn:

Odum:

I have never seen your analysis of it. I would judge from the

composition of it that it seems to be organic and I was wondering
if it may not be some of the extracts of the plant material that

you have been talking about.

These jellies occur in a variety of sediments both recent and old.

There is a possibility that they have colloidal systems.

Still, it is right between your deposits of sand in the headwaters
and where the sands from Buzzard's Bay have been moved in

from the mouth. It is intermediate. It is pretty much devoid of

life. Macoma baltica is about all you find in it.

What is known about the antibiotic properties of peats, both from
the organic antibiotic types and also for the inorganic; that is,

are the metal ions concentrated perhaps by the plants and sub-
sequently further concentrated. What I am getting at is, you
know the terrible range of trace element concentrations in coal.

It seems to make no sense in terms of anything we know about

modern plants. What does this mean, and does this affect the

decomposition ?

Well it is a very involved problem. Your inherent ash, your
clastic ash, your solution ash, and all of those things, but as

far as the antibiotic properties of peat are concerned they are

highly bactericidal.

Do you think it is an organic antibiotic or an inorganic antibiotic ?

It must be organic.

Now do you have an entire range of this property or different

north-south latitude effects or anything of that type ?

(He refers to the very high levels of antibiotic activity in bogs
which are present both in Europe and in North America. ) As
far as the minerals in coal are concerned, this is very difficult.

Secondary post-deposition problems come in. The uranium bus-
iness is trying to help the picture. The inherent ash in coal

probably has little to do with the ash content.

What is the humic material in the streams that are acid, such

as the Gulf and southeastern coastal plain?

Barghoorn: I do not know. 1 think a good deal of it is probably tannin,

not think it is humic.
I do
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE BIOCHEMISTRY OF MUD

by

J. R. Vallentyne

Queens University

Approximately 10^^ grams of organic matter is annually synthesized by

plants on the earth's surface. Most of this organic matter is degraded by ani-

mals and microorganisms, eventually to carbon dioxide, which is then recycled

in the biosphere. A small fraction of the synthesized organic matter is buried

in sediments. Biochemical studies on the molecular nature of this fossil organic

matter provide data bearing on temperature histories of geologic deposits, bio-

chemical evolution, and the conditions of origin of petroleum and coal. Most
of the critical work has been done within the past 10 years, and much remains

to be done in the future.

Apart from the demonstration of the presence of trimethylamine in salt

marsh deposits by E. C. Shorey in 1913, no one has seriously studied the bio-

chemistry of salt marsh sediments. Biochemical data pertaining to other types

of sediment are reviewed here, focussing attention on fossil as well as recent

materials

.

Degradation products of plant chlorophylls have been isolated from both

freshwater and marine sediments by Corcoran, Orr and Brown. These workers

agree that chlorophylls a and b and c only rarely occur in recent sediments.

The most abundant green pigments in recent sediments are phaeophytin a and

phaeophorbide a. Related compounds (desoxophylloerythrin and desoxophyllo-

erythroetiophyrin) occur in sedimentary rocks and petroleum. These porphyins,

which are chlorophyll derivatives, have been isolated from geologic materials

as old as the Ordovician.

Carotenoids have been found in virtually all recent sediments that contain

organic matter. A-carotene, B-carotene, echinenone and rhodoviolascin have

been identified. Carotenoids have not been reported to occur in sedimentary

rocks or fossils older than the Pleistocene.

Cellulose and other carbohydrates have been found in recent sediments,

and also in lignites as old as the Cretaceous. Polysaccharides are hydrolyzed

to polymers of lower molecular weight during the course of geologic time.

Polypeptides and amino acids have been found in recent sediments and in

sedimentary rocks and fossils dating back to the Devonian. As with the poly-

saccharides, the molecular weights of proteins decrease during the course of

geologic time.

Recent work by the author has resulted in the isolation of microscopic
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pyrite spheres from sediments. These spheres have a mean diameter of about

10 microns, and have been identified as pyrite on the basis of solubility tests

and X-ray diffraction patterns. The spheres are formed in recent sediments,

as evidenced by their occasional presence inside dead plant and animal cells

in the sediment. Pyrite spheres were isolated from a Spartina salt marsh
deposit on Sapelo Island, Georgia. The method of isolation was based on the

separation of heavy and light minerals in tetrabromoethane (density i 2.95).

The heavy mineral fraction mostly consisted of the pyrite spheres.
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ARCHAEOLOGY AND SALT MARSH PROBLEMS IN

THE TAUNTON RIVER VALLEY, MASSACHUSETTS

by

Hugh M. Raup
Harvard University Forest

This paper reports the botanical phases of a collaborative study made by

Frederick Johnson and the present author at an archaeological site on Grassy
Island. The essential features were published in 1947 , and are only sum-
marized here, with some revisions in the calculations of the age of the site.

Grassy Island is situated in Smith's Cove, a small abayment of the

Taunton River estuary in southeastern Massachusetts. It is entirely covered
with brackish water marsh, which grows on the surface of the mass of salt

marsh peat of which the island is composed. This peat rests in turn upon the

shallow, level to very gently rolling, bottom of the cove. The bottom is made
up of glacial till and outwash deposits. The tidal range at the Island is approx-

imately 2.8 feet, and ordinary high tide bathes the surface. Spring tides somie-

times cover it entirely. Mean low tide is approximately at the base of the peat.

The main channel of the Taunton River is close to the western shore of the cove.

Interest in Grassy Island stems from the presence at the base of the peat

of an archaeological site containing an abundance of stone tools and the remains
of hearths. A basic purpose of our studies of the island peat and its present

vegetation has been to date, if possible, the time at which the site became un-
inhabitable to Indians due to the advance of the tide which now covers it.

Certain assumptions are made at the outset because they appear to be re-

liable and well documented. One is that there has been a continuous rise of sea

level with respect to the land for some thousands of years, and that this rise

continues. Second, it is assumed that the rate of rise has been relatively slow
and steady, being at no time in the last 2000 years or so greater or less than

the rate of accumulation of the peat, which is made up primarily of high-tide

grasses. Third, the identification of the peat as being composed primarily of

these high-tide grasses (chiefly Spartina patens at Grassy Island) rather than of

mid-tide grasses (Spartina alterniflora) is held to be reliable because of readily

observed differences in the preserved rhizomes of these grasses. Many borings

of salt marsh peat in southeastern New England have shown that the accumula-
tions are composed primarily of the high-tide species, and there appears to be

no other explanation for this except one which involves a steadily advancing
strand line. Furthermore, many of these marshes are underlain by some fresh

water peat, indicating that at the beginning they were invaded by advancing sea

water.

1) Johnson, Frederick and Hugh M. Raup. Grassy Island: Archaeological and
Botanical Investigations of an Indian Site in the Taunton River, Massachusetts.
Papers of the R.S. Peabody Foundation for Archaeology, Vol. 1, No. 2, 68pp. (1947).
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The peat at Grassy Island proved to be anomalous in having only a top ven-

eer of high-tide peat from one to two feet thick. Beneath this is a mass of re-

worked peaty materials in which there is a mixture of high-tide species with

some rhizomes of mid -tide grasses. The under surface of the veneer of high-

tide peat is a fairly even inclined plane sloping downward from east to west.

Thus the high-tide peat is thickest on the western shore of the island. This

shore is clifflike in formation, with the reworked peat undercut beneath the

upper layer of high-tide peat. The east shore of the island is more gently

sloping, and is covered with mid-tide grasses in its upper parts. It slopes into

a mucky bottom below tide level. The nature of the two peats, and the manner
of their deposit, were in part worked out in a nearby marsh which drains into

the eastern side of Smith's Cove. Here it was found that the activity of a

meandering tidal stream (Shove's Creek), altering its course as the tide levels

rose, had formed a "lens" of mixed peat in the zone of the meanders. Apply-

ing the principles observed there, it was found that the peat on the west shore

of Grassy Island was being eroded away and carried around the ends of the

island by tidal and other currents. It was being deposited as the mixed peat on

the gently sloping eastern shore. Assuming that this process had been going on

for a long time, it was concluded that the island had been changing its geograph-
ical position and gradually migrating eastward. By this reasoning the western
shore should be the oldest and should have, as it does, the thickest part of the

high -tide peat.

Comparison with a Coast and Geodetic Survey map made in 1875 indicated

that the island had been moving its position at approximately seven-tenths of a

foot per year. Again assuming that the advance of the tide levels has been fairly

constant for a long time, itwas thought that the slope of the undersurface at the

high-tide peat (about 10 inches in 200 feet) would be a function of time and the

rate of rise. Projecting this plane westward it was found to intersect the bot-

tom of the cove near the eastern margin of the main channel of the river, about

1000 feet west of the east shore of the island. At the rate of 0.7 of a foot per

year, the island would thus have started its migration about IZOO years ago.

We have no figures for the contours of the bottom of Smith's Cove as of that

time, but estimating that they were then approximately as they are now, the

high tides would have begun to inundate the bottom of the cove above the main
channel of the river about 1200 years ago. This woiild give an approximate
date for the time at which archaeological sites located on the bottom of the cove

became uninhabitable.

Immediately following the time of inundation by high tide, the bottom of the

cove must have been covered by a fairly continuous salt marsh. We believe

that this marsh was for the most part removed by tidal currents as the water
deepened, leaving only the ancestral Grassy Island and perhaps other small
pieces of marsh peat which have since disappeared.

DISCUSSION

Redfield: I have just one remark to make which has not been mentioned yet

and is pertinent with regard to the rise in sea level. That is
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Mariner's studies of the tide gauge records along the coast. In

Boston these go back for more than fifty years. In general they

show a continued rise in sea level which was, in New England,

at about a foot per century. I think that it should be borne in

mind that we do have that rather positive evidence of what has

happened recently.

Raup: I tried to stay inside of the botanical evidence.

Barghoorn: Marmer's figures were approximately .02 feet per year from
1930 to 1937 and one -fifth of that rate in the preceding twenty

years, which would give you a value that comes closer to your

outside figure than this long range figure.

Redfield: These measurements are being re-examined by Walter Munk at

Scripps. There is a simultaneous change in the mean barometric
pressure for which apparently there are excellent records. This,

I think, takes up a certain amount of the fluctuation of the curve,

but I am not sure that it cancels the general trend. There may
be some quantitative readjustment of the trend.

Raup: When we say that the change in sea level - the rise in sea level -

has to be at about the rate of accumulation of peat we really don't

know what we are talking about. By that I mean we do not know
what the range of possibilities is.
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ARCHAEOLOGY AND SALT MARSH PROBLEMS
IN MASSACHUSETTS

by

Frederick Johnson
Phillips Academy

New England Paleo-Indian hunters previous to about 8000 B.C. did not, as

far as is known, utilize the sea shore. Much later aboriginal settlements,

which can be attributed to an Archaic Stage of culture development, were built

along the sea shore, inundated by a rising sea (with reference to the land), and

in three instances, at least, were covered with deposits of salt marsh peat.

The Boylston Street Fishweir, located some 40 feet below the street in Boston's

Back Bay, is probably evidence of several weirs built along the shores of a bay

when high tide level was about 18 feet lower than its present stand. When sea

level was lower than this, the surface of the bay was covered in part by a

forest and in part by a wet meadow. As sea level rose, the bay was flooded

with salt water and Spartina alterniflora grew for a short period of time. The

Spartina alterniflora was smothered by silt which also probably caused the

abandonment of the fishweirs. Extensive studies of the geology, biology and

chemistry of the underlying peat and the silt produced a wealth of information

concerning the history of the development of Boston's Back Bay. ' Radiocarbon

dates indicate that the fishweirs were built about 2500 B. C.

Grassy Island, in the Taunton River estuary, is a peat island, the compli-

cated history of which is described by Dr. H. M. Raup. The peat covered

499 stone artifacts and at least 2 hearths. The artifacts belong in the later

phases of an Archaic culture which flourished along the coastal plain as far

south as Georgia. Artifacts similar in many ways to the above had been found

beneath 27 inches of peat at Stewart's Island in Marion Harbor on Buzzard's

Bay, Massachusetts and under about 5 feet of peat at Grannis Island on the

Quinnipiac River across from New Haven, Connecticut. The collaboration

among botanists, zoologists, geologists, archaeologists and others in the study

of sites of this nature produces data of wide interest and significance.

DISCUSSION

Russell: This work involved several things. It started up on Cape Hatteras

and one of the initial problems was to find the Mason-Dixon line

of Indian times. The northern Indians come down and stop very

abruptly along the coast, not so much inland, but along the coast.

1) Johnson, Frederick and others. 1942. "The Boylston Street Fishweir".

Papers of the Robert S. Peabody Foundation, Vol. 2.

Johnson, Frederick, Ed. 1949. "The Boylston Street Fishweir U". Papers

of the Robert S. Peabody Foundation, Vol. 4, No. 1.
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Then our southern group which fits into our southern Mississippi

chronology comes up along the coast and makes a break in the

vicinity of Wilmington, North Carolina, which seems to have

been very persistent.

Now the significant thing that Haag did is an excavation at

Savannah, Georgia. I think he had about 15 feet or so depth in

the excavation. It was alongside of the river next to the wharf

where, unfortunately, 1 had spent many days sitting on the deck

of a freighter hoping to get out, not realizing that out there with-

in a few hundred yards was this beautiful site that preserves

practically the complete chronology stratigraphically. This has

resulted in a monograph which Haag will, I think, finish in the

reasonably near future. It is a case of a stratigraphic record

for all succeeding cultures and he feels that he has started pretty

well at the base of the series.

I would like to add something about rates such as six inches per

century and so on (rise of sea level) for New England. These

disturb those of us from the marshes of Louisiana to some degree.

We have middens and in a few cases definite mounds. In two cases

we found effigy mounds, one deliberately designed in the shape of

an alligator. We found 1500 feet of it with the head and one of the

front legs removed. The rest of the alligator is perfect. Effigy

mounds are rare along the southern coast. Local subsidence

commonly lowers the base of a mound 10 feet or so below present

sea level and yet involved in this is possibly 2000 years or less.

It is mainly a matter of subsidence, but there is also the matter

of compaction of the materials beneath. It is not too easy to

distinguish between them but in a number of cases we have bored

holes down through the mounds. Generally we will find shells

at least two feet lower in the center than around the margin.

For getting the floor upon which a mound was built we found that

just by probing out from the flanks of a mound we would find the

floor by hitting occasional shells. Perhaps in the first few probes

we hit shell practically every time. Then out perhaps a hundred

yards we now and then hit an occasional shell, and establish a

nice level such as 8 feet below sea level. But at the hole in the

center of the mound the base may be 10 feet below sea level.

As we get out toward the distal ends of the old deltas of the

Lower Mississippi River the mounds have gone down more and

more feet. This is the same sort of thing that Eugene Smith

pointed out around Mobile Bay years ago. So to think of 6 inches

per century and to regard it as an always rising sea level gives

us a little pause. Some rising of sea level, yes; some sinking

of land, yes; but when you are in New England where glacial re-

bound is taking place and the land is going up, you see you have
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a dilemma.

Barghoorn: I am well aware of that. I would like, if we have time, to devote

a few words to this.

Russell: There is the matter of changing shells too. With us the Rangia

cuneata is the brackish water clam; Unio the fresh water clam;

and the oyster a more saline indicator. In these mounds we

start out with one and wind up with another, even right through

the sequence, and do this in a short time. The artifacts may-

all be of the same cultural stage.
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ELEMENTS OF AC TUO -PALEONTOLOGY

by

W. Schafer

Zoologisches Institut der Universitat Frankfurt

More than 150 years ago some geologists perceived that only with know-
ledge about present occurrences upon the earth could they understand the forms
and physical events in the rocks of the geological past. With this perception a

principle of research became effective, which puts a causal-scientific kind of

view beside the historical one.

Two men especially should be mentioned who realized the principle in their

pioneer piece of work: the German, Karl von Hoff (died 1835), and the English-
man, Charles Lyell (died 1875). "The Principles of Geology" by Lyell espec-
ially is to be read with advantage to the present day.

It ought not to be forgotten that long ago the artist and researcher,
Leonardo da Vinci, and the mathematician and astronomer, Galilei, had ex-
pressed similar thoughts, without being understood by their contemporaries.

Of course, it was not by chance that the method of actual research by the study

of earth-history was first discovered in the Renaissance. Mechanistic inter-

pretation of the world began at that time. It was an approach which in the nine-

teenth century achieved the success in natural science which is still with us.

It was only in recent decades that institutes began this special task of

studying the recent happenings in nature. The first such institute was founded

at Wilhelmshaven on the southern coast of the North Sea by Rudolf Richter.

Today others have followed on other coasts and in other countries. They con-

sider themselves servants of geology and paleontology, though they investigate

the occurrences and forms on the earth of today. We call them institutes of

"Actuogeology and Actuopaleontology".

As to the method, we use the direct observation of events. Because the

work is in the present there is the possibility of experiment. The result is in

all cases the knowledge of timeless laws. These laws in the hands of the geol-

ogist and paleontologist cast light on the geological occurrences of the earth's

past, and they give an insight into the past life and death upon the earth and into

the environments of this life.

Many rocks of the continent are born in the sea; therefore the examination

of the seas of today is more important than the examination of the occurrences

on the continent. Many rocks born in the sea have arisen in the shallow water

of the shelf, therefore the examination of the shelf of today is more iinportant

than the investigation of the deep sea.

So we see the actualistic research had its origin in the analysis of the
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beach and of the bottom of the shallow sea. Even today the most important

areas of research are the shallow waters with low tide and high tide, with limey,

clayey, sandy, and organic sedimentation, and with a rich benthos. The Con-
ference at Sapelo Island is at a suitable place for studying the formation of the

flat submarine and intertidal deposits as well as the formation of the salt marsh
of the recent geological past.

In Germany work began on the convenient tidal flats of the North Sea. Here
we have the opportunity of studying the laws of sedimentation with our own eyes,

without using tools. These studies have now grown beyond the areas of tidal

flats and advanced with new methods to the deeper and always flooded areas of

the sea bottom. The change of the field of work became necessary because the

tidal flats are geologically special cases and many a formation observed there

must not be generalized. Every single observation is necessary and every

analysis is an important part of the whole. But we must not stop with merely
collecting details. After the collecting follows the putting in order, and, in

its way, the intellectual penetration of the whole phenomenon is growing.

In submarine geological research there are preformed arrangements and

systems. In submarine paleontological research there are no such systems.

This is so because actuopaleontology stands at the limit between biological and

geological research. It draws from both areas, but it is nevertheless a whole.

Here is an attempt at a system of actuopaleontological phenomena which we
have been building in Germany in recent years.

We distinguish four areas of submarine actuopaleontology:

1. The death of animals, their decay and sedimentation,

2. The behavior of life, formed as tracks and trails in the sediment.

3. Animals and communities of animals such as fossils of a facies.

4. Functional morphology of the animal's body.

1. The death of animals, their decay and sedimentation.

With death a body is usually embeded, but not immediately or completely.

It is mechanically broken up and chemically removed. It is necessary to under-

stand the stages of destruction. All our knowledge of the forms of fossil ani-

mals is based on the interpretation of such bodies embedded "at the light time".

The sooner a body is embedded, the more readable is the document of organic

life in the rocks, but the later it is, the smaller is the prospect of reconstruct-

ing the whole from the fragments.

We find a series of questions:

What can we know about the remains of the organic substance ?

Is the body destroyed purely chemically or by bacteria?

How is a dry mummification accomplished and where ? Is the destruction

a total putrefaction with water and oxygen? What are the conditions of
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putridity in the absence of oxygen?

What influence has the sediment in the destruction? Does a single organ-

ism die, or when and where have whole biocoenoses been destroyed?

Do the skeletons stay in place or are they transported, and if so, where ?

How are the shells heaped up, and what quantities are necessary to form

a rock with mineral oil?

2. The behavior of the life, formed as tracks and trails in the sediment.

The organism forms a document of its existence in the sediment in two

ways:

a) as a body with its skeleton.

b) as tracks and trails of a distinct behavior.

Ichnology today is an important discipline, and many a rock shows its sub-

marine formation only by tracks and trails made by organisms in the sediment.

Particularly in this case a fundamental knowledge of the recent is the suppos-

ition for the interpretation of the fossil. We recognized this very late, and all

the gaps in our knowledge are larger as a result.

Today we speak of "fos si -textures" or "fossi-structures" of bedded rock,

and we mean the texture or structure marked by boring animals and the changes

which the beds have undergone because of the activity of the endobionts in the

bottom. These changes can be figurative or may only deform the beds. The

study of the endobionts is more important than the trails made on the surface

of the sediment.

3. Animals and communities of animals such as fossils of a facies.

Ecological research has for a long time shown the close relation between

the animals and their communities and that a determinate community of ani-

mals always points to a determinate environment. Thus we are also able in

fossil cases to determine a part of a rock as a unity, and we are able to delimit

it from another space of life which existed at the same time in the past.

The geologist and the paleontologist speak of the "facies", and they mean
it to be an epoch of the same conditions, the epoch not only delimited by the

character of the sediments but also by a community of organisms which is

called a "biofacies". The laws of facies and of its changing in sediments and

animals can only be studied on recent sea bottoms. The phenomenon must be

examined in its entire scope of time and space.
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4 . Functional morphology of the animal's body .

The paleontologist has in his hands fossil animals mostly in the form of

fossilized skeletal parts; so he has to give the definition of the animal from the

anatomical parts alone. This is possible because all organic forms are limited

in their parts and in their whole by their relation to a performance in an intra-

or extracorporal environment. Each part is a logical allusion to a whole to

which it belongs. In this fact the organism differs from all inorganic forms.

The knowledge of the functional meaning of an anatomical part and of the whole

is thus the key of all paleontological research. Relations of form to function

are only to be explained by means of living animals in their natural environment

ments. Thus functional morphology is one of the important disciplines of actuo-

paleontological research.
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TRAILS AND BURROWS ON THE TIDAL FI^TS OF THE NORTH SEA
AND THEIR PA LEONTO LOGICA L SIGNIFICANCE

by

Walter Hantzschel

Geologisches Staatsinstitut , Hamburg

On the German North Sea coast tidal flat deposits are developed as a

broad zone between the East and North Frisian Islands and the continent. The

sediments of these tidal flats consist of mud, sand, and sandy mud. This tidal

region, allowing observations of sedimentation and stratification phenomena,

of the formation of ripples and other markings, is therefore a field of work for

the giologist and also for the paleontologist. Few other regions on the coasts

of the earth offer such a great variety of these phenomena.

Numerous animals of different groups live on and beneath the surface of

these tidal flats, leaving the traces of their activity: traces of their movement,

of their feeding in the sedimient or grazing on its surfaces, of resting on or

dwelling in the sediment. These traces of their various actions are termed in

German "Lebensspuren", a term also used in this German form in Japanese

paleontological papers written in English. They are generally to be defined as

features in sediments left by living animals. Such trails and burrows are to

be seen abundantly on the tidal flats and their study is the object of "ichnology'I

They are of great interest to the geologist and paleontologist, especially those

occupied with paleoecological studies. In all kinds of sediments of all geologic

ages and formations such "trace -fossils" are to be found. There are many
sediments in which trace -fossils are the only fossils found, and they are of

some importance as proving autochthonous life in such deposits. The study of

recent trails and burrows on our coasts, and particularly on the easily access-

ible tidal flats, can help much to explore trace -fossils and to use them for

paleoecological and paleogeographical investigations of fossil sediments and

their environments. Ichnological problems have an only restricted interest for

the zoologist; they have become - at least in Germany - a realm of the paleont-

ologist. Such investigations may serve as a key for a correct explanation of

trace -fossils. The history of paleoichnology shows clearly how the ignorance

and disregard of neoichnological investigations led often to misinterpretations

of trace -fossils. For some decades since the first descriptions most of them

were regarded as marine plants, particularly as different kinds of algae. It

was only about 1880 when the Swedish paleobotanist Nathorst and the American
paleontologist J. F. James showed conclusively that the explanations of most

trace -fossils as marine algae were erroneous.

The following short review will exhibit what general and special results

for paleontological and paleoecological investigations can be obtained from a

detailed and careful study of recent trails and burrows.

One of the most frequent animals of the German tidal flats is the well-
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known lugworm, Arenicola. Its castings characterize especially sandy tidal

flats during ebb tide. Newer investigations proved that their rather deep-

reaching burrows are not always in the shape of a U but sometimes a J. These

burrows often show a fine annulation directly under the funnel. Such impress-

ions of the body are also to be observed on some fossil burrows from which we
are able to conclude that they were made by annelids, and not be arthropods

which also produce similar burrows in sand and mud. The burrow of Arenicola

is a typical "dwelling burrow" (in German "Wohn-Bau" according to a proposal

of A. Seilacher). Its upper end has often been somewhat consolidated by slime

and even by ferruginous material. Such burrows can be preserved during the

diagenesis of the sediments. From the German middle Triassic Muschelkalk

of Bavaria we know trace -fossils represented by funnels and small flat cone-

like elevations sometimes connected by a U-shaped burrow. They resemble
closely the recent Arenicola funnels and castings. The bed with these fossils

is to be found through a distance of about 25 kilometers and they can serve as

guide -fossils for a special horizon. The name Arenicola has been used (some-

times also erroneously) to designate different fossil burrows believed to be

made by similar worms: Arenicolites, Arenicoloides and Archarenicola .

Such burrows are by no means indicators of fossil tidal regions as supposed by

some authors: Arenicola funnels and castings may be seen on the shore of the

Baltic Sea on occasions when western storms blow back the water; this area is

nearly free of tides.

Another polychaete worm, Nereis , often produces trails resembling

the form of antlers. Its locomotion trails are often branched or show small

lateral branches, while the dwelling burrow of Nereis is represented by a

rather complicated system of irregularly dug burrows one connected with an-

other. The crawling trail is sometimes used several times by the same ani-

mal and it can be observed to turn back in the same trail. Such branching of

trails was formerly believed impossible for fossil worm trails. Before

Nathorst's observations of branched recent worm trails branching was one of

the chief "proofs" for the plant origin of most fossils called "Problematica".

On the coast of the Frisian Islands and on the coast of the Baltic Sea,

meandering trails in form of a rather regular spiral were detected; some years

later it was found that they are produced by the worm Paraonis . Only few ani-

mals live in the sandy region of the surf. A little polychaete worm
(
Scoleco-

lepis) was here observed by Seilacher and its "Lebensspuren" are circular

markings made by its tentacles while fishing with them for nutrient particles.

Very similar markings are also known from Cambrian and Jurassic strata.

Other worms living in the tidal flats or in somewhat deeper water be-

long to the well-known Terebellids which build tubes
(
La nice , Lagis , Sabellaria ),

There are many fossil counterparts in rocks ranging in age from the Paleozoic

to the present.

The little annelid Polydora boring a U-shaped burrow in the shell of

pelecypods, gastropods etc., gives a good example for that which we call in

German "Spreiten-Bau". By the continuously prolonged deepening of the U
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there originates a system of U's in a U. Between the limbs of the outer U a

"Spreite" is formed which can be compared with the web of a duck's foot.

Beginning in the Paleozoic we know such U-shaped burrows with "Spreite",

also in much more complicated shapes. In recent biotopes they are also known

from other, non -marine regions and fossil occurrences do not permit a conclus-

ion of fossil tidal flat regions, not even of marine environment.

Among the arthropods the little amphipod Corophium leaves a variety

of trails and burrows. Thus, in fossil state one would not ascribe them to a

single animal. It makes two different forms of crawling trails, a smooth one

and one resembling a string of pearls; it digs a little U-shaped burrow, either

perpendicularly into the surface or horizontally into the walls of the tidal chan-

nels. While feeding it produces a little, rather regular star-like feeding trail.

The form of the burrow is not always a U. In sandy sediments, which are better

ventilated than muds, the animal often digs a simple vertical shaft.

The well-known Crangon offers a good example of that which Rudolf

Richter termed a "resting trail" (or Kuenen reposing trail, in German "Ruhe-

Spur"). This arthropod is to be found hidden in small pools in the surface of

the sand during ebb tide. It leaves there flat, uncharacteristic and usually

transient troughs. Commonly they are oriented parallel to one another, be-

cause the animals faced the current. This parallelism is a characteristic

feature for this kind of trail which is also to be found in fossil resting -trails

produced by some kinds of arthropods. Many different arthropods in the

ancient seas have made various kinds of burrows, often rather characteristic-

ally branched or expanded. On. our tidal flats we know of no recent examples

for such burrows as the screw-like trace -fossil Xenohelix from the Tertiary

of North America. Only Carcinus can be seen, retired in burrows ending with

a hollow which have been dug in the walls of tidal channels.

Among the more sessile pelecypods only few traces of their activity are

recognizable. Cardium seldom crawls and its trails are only short furrows on

the surface of the sand. Star-like feeding trails can be observed which are

made by Scrobicularia. This pelecypod, living about 5 inches below the surface

of the tidal flats in sandy sediment, extends one of the long and separated siphons

(the incurrent siphon) to the surface of the sediment. It produces rather regular

stars when it draws in sediment from the surface in various directions. Such

trails can be named (according to A. Seilacher) feeding or grazing trails, in

German "Weide-Spuren". The siphons of Mya are joined together and they pro-

duce rather large holes by which this pelecypod can be detected.

Among the gastropods Littorina is often to be seen wandering over tidal

flats, especially near high water line. Sometimes the trails are parallel for

long distances and not seldom one animal creeps behind the other in the same
trail. If one of them leaves the furrow, the trail becomes branched which is

somewhat unexpected in gastropod trails. The gastropod Hydrobia is very a-

bundant on the tidal flats but produces trails of no special interest. These are

simple, smooth furrows which are irregularly curved and which resemble those

produced by other little animals such as crustaceans.
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What can be concluded from these tidal flat observations concerning the

interpretation and exploration of fossil trails and burrows? Too many animals

in their activity produce such similar traces that a morphologic distinction be-

comes impossible. On the other hand as shown by the amphipod Corophium one

animal is able to make such different trails that nobody would interpret them,

found in fossil state, in a correct manner and ascribe them to the single pro-

ducer. Therefore it is very difficult and mostly impossible to determine the

producer of a trace -fossil with certainty. The forms of the trails depend not

only on the special activity of the animal but also on the sediment, its charac-

ter and state. There may be little chance for these surface trails to be preser-

ved for the future and to become fossil, but we know such transient markings

as ripplemarks well preserved after many years in eroded tidal flats.

The study of recent trails of animals in the tidal flats has given some
help in erecting a "system" of all trace -fossils as proposed some years ago

by the German paleontologist A. Seilacher. Such a classification cannot be

founded on morphological features nor can it be based on the zoological system

as shown above. It seems only possible to distinguish trails and burrows ac-

cording to their ecological value and to elaborate common features of trails

produced under the same ecological conditions. Such results of neo-ichnolog-

ical studies which are to be extended to other marine and non-marine biotopes

will help to evaluate trace -fossils better than it is now possible. They will

probably also give some assistance to paleogeographical investigations. Ac-
cording to biocoenoses "ichnocoenoses" could already be distinguished in some
ancient formations, but such explorations are still "in statu nascendi". It is

also to be hoped that new methods and techniques in sedimentology will be de-

veloped in order to detect recent trails made within the sediment which are

also of greatest interest and importance for the paleontologist.

DISCUSSION

Vallentyne: I was wondering about the presence of these tracks in pre -Cam-
brian sediments. Do they occur there?

Hantzschel: In pre -Cambrian sediments trace -fossils are only rarely to be

found. There is an interesting newer investigation by A.

Seilacher (Der Beginn des Kambriums als biologische Wende.
Neues Jahrb. Geol. Palaont. Abh. , 103, pp. 155-180,

Stuttgart 1956); he collected and compared trails and burrows of

the pre -Cambrian and of the Cambrian sediments of the Grand
Canyon, Arizona. He showed that only very few and uncharac-
teristic forms of ichnofossils are to be found in the Precambrium,
while Cambrian sediments (also in Scandinavia and Pakistan) con-

tain much more and more differentiated forms of trails and bur-

rows.

Oppenheimer: Do you know if any animal at all secretes any substance which

allows the sand to become more permanently impressed because
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during the process of overlaying it seems more than likely that

the track would be washed away.

Hantzschel: In my lecture 1 mentioned the slimy material only briefly.

Trails of Nereis are often consolidated by slime and those of

Arenicola by ferruginous material. Yesterday we saw the same
phenomenon on the beach of Sapelo Island in the burrows of

Callianassa. 1 think this must be a prerequisite for consolidation

before becoming a fossil.

Redfield: May 1 comment on your question? Some years ago I was inter-

ested in the subject of marine fouling and one of the things which
seems to happen almost immediately when any object is placed
in the sea is that it becomes coated with a slimy material which
is a film of microbial origin. I have often wondered if films of

that type were not only present as they must be around all par-
ticles of sand, if they did not tend to compact and bind together

and give the sand a structure which it would not have if it were
perfectly clean, and so add to the permanence of traces of this

sort.

McHugh: I was interested in your remark about Littorina, how various
individuals will follow each other along in the same path. I was
interested this afternoon to watch some of them on the mud flats

and to see how exactly one will follow the path of another and 1

wonder how they can do this. 1 was wondering about the mech-
anism by which he senses that another one has gone before him.

Hantzschel: I don't know.

Davis: Did you find more trails in calcareous muds than you did in non-
calcareous ? The reason for asking that is because carbon diox-

ide given off by the body of the animal will help cause induration

of sediments if you have calcareous material.

Hantzschel: The sediments of the tidal flats of the North Sea are mostly
sandy, more sand and more clay, but no calcareous material.

Zeigler: Have any studies been made of the amount of area on a flat which
is turned over per tide by these trails and the amount of sediment
which is stirred up?

Hantzschel; It is difficult to say. I think we have no quantitative data on this.

Chronic: Have any studies been made of the impressions of the bottom
which algae or floating organisms might make in shallow water -

say tidal flats ?

Hantzschel: These are things which we don't call traces but which in Germany
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Oppenheimer:

we call "Marken". We restrict the term, "Marken" or mark-
ings, absolutely to inorganic things but it is possible that a

crustacean moving over the surface leaves a trail or marking.

There is a reaction which might be interesting to the understand-
ing of these burrowing animals. That is when you have an an-
aerobic sediment and sulphate reducing bacteria active, you get

a lot of hydrogen sulphide produced and this creates an acid sed-
iment. When the organism comes into there and burrows a hole,

it allows the oxygenated water to penetrate. Then the anaerobic
acid sediment is converted to an aerobic state and thus the pH
rises. It is very possible under certain conditions in which there

are carbonates dissolved in a more acid anaerobic part of the

sediment that you w^ill get calcium carbonate precipitated due to

the change in pH around the side of the burrow.

Chronic: I was going to ask if that could happen to iron as well.

Oppenheimer: Well, the iron is changed from the reduced to the oxidized state.

Chronic:

Oppenheimer:

Odum:

Is it apt to be precipitated as a limonitic band?

It is already precipitated as the iron sulphide and it is converted

to a hydroxide so you just get a change of state of the precipitate;

instead of black it is red. I do not know if there is any mobility

of the iron although iron hydroxide in the ferrous state is sup-

posed to be mobile at minus 200 millivolts in the anaerobic state

so there might be somie migration there too.

Do you have any suggestion as to what graptolytes are ?

Hantzschel: No.

Odum:

Hantzschel:

Odum:

They are not tracks I presume ?

They are preserved fossils which are out of discussion today.

There is a very fine investigation of these by the Polish paleont-

ologists.

But it could be some secretion from something couldn't it?

Schuckmann: I think that studies of thin sections and so on indicate that that

could not be the case.

Bradley: May I comment on Dr. Oppenheimer's observation? I can't say

what the pH was in the mud that I studied but I had the opposite

experience measuring the pH and eH in the tidal flats on the

Maine coast where the sediment is reducing and there are sul-

phate reducing bacteria and in none of those did we find that the
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pH actually did go below 7.

Oppenheimer: How soon after you collected the samples did you read it?

Bradley: We did it in place.

Stevenson: I might just comment on that. 1 found pH's similar to those that

Dr. Oppenheimer must have found as low as 4. 9 although that

was extreme, but certainly well below 7 - in the 6 and 5 range.

Burbanck: I just wanted to ask about Limulus. It seems to leave such a

good trail, but it was not mentioned. It is an old group and 1

just wondered if this came into the picture at any time in your

fossil trails.

Hantzschel: Yes. You know the famous paper of Kester published in the

German Paleontology, I think in 1938, on investigations founded

on observations on the east coast of the United States. It is a

very good investigation of the Limulus trails. There are trails

in the upper Jurassic of Germany. There are Limulus trails

in, I think, the Devonian of Pennsylvania. In Germany in the

famous upper Jurassic slates which preserve such wonderful

fossils.

Burkholder: I wanted to ask if anyone studied the trails and burrows made by
animals in deeper water where the sediment is not exposed, for

example, with underwater cameras.

Hantzschel: Not yet. There are only some submarine photographs taken by
deep sea expeditions. In some cores taken by deep sea exped-

itions there are also to be found such burrows, and sedimentologists

ologists do not like them because they stir up the stratification

and sedimentation.

Redfield: I would suspect that under water an animal would leave a very

weak trail because most of them don't weigh very much.

Burbanck: 1 think that Ewing's pictures of the holothuroidian left quite a

good one.

Chronic: This brings up the big subject of dinosaur tracks and other ver-

tebrate organisms which have had a tremendous amount of writ-

ing in the literature. Have you made any studies of these or any

possible paleoecological implications of these which concern the

tracks of vertebrates ?

Hantzschel: We omitted the tracks of vertebrates. In Germany some distinct

trails that were said to be made by dinosaurs we found were worm
trails.
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Redfield: I remember when I was a student, Professor Raymond showed
us a large slab of sandstone with a curious trail. They were
sort of moonlike depressions forming a string of beads and he

told us that this was a complete mystery to the paleontologists.

Shortly after that I went down to the sand hills. It had been
pretty wet and there was a shallow pool among the sand hills

and here was almost the identical track somewhat reduced in

size. I followed it across the bottom of this pool and on the lee

side there was a large log. Apparently it had been going across
on the waves and every time it hit a wave it made a little foot-

print. I think you will admit that this is a difficult subject.
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